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ABSTRACT 

The Ironwoo d Iron-.fo::c-mati .Jn, of the Go gebic Range 
of nort'.1.ern 'disconsin and Mi chig.?.n, c:x:tends 
80 miles in a generally east-northea3terly direct ion from 
near Mineral Wiscons in to Lake Michigan . 
The iron-formation is considered part of the 
Group of the Marque tt e Range Supergroup. 
cally , the iron-formation has been di vided into five 
members on the basis of the predominance of 
cherts or ferrugin ous slates in the stratigraphic section. 
Total thickness of the Ironwood Formation in Wi sconsin 
seems to show a progressive thickening from around 500 
feet near the Wisconsin-Mi chigan border to about·650 f ee t 
near its westernmost extent. The westernmost 20 of 
+i-, . .... . l • ...... ' ' h d b t • J,;,e iron-.!.. or:-aa :,ion na s oeen con "ac-c me ;:;amorp ose '.Y ne 
Mi neral Lake Intrusive, a Middle Keweenawan gabbroic body. 

data of present study, four metamorphic 
zones may be distinguished in the Ironwood Formation by 
changes in m.ineralogy alo!1g stri ke length of the iron.-
formation toward the intrusive contact. 

Zone 1 extends to within about 7500 feet (2JOO m.) 
of the intrusive contact. It is recognized by the pre-
s2nce o f low- grade metamorphic assemblages containing 
iron-bearing phyllosilicates (minnesotaite, stilpnome-
, hl . ' . rl . , . ' ' 1 ( • ' J..ane, c .. _or1 te) 2.ri-.... iron- oe'.lring ca.roona pnases si a.s -
rite, dolomite-ankerite). Primary textural features, 
such as granules and colites, are generally well pre-
served, although they have been slightly modified by 
recrys tallization and replacement. 

Zone 2 is by a moderate grade of 
illetamorphism and the development of grunerite, talc, 
and garnet. Iron-bearing carbonates an d iron-beari ng 
phyllosili2at2s are absent. The degree of metamo rphic 
recrvstallization has from Zone 1, such that 

features ara to totally ob-
literated. 



ii 
Zone 1 occurs about 4500 feet 

( 1 J70•1,-.1 -·::::-;;--·_,_h '-' "r"" 0 o nt-.::;0-'.- ,·.,,n,j i·::: ,-.;, :::; ·r. ;.:i .-, ·c·- ,.,...; "''" d - , ·•'•) V- 1,,1 ...... - ...... J_llt:;:...., _,..u-....,u .. __ ._.,_ , __ . .... ,,, r:: ..... .. ... 

hi .gh- .5ra(le ass ernJ)l3.gi?S 
,..., ne ( 'l'Y'Q l'' \ c '1 ; ·- on \ "Y'n .... 11·:::. I -i· .... \ t::., .. \,;::;, 
hornblendet actino lite and trsmolita. The 
has usuall y undergone a complete recrystallizat ion with 
primsry t 1:;xtural t ·:;1turss being so:11pJ.2tely e:--as'2d. 

Zone 4 occurs about 100 meters of tha in-
trusive contact and is ch2racterize d by the presence of 
pigeonite and fayalite. 

Pressures of are believed to be in 
excess of J kb. Temper-a"'cures attained in Zone 1 were 
probably in the 150-JSJC. Maximum temperatures 
of Zone 2 c ould not h :3.'1e 2. bout the upper 

limit of talc in roc ks. Maxi-
mum t2mperatures ·al ong the intrusive conta ct sculd not 
have greatly exceeded about 700 C., the spproximate 
decomposition temperature of grunerita . 

of the is believed to 
largely isochemical and the resul t of a progressive 

dehvdration and decarbonation of the iron- forma tion as 
c '··n+3.,,+ i·("O 1"1e"'r 0 d Qvifa'"'"' ic: ""' ..... _ \JJ. u '-',.,, u ..--...i._ ..... • __ '""' o"-'" J. _ :....... ..... . _ v _.._ 

internally buffered with in th2 co:--ifines of various quartz-
ferrous silicate-magnetite buffer asse!·nolages. Evidence 
from Zone 4, however, suggests the decomposition of mag-
netite in response to the external reducing influence of 
the intrusive contact. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A series of progressive metamorphic changes has 

occurred in the western 20 miles of t he Middle Pre-

cambrian Ironwood Iron-formation of Wisconsin. This 

metamorphism begins to express itself near the tovm of 

Upson and steadily increases in intensity as the iron-

formation is followed westward. This maximum grade of 

metamorphism is achieved near Mineral Lake, Wisconsin, 

where the iron-formation comes in contact with the 

Keweenawan Mineral Lake Intrusive. The metamorphism 

has long been considered a contact effect of this in-

trusive complex. 

The purpose of this study is to document the miner-

alogical and tectural changes occurring in the iron-

formation as this intrusive contact is approached. A 

study. supplemented by X-ray analysis pro-

vides an understanding of the carbonate-oxide-silicate 

assemblages present at tne various grades of metamor-

phism. Of particular interest is a of the 

metamorphism of the Ironwood with that occurring in the 

Biwabik Formation of the eastern Mesabi Range, where it 
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is contact metamorphosed by the Duluth Gabbro Complex. 

Detailed study of the Biwabik has resulted in the recog-

nition of several zones of metamorphism; each character-

ized by a distinct mineralogic and/or textural identity. 

The present study concentrates on discerning a similar 

metamorphic zonation in the Ironwood Iron-formation. 
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LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The Ironwood Iron-formation and associated Middle 

Precambrian rocks of the Gogebic Range outcrop along 
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a northeast trending belt extending from Mineral Lake, 

Wisconsin to near Lake Gogebic, Michigan--a distance of 

approximately 80 miles (Fig. 1). About two-thirds of 

the range is west of the Montreal River, which marks 

the Wisconsin-Michigan boundary. In Wisconsin, the 

towns of Mellen, Upson, Iron Belt, Pence, Montreal and 

Hurley are the principle population centers along the 

range. 

The topography generally reflects the local bed-

rock, with glacial features leaving only a minor im-

print on the landscape. The Ironwood and underlying 

Palms Formations are resistant rocks and characteristi-

cally form a ridge which traces their strike. This ridge 

is practically non-existent along the easte!h portions 

of the range, but beginning at approximately Upson and 

continuing west it becomes a progressively more salient 

feature. Maximum relief along this ridge is about 400 

feet in the area of Mt. Whittlesey, near Mellen, with an 

elevation of 1,872 feet above sea level. This peak is 

one of the highest points in Wisconsin. Aldrich (1929) 

attributed this increased topographic relief to a meta-

morphic recrystallization affecting the Palms and Iron-

wood formations. This recrystallization begins to express 
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itself near Upson and becomes progressively more in-

tense as t he r311ge is followed westward, toward Mineral 

Lake. 

The ridge of the Ironwood and Palms formations is 

bounded on the north by a two to three mile wide valley 

underlain by the Tyler Formation, a sequence of slates 

and graywackes of low erosional resistance. This valley 

is in turn bounded on the north by another ridge mark-

ing the presence of the KeweeBawan volcanic and intru-

sive rocks. This ridge, termed the trap range by Aldrich 

(1929), displays a gradual contact with the Tyler valley, 

with local relief commonly being 200-JOO feet. 

The area is within the St. Lawrence drainage system, 

with waters flowing northward to Lake Superior and ulti-

mately the St. Lawrence River. The rivers of the area, 

the Montreal, West Fork of the Montreal, Potato, Tylers 

Fork and Bad, cross the iron-formation approximately 

perpendicular to strike. ln some cases, these rivers 

follow the traces of transverse faults which offset the 

Middle Precambrian series. An excellent example of a 

river following a fault trace is displayed at Penokee 

Gap, west of MeJ.len. Here, the Bad River has cut a 

channel over JOO feet keep through the ridge of the Iron-

wood and Palms formations. The river follows a trans-

verse vault that has a 500-foot offset. 

Tributaries to these larger commonly '"flow 

along the valley of the Tyler Formation and parallel to 



the strike of the iron-formation. Since larger riv9rs 

follow courses normal to regional structure while the 

smaller, less competent streams flow parallel to the 

structure, a crude trellis-type drainage pattern has 

developed. 

.· 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The Gogebic Range occurs in th9 southern portion 

of the Superior Province of the Precambrian shield of 

North America. This portion of the Superior Province 
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is characterized by metamorphosed sedimentary and vol-

canic rocks as well as granitic instrusions of Early 

Precambrian age (Precambrian W. by U.S.G.S. termino-

logy), sedimentary and volcanic sequences of Middle 

Precambrian age (Precambrian Y), and thick piles of 

Late Precambrian (Precambrian Z) volcanic and sedimen-

tary rocks. Traveling northward across the Gogebic 

Range, one first encounters the Early Precambrian se-

quence. These rocks are unconformably overlain by 

Middle Precambrian sediments, which are in turn over-

lain by Late Precambrian extrusives and associated sedi-

mentary rocks (Fig. 2). The Middle and Late Precambrian 

sequence has a relatively consistent northeast-southwest 

strike with a variable northwest dip. Structurally, 

the rocks form a monocline, defining the southern limb 

of the Lake Superior Syncline. 
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Early Precambrian 

Early Precambrian rocks south of the Gogebic Range 

in Wisconsin have been divided into greenstone and gran-

itic terrains (Aldrich , 1929). Neither of the · terrains 

have received significaht geologic study. The greenstone 

presumably represents the oldest litholagy. Although 

absolute age determinations of these rocks have not been 

made, radiometric dates of similar rocks near Lake Goge-

bic, Michigan (T46N, R4JW) have recently been published 

(Peterman, et al, 2976). Rb-Sr dates of the Presque 

Isle Granite immediately below the Middle Precambrian 

sequence gives an age of 2610 m.y. It would seem reason-

able to interpret some of the granites in Wisconsin as 

having a similar age. 

Middle Precambrian 

Unconformably above the Early Precambrian green-

st ones and granites lies t he Middle Precambrian sequence 

consisting of carbonates, quartzitas, iron-formation and 

gra:r11acke. 'I1he mi <1urnum combined thickness of the sequence 

is lJ,500 feet. The stratigraphic section of t he Gogebic 

Range is similar to the sections of the other iron-bearing 

districts of the northern peninsula of iVI.ichigan. Cannon 

and Gair (1970) proposed the Marquette Range Supergroup 

to correlate the Middle Precambrian series of the Gogebic, 

Marquette, and Menominee ranges; as well as the Iron River-

Crystal Falls District (Table 1). Rocks included in the 

super-group have an age bracketed by radiometric dates 
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of to 2.5 b.y. The purpose of the correlation is 

to differentiate t he Michigan-Wisconsin suite of rocks 

from the Animikie Series of the Mesabi and Gunflint 

Ranges of Minnesota. It was noted that the Animikie 

Series could, at best, becorrelated with the Menominee 

Group of the Marquette Range Supergroup. The existence 

of a number of formations both above and below the 

Menominee Group necessitated supergroup status for the 

Michigan-Wisconsin Middle Precambrian rocks. 

The oldest unit on the Gogebic Range, the Bad River 

Dolomite, occurs intermittently at the base of the Middle 

Precambrian. It lies with angular unconformity on the 

Early Precambrian basement. Along the eastern third of 

the Gogebic, the dolomite is underlain by the Sunday 

Quartzite; a unit not occurring in Wisconsin. The thick-

ness of the Bad River Dolomite varies from 0 feet to a 

maximum reported thickness of 550 feet on the extreme 

western end of the range (Komatar, 1972). Aldrich(1929) 

found that the relative proportions of the two major 

minerals in the unit, chert and dolomite, varied upward 

in the stratigraphic section. He proposed a division of 

the dolomite into a lower cherty dolomitic phase and an 

upper dolomitic cherty phase. The assumption was that 

an original offshore carbonate depositional environment 

gradually changed to a shallow water of in-

creased elastic sedimentation. 



The Palms Formation unconformably overlies the 

Bad River Dolomite and is coextensive with the Iron-

wood Formation for the entire length of the Gogebic 

Range. It has a fairly consistent thickness of about 

450 feet (Aldrich,1929). Aldrich has recognized three 

distinct subdivisions of the Palms Formation. 

The lowermost unit of the Palms Formation is a 

J-10 foot thick basal conglomerate exposed inter-

mittently across the range. It provides the evidence 
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for the disconformable nature of the lower contact. 

The conglomerate consists of a quartz-feldspathic matrix 

surrounding varying size clasts of the immediately under-

lying bedrock, be i t ·:·greenstone, granite or Bad River 

Dolomite. 

The middle unit of the Palms Formation is a thin 

bedded, dark colored quartz-feldspathic slate that con-

stitutes about 90% of the thickness of the formation. 

It is composed of beds varying in thickness from a frac-

tion of an inch to over an inch. Individual beds consist 

of arenaceous, argillaceous or novaculitic material and 

gradations between all of these. The arenaceous beds 

consist of quartz grains cemented by either silica or 

argillaceous matter. Feidspar is a common elastic con-

stituent, especially where the Palms is overlying grani-

tic basement. ·The argillaceous beds are dark colored 

and shaley in apprearance. They are of seri-

cite, chlorite, chert and magnetite with minor carbona-
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ceous matter. The novaculitic beds are made up of fine 

fragments of angular quartz surrounded by a very fine 

grained silicious cement. Stratigraphically higher in 

the Palms Formation the relative amount of quar tz in-

creases and the middle unit grades into a massive vitre-

ous quartzite--the uppermost unit of the Palms. 

The upper quartzite is the most distinctive member 

of the Palms Formation. It is a 20-60 foot unit which 

occurs along the top of ·the Palms for -its entire length 

in Wisconsin. Modal analysis of t he quartzite shows it 

to be composed of quartz (75-90%), Hornblende, biotite, 

muscovite, chlorite (7-25%), opaques (0-4%) (Komatar, 

1972). Colors range from white, green, brown to red. 

The well-classified, vitreous nature of this unit makes 

it an excellent marker horizon, above which the lowermost 

beds of the Ironwood Formation may be readily located. 

West of Mellen, a series of textural and mineral-

ogic changes in the Palms Formation have been noted 

(Komatar, 1972). These changes h2ve been attributed to 

Penokean age (1.7 b.y.) greenschist metamorphism. with a 

possible later overprinting of Keweenawan contact meta-

morphism. The Palms has become highly indurated, with 

all traces of original elastic grains being destroyed 

by the formation of an intergrown crystalloblastic 

texture. Feldspars have been altered to biotite, chlo-

rite and quartz and there has been minor developme nt of 

secondary hornblende. 
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Lying above the Palms with apparent con-

formity is the Ironwood Iron-format ion, a typical Lake 

Superior type iron-formation. The average t h ickness of 

t he unit is 850 feet (VanHise and Leith, 1911 an d others. 

A detailed description of the iron-formation is included 

in a later section of this paper. 

The youngest sedimentary unit of the Middle Pre-

cambrian sequence is the Tyler Formation. Maximum thick-

ness of the formation occurs in the area of Tyler's Fork 

River, where estimates range from 9,500 feet (Schmidt 

and Hubbert, 1972) to 12,000 feet (Alwin, 1976). 

The nature of the Tyler- Ironwood contact is a 

matter of some debate. Hotchkiss (1919) . defined the 

Pabst member of the Tyler Formation and believed it re-

presented an erosional unconformity. The Pabst member is 

a ferruginous, highly fragmental horizon occurring inter-

mittently at the base of the Tyler. Exposures of the 

member are limited to diamond drill core and mine work-

ings. Hotchkiss also believed thickness variations in 

the uppermost (Anvil) member of the Ironwood was addi-

tional evidence of a post-Ironwood erosional episode. 

Aldrich (1929) argued against unconformatibility by not-

ing the presence of abundant iron carbonates and magne-

tite in the lower 150 feet of the Tyler Formation.. He 

viewed the contact as conformable, representing a gradual 

decrease in iron sedimentation and a corresponding in-

crease in elastic deposition. 
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A sedimentological investigation of the Tyler 

Formation by Alwin(1976) resulted in new insights into 

the petrology of the sequence as well as the geologic 

history of the Middle Precambrian sequence. He found 

the Tyler to consist of interbedded sandstone, silt-

stones and mudstones with bed thick.."less varying from 

fractions of an inch to several feet. Lithologically, 

the rocks of the Tyler Formation are predominantly lith-

ic graywackes (Pettijohn, Potter and Siever, 197J). 

Petrographic analysis by Alwin showed the major frame-

work constituents to be quartz, plagioclase and rock 

fragments set in a chlorite and mica-rich matrix. 

Alwin concluded that the Tyler was derived from a pre-

.donimantly granitic source area, with minor contribu-

tions from sedimentary, sedimentary and volcanic terrains. 

Alwin recognized sedimentary structures within the 

Tyler Formation as being indicative of turbidite curr-

ent deposition. Utilizing these structures as paleo-

current indicators showed the turbidity currents flowed 

north to northwest down the paleoslope. Incorporation 

of this date with paleocurrent data for the Thomson 

(Virginia?) Formation of the Mesabi Range (Morey and 

Ojakangas, 1970) and the Rove Formation of the Gunflint 

Range (Morey, 1969) suggests deposition of the three 

formations occurred in a common intercratonic basin, 

bounded on the north-northeast and south-southeast by 

crystalline highlands. Considering the stratigraphic 



and of the Middle Precambrian 

sections of these three ranges, the basin geometry 

probably remained relatively unchange d throughout the 

Mi ddle Precambrian period of deposition. Deposition 

of the Marquette, Menominee and Cuyuna ranges and thG 

Iron River-Crystal Falls District are believed to have 

occurred in different loci of the same depositional 

basin. 
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The Tyler Formation is the yo ungest formation of 

The Gogebic Ra.'lge. It is overlain with angular unco:n-

formi ty by Keweenawan sedimentary-volcanic sequence. 

Late Precambrian 

Late Precambrian sequence consists of lower 

Keweenawan sedimentary and -volcanic rocks; middle Ke-

weenawan volcanic rocks and intrusives; and sedimentary 

rocks, predominantly sandstone, of late Keweenawan age. 

The oldest rock unit of the lower Keweenawan se-

quence is the Quartzite. Reported thickness 

of this formation varies from 150-200 feet north of 

Upson (Cooper, 197J) to J00-400 feet north of Mellen 

(Komatar, 1972). The rock consists of laminated quartz-

ite with a basal unit of conglomerate 15-18 thick. 

Pebbles of quartz, chert, iron-formation and Tyler Form-

ation are found in the conglomerate unit. 

Deposition of the Bessemer Formation ended with the 

initiation of Keweenawan volcanism. This volcanic acti-

vity forms a sequence of flows about 40,000 feet thick 



in northern Wisconsin. Radiometric dating suggests 

accumulation of the bulk of t he pile occurred over a 

period of about 20 m.y. (Green, 1976). The strati-

graphic nomenclature for the lowermost flows has been 

a matter of some debate. Traditionally, the break be-

tween terrigenous deposition and volcanism has been 

considered the boundary between the early and middle 

Keweenawan (Van Hise and Leith, 1911). Paleomagnetic 

evidence collected in recent years, however, has re-

sulted in new thinking on the position of this -'-. t..ime-

stratigraphic boundary. Books (1968) proposed that a 

change in the Precambrian magnetic field from reverse 

to normal polarity be used as a basis for establishing 

the early-middle Keweenawan break. He suggested that 
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the reversely polarized older group of volcanics be re-

assigned to the lower Keweenawan while the overlying 

normally polarized volcanics remain middle Keweenawan. 

Considerable study of the paleomagnetism throughout the 

Lake Superior district has reaffirmed this concept. 

Compositionally, the flows vary from basalt to 

andesite, although rhyolite flows may be common in some 

areas. Individual flows may be separated by beds of 

sandstone or conglomerate. These interflow sedimentary 

units comprise about 1-5 per cent of the total valcanic 

sequence (White, 1966). 

The middle Keweenawan volcanic sequence is uncon-

formably overlain by upper Keweenawan sedimentary rocks. 

The upper Keweenawan rocks may be divided into a charac-
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teristic upper and lower group, which Thwaites (1912) 

designated the Oronto and Bayfield groups, respectively. 

The rocks of the Oronto Group are generally more ar-

kosic and contain more conglomeratic and shaley horizons 

than the overlying Bayfield Group, which is more quartz-

ose and mature. Thickness estimates for the upper Ke-

weenawan sedimentary section varies from 18,000 to 20,000 

feet (Craddock, 1972). 

Of particular importance to the present study are 

a number of middle Keweenawan intrusive bodies occurring · 

north of the Gogebic Range. These intrusive rocks may 

be divided into two general groups (Felmlee, 1970). The 

first of these is a network of diabase dikes and sills 

cutting the Middle Precambrian sequence as well as the 

lower Keweenawan rocks. The second and volumetrically 

more important group the Mellen Gabbro Complex and 

associated intrusives. 

The Mellen Gabbro Complex outcrops along a zone 

roughly 5 miles wide and 50 miles long. It extends 

from about 20 miles west of Mellen to a point about 

5 miles northwest of Hurley, Wisconsin (see Fig. 2). 

The unit is a sill-like body, striking about N70E and 

dipping NW. The complex may be divided into an eastern 

and western terrain separated by the intrusion of the 

Mellen Granite. Contact relations show the granite to 

postdate the gabbroic units (Komatar, 1972). 

The eastern portion of the Mellen Gabbro has re-

ceived study by Mangham (1974). He found the body to 



consist of three separate intrusive sheets, stacked 

one upon the other. Petrolbgically, the sheets are 

similar; each consisting of a gradational sequence 

from olivine gabbroid rock at the base of the sheet, 

to gabbroid, leucogabbroid and finally anorthositic 

rocks at the top of the sheet. Granaphyric bodies 
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occur at the top of the upper sheet, apparently repre-

senting the final crystallizing phase. Crystal settling 

was believed active in t he solidification process as is 

evidenced by the rhythmic layering present in some of 

the olivine-rich layers. The attitude of this layering 

is comparable to that of the intruded strata and thus 

shows that intrusion occurred prior to the tilting of 

the Lake Superior Syncline. Mangham observed an aureole 

of contact metamorphism in the basalts surrounding the 

intrusion. The aureole consisted of a zone of hornblende 

hornfels facies metamorphism surrounded by a zone of al-

bi te-epidote facies. The width of the hornblende h.·orn-

fels zone is 2,600 feet. 

The western Mellen Complex is known as the Mineral 

Lake Intrusive. Work by Olmsted (1969) showed the in-

trusive to be a moderately well differentiated strati-

form body about 14,600 feet thick with an average modal 

composition approximating anorthositic gQbbro. The in-

trusive consists of the following stratigraphic section: 



granite 
ferrodiorite 
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anorthosite 
gabbroic anorthosite 
anorthositic olivine gabbro } 

ccmprise 73% of 
total thickness 

a thin zone of ultramafics 
basal chill zone of iron-rich gabbro 

Measurements of two types of primary structures by 

Leighton (1954) showed that fluxion structure (forming 

from flow and paralleling t he walls of the intrusion 

during crystallization) have a dip 15 degrees-20 degrees 

less than the rhythmic layering. Since rhythmic layer-

ing reflects horizontal at the time of crystallization, 

it was concluded that intrusion occurred into strata 

that had begun to tilt in response to the formation of 

the Lake Superior Syncline. A comparison of this con-

clusion with Mangham's (1974) data suggests the eastern 

Mellen Complex may have intruded prior to the Mineral 

Lake Intrusive. The Mineral Lake Intrusive cuts obli-

quely across the Middle sequence and comes 

in contact with the Ironwood Iron-formation just south 

of Mineral Lake (SEi, Sect. 14, T44N, R4W). 

The sequence of volcanic, intrusive and metamor-

phic evants occurring during the geologic history of 

the area has been documented by a number of workers 

through radiometric age dating techniques. Figure J 

summarizes the dates obtained. It may be noted that 

although no dating was done on the Mellen Gabbro 

Complex, the age of the complex is bracketed by several 
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of the dates listed. The a ge of t he would 

seem to be 1.0-1.lb.y., an a ge similar to that of the 

Duluth Co mplex of IVl il'l..neso t a ( Goldi ch , e t al, 1961). 

Regional Structure 

The regional structure of t he area is dominated 

by the Lake Superior Syncline. The Middle and Late 

Precambrian formations have a regional northwesterly 

to northerly dip coincident with their location on the 

southern limb of the structure. 
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A number of smaller folds have been noted in the 

Middle Precambrian section. Aldrich (1929) observed 

some large scale folding in the Ironwood Iron-formation 

in T44N, RJ & 4W, west of Mellen. He mapped a series of 

folds which colminate in a ma j or syncline in the south-

western cormer of 4W. The trends of t he axial planes 

of the folds is approximately N15W. Another fold affect-

ing the Middle Precambrian strata was noted by Felmlee 

(1970). She mapped a large fold affecting the Tyler 

Formation in the southeastern corner of T45N, R2W. The 

attitude of the fold axis was calculated to be 10-JO de-

grees, S40-50E. The smaller scale folding described by 

Aldrich and Felmlee appear to affect only the Middle 

Precambrian section. Komatar (1972) suggested that the 

deformation occurred during t he Penokean Orogeny (1.7 b.y.). 

However, others believed that most, if not all, deforma-

tion on the Gogebic Range is Keweenawan in age ( M. Mudrey, 

personal communication). 
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Major faulting is of t wo types--cross faulting 

occurring roughly perpendicular to regional strike and 

large scale thrust faulting paralleling regional strike. 

Cross faulting has been identified through magnetic sur-

veys of the Ironwood Formation (Aldrich, 1929) and in 

some cases by the observed offsets of the Ironwood 

Formation, lowermost Tyler Formation and the basal Ke-

weenawan flows. The location of the faults is shom1 

on Figure 2. 

Three major thrust faults have been mapped in the 

area (Aldrich, 1929)--the Lake Owen and Bad River faults 

west of Mellen and the Keweenaw Fault. The location of 

the Lake Owen and Bad River faults is fairly well de-

fined through lithologic, structural and magnetic dis-

continuities. In contrast, the exact location of the 

. Keeweenaw Fault in Wisconsin has been a matter of debate. 

Aldrich (1929) first extended the fault into Wisconsin, 

placing it along the base of the eastern Mellen Complex, 

Mellen Granite and Mineral Lake Intrusive. He believed 

locating the fault in such a way wou l d provide a zone of 

weakness for the middle Keweenawan intrusive activity. 

The location would also explain a linear trend of mag-

netic and topographic lows. White (1966) accepted the 

extension of the fault into Wisconsin, but placed it at 

the base of the late Keweenawan sequence. 

Such a location would explain the coincidence between 

a linear low gravity anomaly and the pinching out of 

middle Keweenawan volcanics. White'2 placement of the 
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Keweenawan Fault aligned it with the Lake Owen Fault 

to the west, the two fau.l ts representing the same 

structural discontinuity. Recent mapping of the Middle 

Precambrian-Late Precambrian structural relationships 

by Felmlee (1970) and Cooper (1973) showed that no 

hard structural evidence for the extension of the Ke-

weenaw Fault into Wisconsin existed. The matter appears 

far from resolved. 



PREVIOUS WORK 

Earlv Geologic Reconnaissance (from Irving and Van 
Hise, 1892) 

The first geologists to come into the region were 

Barnes and Whitney, who in 1847 traversed the region 

between Lake Gogebic and the Montreal River. As work-

ers for the U. S. Geological and Mineralogical Survey 

of the Lake Superior Lake District, they were commis-
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sioned to map the rock formations along several township-

range lines crossing the area. They mapped a contact 

between "granites to the south and eruptive greenstones 

of the copper bearing series to the north. 11 (i.e. the 

Early Precambrian-Late Precambrian contact). They fail-

ed to recognize, the Middle Precambrian sequence, pro-

bably due to lack of outcrop. 

The following year, D. A. Randafl of the Geologi-

cal Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota accompanied 

surveyors tracing the fourth principal meridian. He is 

the first person to note the existence of the Ironwood 

Iron-formation, recording exposures of lean magnetic ore 

along the traverse. The exposures were apparently the 

outcrops along the east bank of the Potato River, where 
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the meridian crosses the iron range. 

In 1849, the United States government sent Colonel 

Charles Whittelsey to examine t he reported belt of 

"iron bearing slates" between the Montreal River and 

English Lake (west of Mellen). His work resulted in 

the first geologic map_ of the area, showing a continu-

ity of the iron-formation between the two points. Eleven 

years later, under the auspices of the Wisconsin Geolo-

gical Survey, Whittelsey returned to study the area in 

more detail His report accurately summarizes the geo-

logy of the area, describing the iron-formation as 

"generally less than one-fourth mile in width, regularly 

stratified, dipping to the northwest conformable to the 

formations, and having its outcrop along the second or 

southerly ridge." Whittelsey is credited with naming 

the Penokee Iron Range. The name he chose was pewabik, 

the Chippewa word for iron. A mispelling by the com-

positer, however, resulted in the name which was used 

for the area. 

In 1859, Dr. I. A. Lapham, on behalf of a Milwaukee 

iron company, worked in the area from the Bad River at 

Penokee Gap to the fourth principal meridian near Upson. 

His investigations resulted in a number of interesting 

observations; among t hese was the detection of a fault 

at Penokee Gap and the dbcumentation of metamorphism 

in the Tyler Formation at Penokee Gap. He noted that 

the Tyler had been subjected to "other influences 

(Probably heat and pressure) which have transformed the 
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fissile slate into a very hard subcrystalline 

rocko 11 

In 1873, T. B. Brooks published a report stating 

that the Penokee Range of Wisco nsin is a westward ex-

tension of the Gogebic Range of Michigan. Previous to 

this time, the two ranges were thought to represent sap-

arate formations, but after the work of Brooks the name 

applied to the range became Penokee-Gogebic, later short-

ened to Gogebic. 

In the annual report of the Wisconsin Geological 

Survey for 1877, R. D. Irving outlined a detailed map-

ping and magnetic survey from Bad River to Potato River. 

In addition to recording lithologic changes, the survey 

noted deviations in :the readings of the "magnetic needle" 

along designated traverses crossing the iron-formation. 

The report stated: 

"Another fact of importance is the steady 
lessening of the disturbing influence exerted 
on the magnetic needle by the iron belt of the 
Huronian, as it is followed eastward. In its 
more western extension, the variations observ-
ed on or n§ar the belt are commonly as much as 
90° to 180 , the disturbing influence extending, 
moreover, for a long distance to the north and 
south of the line of greatest disturbance. By 
the time the Potato Rive0 is reached, the vari-
ations never approach 90 , and are observed 
along a very narrow belt only. Still farther 
east, the attraction lessens yet more rapidly, 
and on the Montreal River you have observed 
yourself that it is essentially lost. This 
lessening of the magnetic attraction does not 
necessarily indicate a corresponding decrease 
in the amount of iron · present in the rocks of 
the iron belt, but rather that the magnetic 
oxide is giving way more completely to the non-
magnetic •.. for a considerable quantity of 



very highly manganiferous red menatite is 
to be seen at points all along the passage 
of Tyler's Fork eastward." (Irving and 
Van Hise, 1892, p. 4J). 

A survey similar to that of Irving's was carried 
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out by C. E. Wright in 1876 on the iron-formation west 

of Bad His report in The Geology of Wisconsin, 

Vol. 1 (1880) showed that a substantial magnetic attrac-

tion could be traced all the way to the western terminus 

of the iron-formation. Lithologically, he described the 

iron-formation as an actinolite-bearing, magnetic schist. 

In both Irving's and Wright's reports, it stressed 

that the magnetic attraction of the western Penokee-

gogebic Range had for years deceived prospectors in search 

of high grade natural iron ore. It was believed that 

natural ore would be found in the less magnetic portions 

of the iron range. 

Iron ore was discovered on the Gogebic Range in 188J. 

The following year, 1,022 tons or ore were shipped (Ald-

rich, 2929). With the new economic importance of the 

range, organized geologic work accelerated and several 

major reports were published. 

Irving and Van Hise, 1892 

Monograph 19, published in 1892 by the u.s.G.S. was 

the most authoritative work done to that date on the Goge-

bic Range of Wisconsin and Michigan. The publication in-

eludes an extensive literature review and a description 

of the geology of the.area, beginning with the Early 

Precambrian southern complex and continuing up-section 
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through the Keweenawan sediments. Geologic maps indi-

eating outcrop positions and including numerous cross-

sections were prepared for the entire range. Petro-

graphic descriptions of the various rock units were a 

major part of the report. With regard to the strati-

graphy of the area, the authors developed the following 

stratigraphic section: 

Keweenaw Series 

Penokee Series { 

Southern Complex 

Upper Slate Member (Tyler Formation) 
Iron-bearing Member (Ironwood I.F.) 
Quartz Slate Member (Palms Formation) 
Cherty Limestone Member (Bad River 

Del.) 

(All contacts were assumed conformable) 

Irving and Van Hise proposed three lithologic divi-

sions for the iron-bearing member: slatey and often cherty 

iron carbonate; ferruginous slates and cherts; and actin-

olitic and magnetic cherts. 

The slatey and cherty iron carbonates are character-

ized. by a platey or thinly stratiform habit with the in-

variable presence · of iron carbonate. Minor constituents 

are iron oxide (limonite, hematite or magnetite), carbona-

ceous matter, pyrite, chlorite, clayey matter and occasion-

ally fragmental quartz. 

The ferruginous slates and cherts are characteristi-

cally siliceous, with chert or quartz occurring as matrix 

material or cement. Iron oxide is the other major con-

stituent in these rocks, with any other minerals occurring 

in accessory quantities. The ferruginous slates are dark 
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colored, fine grained and have a uniform laminated tex-

ture. In contrast,the ferruginous cherts are generall y 

lighter colored and occur in beds of irregular thickness. 

The cherts also have a higher concentration of iron 

oxide, with magnetite, hematite and limonite occurring 

in irregular bands and segregations interlaminated with 

the chert layers. 

The actinolitic and magnetic schist have a mineral 

of quartz, actinolite, magnetite and hema-

tite. The rocks are typically darker colored, more 

dense and are more tenacious than the two previously 

described lithologic types. 

and Van Hise found that different segments 

of the iron-bearing member Formation ) are 

characterized by a specific lithologic type. West of 

Tyler's Fork River, actinolitic and magnetic are the 

predominant rock types, with ferruginous cherts occur-

ring in occasional exposures. As the iron-bearing mem-

bsr is followed eastward from Tyler's Fork, actinolitic 

schists disappear and the dominant rock types become 
' ferruginous cherts and slates as well as slatey and 

cherty iron-carbonate. At approximately the same lo-

cation, hematite and limonite begin to replace magne-

tite as the dominant iron oxide. The ec onomic signi-

ficance of the varying lithologies on the range is 

stressed in the report, stated (concerning the 

Gogebic Range east of Tyler's Fork River): 



"For some JO miles now to the ea.st, or 
as far as near the ea st end of T47N, 
R45W, Michigan, t he chert s and carbonates, 
with iron ore bodies at or near the base 
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of the cont inue nearl y to the 
exclusion of the actinolitic rocks. In this 
distance is included, wi t h few exceptions, 
all the working mines of the Gogebic districts." 

Irving a.nd Van Hise were concerned with t he nature 

of the original iron-formation and the mechanisms in-

valved in the formation of natural ore bodies. They 

concluded that the iron-formation was originally deposi-

ted as a cherty iron carbonate. The ferruginous cherts 

and slates formed during the oxidation of the carbonate 

and the reprecipitation of silica within the rock. A 

process for forming the actinolitic schists from the 

iron carbonate was not given. 

One of the significant contributions of Irvirig and 

Van Hise concerned the development of iron ore. Exami-

nations of numerous mine exposures showed most of the 

deposits occurred in the lower horizons of the iron-

bearing member, with the quartz slate member commonly 

forming the footwall of the ore. Mafic dikes cutting 

the iron-formation at right angles also appeared to in-

fluence ore formation as a number of ore bodies were 

found to occur in the troughs formed by the junction of 

the and the iron-formation. Irving and Van Hise 

concluded that the iron carbonate was the source of the 

iron ore. It was believed that downward percolating 

water dissolved the carbonate and took ferrous iron 

into solution. The descending fluids were deflected into 



troughs by the impervious quartz slate form2tion and 

dikes. At the apices of the troughs, the fluids en-

countered oxygenated water which caused precipitation 

of the iron as ferric oxides. 

Van Hise and Leith, 1911 

U.S.G.S. Monograph 52 summarized the geology of 

the Lake Superior region. It made specific reference 

to the several iron-bearing districts of t he region. 

The section devoted to the Gogebic Range was largely 

a review of the geology of the area as described by 

previous but there were several notable con-

tributions. The Ironwood Formation was named by Van 

Hise and Leith. They described it in terms of the 

three lithologic types of Irving and Van Hise(1892). 

In ·addition, Van Hise and Leith recognized the occur-

rence of black slates as a fourth lithologic type in 
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the iron-formation. The slates were described as car-

bonaceous fragmental strata occurring as thinly bedded 

layers .in the iron-for:nation, commonly forming the foot-

wall of ore deposits. 

Petrographic examination of the Ironwood resulted 

in the identification of greenalite in the iron-bear-

ing carbonates of the eastern Gogebic Range and grun-

eri te in the actinolitic magnetic schists of the western 

Gogebic Range. This latter rock type was believed form-

ed from the original carbonates "under deep seated con-

ditions largely through the influence of the Keweenawan 

intrusive rocks.and especially of the great western 
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lacolith. 11 This appears to be the first reference to 

the schists of the western Ironwood Formation forming 

from original carbonate iron-formation in response to 

contact metamorphic effects. 

Van Hise and Leith present a discussion of the iron 

ores of the districts and processes or ore formation. 

Numerous chemical analyses were tabulated and a 

similarity between ore material of the Gogebic and 

Mesabi ranges was noted. authors were in general 

agreement with the mechanisms of ore for 'na tions as de-

scribed by Irving and Van Hise (1892). In 2.ddition, 

it was noted that fractures cutting the • -C' ' • iron-.Lorma-cion 

may have provided channelways for the downward perco-

lating ore fluids. Dissolving of iron carbon-

ate with subsequent reprecipitation of oxide was viewed 

as the principle process of ore formation. Another 

theory suggested the development of ores from ferru-

ginous cherts1believed to be the parent rock of several 

deposits. This process involved the concentration of 

iron through the leaching of silica from the original 

cherty rock. Silica leaching had been previously re-

cognized as responsible for the formation of' many of 

the Mesabi Range ore bodies. 

Hotchkiss, 1919 

In 1919, W. O. Hotchkiss, then state geologist of 

Wisconsin, published a · series of papers in Engineering 

and Mining Journal dealing with the Ironwood Formation. 



The papers, written primarily as a service to mine 

operators, made several contributions to the under-

standing of the iron-formation. The major contribu-

tions were in regard to lithologic classification, 

stratigraphy and structure of the Ironwood. 
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Hotchkiss found the iron-formation could be 

devided into two major types, each reflecting a parti-

cular environment of deposition. In a shallow water, 

wave agitated depositional zone, ferruginous cherts are 

the common rock type. The beds are generally fairly 

thick, up to several inches, and display a character-

istic "wavy bedding" with no parallelism of beds for 

any appreciable distance. When deposition occurred in 

deeper water, below the reach of wave action, rocks of 

the ferruginous slate variety predominate. This rock 

type is characterized by a definite "even bedded" 

structure, with bedding planes generally thin and para-

llel for along distances. Mineralogically, the two 

types may be quite similar, but the basic structural 

and textural differences provide a useful field classi-

fication. 

Hotchkiss found that different stratigraphic hori-

zons within the Ironwood are characterized by prepon-

derance of either the slatey or cherty iron-formation. 

On the basis of this, he proposed a stratigraphic classi-

fication of the Ironwood, dividing it into five members 

that could be recognized across the range. Names chosen 

for each member were mine where that stratigraphic 



horizon was particularly well exposed. The subdivi-

sions proposed were as follows: 

Tyler Formation 
Upper {

Anvil chert 
member (0-JOO ft. t hick) 

Pence ferruginous slate 
member (80-2JO ft. thick) 
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Ironwood Formation 

Lower Ironwood 

Norrie ferruginous chert 
member (20-2JO ft. thick) 

Yale member-interbedded 
ferruginous cherts and 
slates (65-J?O ft. thick) 

Plymouth ferruginous chert 
member (115-350 ft. thick) 

Palms Formation 

Hotchkiss noted the presence of a ferruginous con-

glomerate separating the Anvil member of the Ironwood 

from the overlying Tyler Formation. The conglomerate 

was observed at several localities of the eastern Gage-

bic Range, and is believed to be of limited lateral ex-

tent. The Pabst member of the Tyler Formation, as he 

named it, is composed of clasts of slate, chert, granular 

jasper, and occasionally hematite set in a fine grained 

quartzitic matrix. This unit was used as supportive 

evidence for an erosional unconformity at the end of 

Ironwood time. 

Hotchkiss rgcognized four principle types of fault-

ing on the Gogebic Range: 

1. Transverse faults striking nearly per-
pendicular to the formation and nearly 
vertical to dip; the fault at Penokee Gap 
being an example. 



2. Faults nearly parallel to 
the strike of the formation and nearly 
perpendicular to the beds. These faults, 
termed Eureka type faults, may be either 
normal or reversed. 

J. The Sunday Lake Fault--a thrust fault 
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near Wakefield, Michigan that has re-
sulted in an offset in the Ironwood 
Formation of nearly one and one-half miles. 

4. Faults parallel to the bedding of the iron-
formation, which occurred with the homo-
clinal tilting of the formation. Faults 
of this kind have occurred primarily in 
the lower portions of the Yale member. 

Concluding statements in the paper concerned the 

author's views on the stratigraphic and structural con-

trols of iron ore formation. This process was believed 

to have occurred almost exclusively through silica 

leaching. Favorable stratigraphic horizons, as well as 

the location with respect to dikes and faults were con-

sidered important to the localization of ore bodies. 

Aldrich, 1929 

Bulletin 71 of the Wisco nsin Geological Survey, 

entitled The Geology of the Gogebic Iron Range, repre-

sents the most authoritative work to date on the geology 

of the Gogebic Range. The publication is a compilation 

of township geologic reports reflecting several years 

of detailed mapping within the region. A unique aspect 

of this survey was the utilization of magnetic surveys 

in interpreting geology. North-south dip needle surveys 

were made across the range on section and half-section 

lines from the Early Precambrian to the Tyler valley. 

Readings were taken at regular intervals, about 150 feet 
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location of geologic contacts in areas lacking outcrops. 

This resulted in t he Ironwood Formation being extended 

somewhat beyong the limit of outcrop on the western end 

of the Gogebic Range. 

Aldrich was able to make a number of new structu-

ral interpretations of the range. Magnetics showed the 

presence of a number of previously unmapped transverse 

faults (termed cross faults) crossing the range (see Fig. 

2). These faults were found to occur with both increased 

frequency and great as the western end of the 

iron range is approached. This increased structural com-

plexity is also shown by folding of the Ironwood Formation. 

Folding is essentially non-existent in the part 

of the Gogebic Range, but becomes more common west of 

Mellen. Aldrich mapped two major fold patterns: (1) A 

series of folds occurring in T44N, RJ-4W, striking N15-

JOE. This fold pattern culminates in the development of 

a major syncline located in the SW corner T44N, R4W. 

(2) A monocline or anticline immediately west of the 

syncline and striking N60-70W. These folds disturbed 

the entire Middle Precambrian sequence, as well as the 

basal Keweenawan strata. Aldrich interpreted the struct-

styles encountered along the Gogebic Range as the 

direct result of the folding that produced the Lake 

Superior Syncline. It was believed that the syncline 

formed through the do\'mwarping of the formations into 

the magma chambers vacated by the Keweenawan volcanics. 
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This downwarping began earlier, took place more rapidly 

and/or lasted longer in the eastern portions of t he Gage-

bic Range. This differential foundering produced tor-

sional stresses which were more intense in the western 

portions of the range. The result was an increa sed de-

formation in this a rea. 

Another aspect of Aldrich's structural interpreta-

tion was the extension of the Keweenawa n thr:lSt fault 

into Wisconsin (seeFig. 2). This f eature was believed 

to have formed a t the onset of s ynclina l folding through 

updip " +. i:nrus.,ing. The fault created a zone of weakness 

which acted as a channelway for the injection uf Middle 

Keweenawan intrusives. 

The Hotchkiss (1919) stratigraphic nomenclature was 

used in the report. Aldrich also recognized the basic 

lithological subdivision of wavy bedded cherts (Type I) 

and slate iron-formation (Type II). He chose, however, 

to distinguish between two types of slatey iron-formation: 

thin laminae and even bedded slates. Compositionally, 

the two t ypes of slatey iron-formation are similar. The 

major difference lies in mode of occurrence. The thin 

laminae occur in thin beds intercalated with the wavy 

bedded cherts. Aldrich referred to these beds as "sepa-

raters." The even bedded slates occur as the dominant 

rock type in the "slatey" horizons of the Ironwood (the 

Yale and Pence ferruginous slate members)o Table 2 sum-

marizes the various features which characterize the 

different types of iron-formation. 
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Table 2-- Summary of feature characterizing the 
different type of iron formation. (Aldrich, 1929) 

Aldrich attributed of the western 

Ironwood to Keeweenawan contact effects. He sum.ma-

rized these effects as follows: 

"In the eastern division, atmospheric agents 
have weakened the structure, oxidation has 
effected a breaking down of the texture, 
and solution has increased the porosity, 
Here the formation is partly amenable to 
destruction and development of •• 
In the west, the formation was modified 
mineralogically oefore the erosion surface 
had cut to its depth. It was recrystallized, 
the chert being to crystalline 
quartz, the carbonate to oxides, or the iron 
of the carbonates and the silica of the chert 
were combined to form the amphibole needles 
whicn have knitted the whole into a very 
tough and resistant mass." 
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Aldrich also addressed the problem of the increased 

magnetic attraction of the western Ironwood. He believ-

ed this "a first class manifestation of the degree of 

recrystallization, magnetite being one of the products 

of the process." 

Atwater, 1939 

Occupying a similar stratigraphic position as the 

Tyler Formation in the far eastern portion of the 

Gogebic Range (near Lake Gogebic) is the Cop ps Formation. 

The Copps Formation had been considered unconform-

able with the underlying Ironwood as is evidenced by 

its distinctive basal conglomerate. With the exception 

of local occurrences of the Pabst fragmental. unit (Hatch- " , 

kiss, 1919), such a conglomerate is lacking in the Tyler; 

hence the actual nature of its basal contact was unre-

solved. Atwater concluded that the Copps and Tyler are 

correlatable and belong to the Upper Huronian (Late, 

Middle Precambrian), separated from the Upper Huronian 

Ironwood Formation by an erosional unconformity. 

Tyler, Marsden, Grout and Thiel, 1940 

As a result of an extensive study of the heavy 

mineral suites of the Precambrian of the Lake Superior 

region, Tyler, et al. devised a method of age determina-

tion based on examination of zircons. Briefly, the 

"hyacinth" type were found to be characteristic of pre-

Huronian terrains; Huronian, pre-Keweenawan rock contain-

ed weakly birefringent (malacon) zirccns as well as 

occassionally the hyacinth variety; and Keweenawan 



("normal") zircons were euhedral and colorless to 

yellow. 
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The zircons examined in the area surrounding the 

Gogebic Range yielded ages consistent with those es-

tablished through previous field studies with one notable 

exception. The rocks south of Penokee Gap consist of 

gneiss intruded by two phases of granite. The gneiss 

and one of the granites were found to contain hyacinth 

and malacon zircons, respectively. The granite 

contained zircons characteristic of Kev.reenawan igneous 

rocks. None of the three rock types have since been 

dated by radiometric techniques. 

Huber, 1958 

In 1958, N. King Huber published the results of 

his investigations of the Ironwood Iron-formation in 

the belt from approximately Wakefield, Michigan to Iron 

Belt, Wisconsin. This portion of the Ironwood is the 

least metamorphosed on the Gogebic Range, and in areas 

that are unoxidized, was considered to be representative 

of the primary sediment. Huber believed a detailed exami-

nation of the mineralogy and chemical composition of the 

iron-formation would yield clues into its depositional 

environment. 

Mineralogically, Huber classigied the Ironwood into 

three major categories: carbonate-rich, silicate-rich and 

magnetite-rich rocks. 

The carbonate-rich rocks are almost all even bedded 

with individual beds of uniform thickness, the fine lami-
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nations reflecting slight differences in mineralogic 

composition. The carbonate-rich layers are commonly 

interbedded with thin chert layers which average about 

one-fourth inch in thickness. The carbonate is iron-

rich, approaching siderite in composition. The chert 

may also occur as interstitial material with the car-

bonate. Magnetite is the common oxide mineral, occurring 

in dispersed throughout the carbonate material 

and in discrete layers within the carbonate beds. Hema-

tite may occur in minor amounts where secondary oxidation 

has occurred. Silicate minerals (minnesotaite, stilpno-

melane, rarely chlorite) commonly occur intimately admix-

ed with the carbonate rather than in separate layers. 

Huber's examination of a number of carbonate-rich sam-

ples yielded the fol l owing approximate modes: Carbonate 

Quartz (J0-35%), Silicate (2-15%), Magnetite 

(1-14%), other (1-5%). 

Huber found the major type of silicate-rich rock 

to be thinly bedded or laminated and containing carbon-

ate and magnetite in addition to silicate. Typically, it 

is light to dark green, but may be dark gray if a high 

percentage of magnetite is present. The magnetite occurs 

both as disseminated material and as discrete 

Minnesotaite and stilpnomelane are the most important 

silicate minerals in the iron-formation. The two minerals 

are often intermixed, occurring as flakes or needles. 

Huber emphasized that it is not possible to state defini-

tively that minnesotaite and stilpnomelane are primary 
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minerals or whether they have developed through dia-

genetic or low grade metamorphic conditions. Chlorite 

was the only other silicate mineral identified. It 

occurs only in iron-formation in which there is evidence 

of the introduced elastic materialo 

Huber identified three magnetite-rich types in the 

Ironwood Iron-formation: 

1. The "wavy bedded'' iron-formation of Hotch-
kiss (1919)0 The rock is conposed of ir-
regular lenses and beds of chert separated 
by laminae of' dark "slaty" material. The 
chert is dark gray to red in color. The 
red chert typically is granular or oolitic. 
The granules may be of chert, sili-
cate (minnesotaite, stilpnomelane) or mag-
netite. The slatey material separating the 
cherty bands consist of magnetite, carbon-
ates and silicates. The magnetite is gen-
erally euhedral, occurring both as dissemi-
nated material and clusters of grains in 
preferred layers. 

2. An even bedded rock type, with magnetite in 
layers up to one-half inch thick interbedded 
with impure layers of silicate, carbonate 
and chert. 

J. An even bedded rock type composed of inter-
bedded chert and magnetite with little or no 
silicate or carbonate. Commonly, the chert 
is a brilliant red jasper that is in strik-
ing contrast to the black magnetite 

Huber described several subordinate rock types with-

in the Ironwood. These included pyritic carbonaceous 

slates occurring locally in tte even bedded units; 

fragmental and conglomeratic zones; argillacious zones; 

and the "sweeping bed," a chert unit containing detrital 

quartz which occurs at the very base of the iron-formation. 

Huber interpreted the primary mineralogy of the Iron-

wood Iron-formation in terms of James (1954) concept of 
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sedimentary facies. He envisioned deposit i on occur-

ring in an off-shore marine basin relatively free of 

terrigenous sedimentation. Clastic sedimentation re-

presenting the Palms Formation occurred in the near-

shore portion s of the basin while chemical sedimentation 

of the Ironwood occurred in the deeper parts. Minor 

fluctuations in the physical and conditions of 

the off-shore depositional environment resulted in the 

differing facies of iron-formation. The individual 

facies are now reflected in specific mineral assemblages. 

Deposition of the iron and silica-rich chemical sediments 

was then believed to have terminated as a result of in-

creased tectonism and the deposition of the slates and 

graywackes of the Tyler Formation. 

Cannon and Gair, 1970 

The name Marquette Range Supergroup was proposed in 

1970 to include the Paint River, Baraga, Menominee and 

Chocolay Groups in Michigan and Wisconsin (see Table 1). 

The authors proposed the name in efforts to supplant the 

term Animikie Series for the Middle Precambrian strata of 

the northern peninsula and adjacent areas of Wisconsin. 

It was believed that "Animikie Series" assumed an unproven 

correlation between these rocks and the Huronian Supergroup 

of Ontario. The Ironwood Iron-formation is presently con-

sidered part of the Menominee Group. 

Felmlee, 1970 

J. K. Felmlee studies the geologic structure along 

Huronian-Keweenawan contact near Mellen, Wisconsin. 
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Her work consisted of mapping, petrography and a struc-

tural study of the Tyler Formation and overlying Kewee-

nawan units. Two major problems addressed in t he study 

were the location of the Keweenawan Fault and deline-

ating the contact metamorphic effects of the Middle Ke-

weenawan intrusives (Mellen Gabbro and Granite). 

Felmlee found no structural evidence for the Ke-

weenawan Fault at the base of the instrusi ve uri.i ts, 

where it had been placed by Aldrich. A O-i mile 

schist zone was mapped near the base of the intrusives, 

but this was believed a contact metamorphic effect rather 

than a zone of cataclasis. 

The contact effects observed by Felmlee are sum-

marized in Table J-. An attempt was made to outline the 

effects of the gabbroic and granitic intrusives sep-

arately. It was noted, however, that since the granite 

postdates the gabbro, the contact effects of the granite 

may have been overprinted on some previous gabbroic con-

tact metamorphic zone. Several chemical analyses of meta-

morphosed and unmetamorphosed Tyler Formation were com-

pared to determine the extent of metasomatic activity 

accompanying the metamorphism. Within several meters of 

the Tyler-gabbro contact, a slight increase in Tio 2 and 

a corresponding decrease in H2o was observed. The Tyler 

Formation near an intrusive granite contact shows a small 

increase in CaO and Na2o and a decrease in H2o. No signi-

ficant metasomatic contributions were found which may 
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indicate the intrusive bodies lacked an appreciable 

fluid phase. 

Felmlee disagreed with previous authors on the size 

of the metamorphic aureole surrounding the intrusives. 

Aldrich (1929) believed metamorphism of the Ironwood Iron-

formation could be detected as far away as Iron Belt, Wis-

consin. This would imply a perpendicular distance from 

HOST ROCK EFFECTS OF GA?JIRO I GRAIN SIZE EFFECTS OF GRANITE I GRAii! SIZE 

Tyler Formatfon feldspar-muscovite-biotite 

(gra)l" .. mck..- quartz schist 
slate) 

b .. keweenawan. (pyroxene)-plagioclase- 0.1-
hornblende hornfels 0.3 - schist and •, 

v.>lcanics hornfels 

plagioclase-hornbtende plagioclase-pyroxene hornfels 
schbt (partly diabase textured) 

amygdutcs of feldspar, 
feldspar-pyroxene. 0.1- amygdules of feldspar, blotite, quartz, hornblende- pyroxene, 

4.0 llllll feldspar-pyroxene quartz, hornblend" 

basal Keweenavan garnetlferous or znagnet!tic 0 . 2-
congl1Jmerate and m01trix l.S tmi. 

&ands tone quartzite 0.1-
0.3 mm. 

Table 3--Summary of contact metamorphic effects of 
rocks near Mellen, Wisconsin. (from Felmlee, 1970) 

the intrusive contact of approximately 8,000 feet 

0.05-C!.6 ...... 

0.1-1.0 mm. 

O.S-3.0 mm. 

(assuming a 60 NW dip of and a JO NW 

dip of the contact). In no instances was 

Felmlee able to trace !lletamorphism more ' than one-half 

mile from an intrusive contact. She therefore speculated 
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that any metamorphism observed at a g reater distance 

from a contact must be a regional effect of some nature. 

Komatar, 1972 

Frank D. the metasedimentary rocks, 

Mellen Granite and Mineral Lak e Gabbro west of Mellen, 

Wisconsin. The work consisted of field mapping, petro-

graphic descriptions and age dating of the Middle and 

Late Precambrian rocks. An analysis of various structu-

ral features (gabbro fluxion structure, dike and joint 

orientations, axis of small scale folding) resulted in 

a detailed structural synthesis for the region. 

Komatar presented evidence for two phases of meta-

morphism in the western Gogebis Renage: a low grade 

regional effect associated with the Penokean Orogeny 

(1.7 b.y. ago) and a contact effect resulting from 

Middle Keweenawan intrusive events. 

The Penokean Orogeny resulted in deformation of 

the Middle Precambrian series as well as regional green-

schist metamorphism. The deformation is expressed pri-

marily as folding of the Palms and Ironwood formations 

in Sect. 16-19 of T44N, RJW and Sect. lJ, 14 of T44N, 

R4W. Axial trends of the folds are NS to NE. The re-

gional greenschist metamorphism resulted in the develop-

ment of tremolite in the Bad River Dolomite; biotite, 

muscovite, chlorite and sericite in the Palms Formation 

and muscovite, biotite and quartz in the Tyler Formation. 

The contact metamorphism of the Middle Precambrian 
+ sequence occurred 1050-40 rn.y. ago (K-Ar dates of 



Metamorphosed Palms and Tyler Forma tion ) . This phase 

of metamorphism resulted in the fol l owing lithologic 

changes: 

Ba d River Dolomite--development of hematite 
and tremolite 

Palms Formation-enla rgement of quartz 
grains to form an intergrown crystallo-
blas t ic tecture; reolacement of feldspars 
by biotite, and quartz; develop-
ment of minor hornblende and garnet 

Tyler Formation--development of garnet 
(andra dite), hornblende and epidote 
( horr-blende hornfels facies) 

An important piece of information omitte d fro m 

Komatar's study was the extent of the metamorphic 

aureale. Komatar did not study the metamorphism of 

the Ironwood Formation. 

Alwin, 1976 
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Bevin Alwin (1976) studied the sedimentation of the 

Tyler Formation. Analysis of primary sedimentary struc-

tures indicates paleocurrents moved from the east-south-

east to the west-northwest. Data showed the Gogebic 

Range re ceived deposition along the southern margin of 

a Middle Precambrian basin with the northern margins of 

the basin in t he Gunflint and Mesabi areas. 

Alwin's petrographic examination of the Tyler was 

primarily to the unmetamorphosed roc k . He 

did, however, describe the so-called "spotted slates" 

occurring near the base of t he Tyler along the Bad River. 

He found the rock to be a graywacke containing porphro-

blasts of altered cordierite. 
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STUDY METHODS 

The majority of field wort wa3 carried out during 

a one month in the summer of 1975. During t h is 

time, samples were collec ted at 11 major lo calities along 

the Gogebic Range in Wisconsin . These localities were 

selected largely because of the availability af good ex-

posure. This was especially true in the eastern por-
' I • 

tion of the area, where the percentage of exposure is 

particularly low and outcrop is confined mainly to 
/ 

stream cuts. Another consideration given to the select-

ion of localities was to obtain samples that most 

clearly show textural and mineralogical changes accom-

panying the metamorphism of the Ironwood Formation. 

This required choosing sample areas which represented 

the broadest range of metamorphic grades possible. 

Stratigraphic sections were measured and described 

at each locality visited. Samples chosen were consider-

ed to be representative of the diverse lithologies present 

in a t ypical iron-formation sequence. Appendix A, summa-

rizes samnle locations, stratigraphy and lithologies en-

countered at each location. 

A total of about JOO samples were collected. Exami-



nation of these samples resulted in lJO selected 

for petrographic study. This selection resulted in 
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what is believed to be a representative suite of the 

lithologic types enc ountered in the field. In selecting 

rocks for thin sections, preference was given to 

containing the greatest amounts of iron silicates since 

the iron silicate minerals are the most sensitive in-

dicators of metamorphic grade. 

The fine grain size and relatively nebulous opti-

cal properties of many of t he iron-format i on minerals 

necessitated the use of x-ray analysis for 

identification. A total of 25 crushed samoles were x-

rayed on a Picker diffractometer to identify silicate 

and carbonate minerals. In addition, thin section heels 

of iron-formation were stained, using 

the scheme outlined by Warne (1962). This staining 

allows the differentiation between calcite, siderite, 

ankerite and dolomite-ferrodolomite. This combination 

of petrography, x-ray analysis and carbonate staining 

techniques, resulted in the recognition of the metamor-

phic assemblages listed in Appendix A. 
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STRA·rIGRAPHY AND STHuCTURE OF THE IRO NWOOD IRON FORfvIATION 

Development of Stratigraphv 

Hotchkiss (191 9 ), reco gnized t wo lithologies 

in the Ironwood Iron-formation: ferruginous cherts and 

ferruginous slates. These two rock t ypes correspond 

closely to those found elsewhere in Middle Precambrian 

iron-formations. 

The ferruginous cherts typically occur in very ir-

regular beds ranging in thickness from 0. 5 c:n to 1 m., 

averaging about 6-8 cm. Beds pinch a nd swell, maintain-

ing little or no regularity over any appreciable distance. 

This bedding irregularity h2.s resulted in the term "wavy-

bedded chert" to describe the lithology. Plates 1 and 2 

illustrate the c haracteristic bedding features of the 

ferruginous cherts. 

Quartz is the dominant mineral in the ferruginous 

cherts, with iron carbonates, oxides ·md silicates, 

occurring in highly variable proportions. A detailed 

discussion of the mineralogy and t extures of the cherty 

zones, as well as the ferruginous slates, will be includ-

ed in a later section of this paper. 
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Plate 1-Typical wavy ·bedded ferruginous cherts of 
the Ircnwood Iron-formation , Potato River 
section. 

Plate 2-Wavy . bedde.d cherty iron-formation with 
associated irregular magnetite-rich 
laminae, Mt. Whittlesey section. 
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Plate J - Typical even-bedded Ironwood Iron-formation, 
Tyler's Fork secti on. 

Plate 4 - Even-bedded iron-formation illustrating 
the fine, regular laminations characteristic 
of this lithology, Mt. Whittlesey section. 
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The ferruginous slates have prodominant modes 

of occurrsnce in the iron-formation. They may occur 

either as thin laminae separating individual beds of 

chert ("separators"), or as very regular beds repeated 

to form individual members of the iron-formation. In 

both occurrences, the are characterized by fine 

grain size and a fairl y c ·Jnstant bed thickness of 1 to 

4 mm. As laminae, the slates beds may be extreme-

ly irregular, conforming to the various contortions of 

the cherty beds. When repeat e d to form individual mem-

bers, the ferruginous slates have a pronounced bedding 

regularity, with thin beds maintaining parallelism over 

considerable distances. This lithology has long been 

referred to as "even-bedded slates"; a term which is 

somewhat of a misnomer since a slaty cleavage has not 

develbped. The dominant mineral in the unmetamor-

phosed ferruginous slate is usually iron carbonate, 

with chert, oxides and iron silicate occurring in sub-

quanties. Plates J and 4 illustrate typical 

"even-bedded slates" developed in the Ironwood iron-form-

ation. 

A general consensus exists that the development of 

cherty and slaty rocks in the Middle Precambrian iron-

forma tions is the result of deposition under differing 

environmental conditions. Mengel (1963), has shown that 

ferruginous cherts are somewhat akin to sandstones or 

elastic limestones, in that they exhibit various textur-

al characteristics and sedimentary structures (cross-
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bedding, graded bedding, interformational conglo-

merates), suggestive of the deposition of particu-

late detritus. LaBerge (1967), sugge sted that the 

even-bedded rocks have grain size and bedding char-

acteristics similar to sRtstones or argillites deposi-

ted under quiet conditions. During deposition of iron-

formation, it seems probable that ferruginous cherts 

were undergoing deposition near a strand line in a shallow 

wave agitated environment, whereas, the even-bedded rocks 

were being deposited in deeper, less a ctive water, well 

away from the strand line. Especially common near the 

stratigraphic boundary between a predominantly cherty 

and a predominantly slaty sequence, is a zone intercala-

ted cherty and slaty strata. This probably reflects 

deposition under transgressing or regressing conditions 

(White, 1954). LaBerge (personal communication) has also 

suggested that interbeds of cherty material in a predomi-

nantly even-bedded sequence may be the result of storm 

activity, washing cherty detritus from a shallow to a 

deep water environment. Plates 5 and 6 illustrate the 

interbedding of cherty and slaty rocks in the Ironwood-

iron-f orma ti on. 

The stratigraphic nomenclature of the Ironwood iron-

f orma tion is based on the relative .abundances of the fer-

ruginous cherts and slates prevalent in the iron-forma-

tion. (1919), subdivided the Ironwood into five 

members reflecting t he predominance of one rock type 

the other. 



Plate 5 - Interbedded cherty and slatey iron-
formation, Mt. Whittlesey section. 

Plate 6 - Lensoidal interbeds of ferruginous cherts 
intercalated with even-bedded iron-forma-
tion, Tyler's Fork section. 
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The five members are: 

Tyler Formation 

Upper Ironwood 

Ironwood Formation 

Lower Ironwood 

Palms Formation 

Anvil ferrufinous chert 

member 

Pence ferruginous slate 

member 

Norrie ferruginous chert 

member 

Yale member-interbedded 

ferruginous cherts 

and slates 

Plymouth ferruginous chert 

member 

General Features of the Iron-formation Members 

Hotchkiss developed the Ironwood stratigraphy 

through a study of mine workings and diamond drill 
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core data. Data obtained since 1919 has helped confirm 

the Hotchkiss subdivisions, at least within the main 

mining district as far west as Iron Belt, Wisconsin 

(Huber, 1958). 

Starting with the oldest, the base of the Plymouth 

member consists of dense granular chert and jasper with 

numerous elastic quartz grains. The basal contact 
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(Plate ?) is g enerally sharp and is marked by t his pre-

sence of chert a nd j a sper, nei t her of which is present in 

t he underlying Palms Formation. The a bundance of elastic 

quartz gra ins diminishes upward so t hat within 1 m. above 

the basal contact, elastic quartz is almost absent. The 

zone of elastic quartz in a matrix at the base of 

the Plymouth member has been termed t he "sweepings bed" 

(Aldrich, 1929). Plate 8 illustrates the characteristic 

texture of t he sewwpings bed. 

Lying above t he sweepings bed, or, in the absenc e 

of the sweepings bed, lying directly on the Palms Forma-

tion, is a jasper-rich concretionary conglomerate contain-

ing 5-8 cm. concretion-like structures in a cherty matrix. 

Aldrich (1929) referred to this zone as the gnarled con-

glomerate of the Plymouth member. Huber (1958) likened 

the concretionary structures to the algal structures 

occurring at the base of the Biwabik Formation in Minne-

sota. The present study found no evidence for an algal 

zone at the base of the Ironwoodo Plate 9 illustrates 

the gnarled conglomerate as it occurs near Hurley, Wis-

consin. The gnarled conglomerate was also observed in 

the Tyler's Fork, Mellen, Penokee Gap, and Hanna Sections 

(see Appendix 1)_. Maximum observed thickness of the con-

glomerate is about 8 m. (Tyler's Fork). 

An even-bedded unit of the iron-formation, the so-

called "footwall slates", lies above the conglomerate 

and generally has a thickness of several meters. 



Plate 7 - Basal contact of the Ironwood Iron-for-
mation. Pen :narks contact between the 
upper vitreous quartzite of the Palms 
Formation and the basal concretionary 
coriglomerate of the Plymouth member 
(.section 18) 

Plate 8 - Photomicrograph of the "svveeping' s bed", 
Tyler's Fork section. Note rounded elas-
tic quartz grains in the cherty matrix. 
The dark brown clots in the lower portion 
of the photo are rosettes of stilpnomelane. 
(field of view - 2.48 mm.) 

6J 
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It is fairly continuous throughout the range (Huber, 

19 58) and was observe d whever the base of the iron-for-

mation wa s observed. 

Abo ve the footwall state, lies the major portion 

of the Plymouth .:nember. It consists of wavy-bedded 

cherty iron-formation with a few zones of even-bedded 

iron-formation. Thin (0.25m.) beds of intraformational 

conglomerate are occasionally intercalated with the 

cherty beds of the Plymouth member. When present, 

these conglomeratic zones are most common in the lower 

portions of the Plymouth and decrease in abundance up-

ward. Of local interest is a thin algal zone occurring 

approximately JB m. above the base of the Ironwood in 

the Tyler's Fork section. The zone is about 0.5 m. thick 

and consists of rather disrupted stromatalitic structures 

2-4 cm. in diameter in a granular cherty matrix (Plate 

10) •' This appears to be the only reported observance of 

algal structures in t he Ironwood Formation. 

About 50-90 m. above the footwall, the wavy-bedded 

Plymouth member grades into the even-bedded slates of 

the Yale member. The Yale member consists dominantly 

of even-bedded iron-formation with minor granular chert 

actions. Huber (1958) reported a zone of pyritic car-

bonaceous slate in the lower part of the Yale member. 

The slates were not observed in the present study. 

The Yale member grades upward into the Norrie mem-

ber, which like the Plymouth, is dominantly wavy-bedded 

cherty iron-formation, with only minor even-bedded sec-

tions. 



Plate 9 - Gnarled concretionary conglomerate of 
the Plymouth member, West Fork of the 
Montreal River 

Plate 10 - Algal structures of the Pl ymouth mem-
ber, Tyler's Fork section. 
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The con tact between the Norrie and the overlying 

Pence member is commonly marked by a thin conglornera-

tic zone which could be traced throughout the mining 

areas of the Gogebic Range (Huber, 1958). This frag-

mental zone caused Hotchkiss (1919) to postulate an 

erosional unconformity between the Norrie and the over-

lying Pence member, hence the twofold division into the 

upper and lower Ironwood Formation. Although thin, in-

traformational conglomerates were commonly observed in 

the Ironwood Formation, the particular fragmental zone 

referred to by Hotchkiss was not observed in any of the 

outcrops examined. 

Like the Yale, the Pence member is a sequence of 

even-bedded iron-formation containing minor 

tions cherty iron-formation. 

The uppermost member, the Anvil, consists mostly of 

wavy-bedded granular iron-formation with numerous frag-

mental zones. The upper part of the Anvil, however, 

is a fairly thick and extensive even-bedded zone (Huber, 

1958). The Anvil member was not positively identified 

in any of the exposures observed, although it may out-

crop in the Mellen section. 

The base of the Tyler Formation lies above the Anvil 

member. Hotchkiss (1911), reported the presence of a 

fragmental iron carbonate unit marking the transition 

from the Ironwood to the Tyler Forrna tion. This unit was 

called the Pabst member of the Tyler Formation and has 

been used as sup portive evidence for an erosional uncon-
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farmity at the bass of the Tyler Formation. The 

Pabst member has been recognized only froR 1nine workings 

and diamond drill core data (Hotchkiss, 1911, Huber, 

1958). It was not recognized in the present study. 

The total thickness of the Ironwood Formation is 

about 650 feet (198m.) in Wisconsin. The Plymouth mem-

ber is around 150 feet (48m.), the Yale about 1J5 feet 

(4lm.), the Norrie about 100 feet (JOm.), the Pence 

about 1J5 feet (4lm.), and the Anvil around 120 feet 

(J?m.) (Aldrich, 1929). The thickness variations of 

the various members is schematically illustrated in 

Fig. 4. It should be noted that the sections of Hotch-

kiss (1919) and Huber (1958) are measured from mine 

workings and drill core data, while the sections from 

this study are based solely on measurements from out-

crop. Due to incomplete exposures of the iron-forma-

tion in all the areas sampled, the interpretation of 

the stratigraphy is subject to error. This is parti-

cularly true in the upper positions of the iron-forma-

tion, where outcrop is normally quite sparse. Despite 

the uncertainty of the stratigraphic nomenclature, an 

examination of Fig. 4 seems to show a definite thick-

ening of the Ironwood Formation in the western portions 

of Gogebic Range. 



Location of Measured Sections of Figure 4 

ii- ( 1) Mineral Lake Section; SEi, NEi Sect. 24, R1W; section measured from outcrop 

ii- ( 2) Penokee Gap Section; NWi, NWi, Sect. 14, T44N·, R3W; section measured from outcrop 

it( 3) Mellen Section: SEi, NWt, Sect. 13, '11 l-1-4N, R3W; section measured from outcrop 

*(4) Mt. Whittlesey Section; SWi, SE!, Sect. 9, T44N, R2W; section measured from outcrop 

*(5) Tyler's Fork Sectiont SWi, SEi, Sect. 9, T44N, R2W; section measured from outcrop 

(6) Atlantic Mine, No.3 shaft; NEi, NEi, Sect. 11, T45N, R1E; diamond drill data (Hotchkiss 
1919) 

(?) Plummer Mine, 5 leval crosscut; SEi, NWi, Sect. 6, T46N, R2E (Hotchkiss, 1919) 

(8) Diamond drill hole #121 (Republic Steel Corp.); SEi, SEi, Sect. 31, T46N, R2E (liuber, 
1958) 

(9) Montreal No. 4 shaft, diamond drill hole; NEi, NE!, Sect. 33, T46N, R2E (Ho ·tchkiss, 
1919) 

(10) Windsor Mine, No. 8 leval crosscut; NEi, NEi, Sect. 26, T46N, R2E (Hotchkiss, 
1919) 

* The stratigraphic nomenclature of sections meas L1red from outcrop may be somewhat 
uncertain due to incomplete exposure. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE IRONWOOD FORMATION 

As the structure of the Ironwood Formation is not 

the focus of this study, the following interpretation 

is based primarily on observations made by previous 

workers in the area. 
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The structure of the Ironwood Formation, like the 

other Middle Precambrian units of the Gogebic Range, is 

dominated by a regional northwesterly dip averaging ap-

proximately 60°. Deviations from this regional structure 

occurs in twa major areas of folding in Wisconsin. These 

areas are in the vicinity of Mt. Whittlesey and west of 

Mellen, in the extreme western reaches of the Ironw.ood 

Formation. 

As may be noted in Fig. 2, the outcrop width of the 

Ironwood Formation in the area of Mt. Whittlesey (direct-

ly SE of Mellen) is abnormally large, a direct result of 

the structural complications affecting this area. Out-

crop mapping combined with magnetic data allowed Aldrich 

(1929) to interpret the structure of this area. In es-

seuce, he found the Mt. Whittlesey area to be a separate 

structural entity, sepaxated from the more structurally 

consistant Ironwood Formation by a pair of transverse 

faults (see Fig. 2). The faults extend northward, off-

setting the Keweenawan series. This faulting offsets 

the footwall of the iron-formation several hundred feet 

to the south. Magnetics show that a linear zone of very 
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low or even sub-normal attraction oc curs along the nor-

mal projection of the footwall. Immediately south and 

paralleling this zone, is a zone of high magnetic re-

sponse such as that normally associated with the Ply-

mouth member of the Ironwood Formation. Aldrich beli-

eved that these paralleling zones of contrasting magne-

tic signatures were a strong suggestion of a longitu-

dinal fault affecting the area. He concluded that 

within the block delineated by the transverse faults, 

is a longitudinal fault with a major component of move-

ment up-dip of the iron-formation. The whole block was 

elevated, resulting in the high point of the iron-for.ma-

tion designated as Mt. Whittlesey. Aldrich also believed 

that the up-dip longitudinal faulting was accompanied by 

differential movement between the beds; producing local 

folding (largely up-dip drag folding) and possibly bed-

ding faulting in the Ironwood. This deformation is vis-

ible in the field, primarily in the deviation in the 

attitudes of the various iron-formation members. A broad 

synclinal structure was also observed directly east of 

the old Berkshire Mine mill (SWi, SEi-, Sect. 9, T44N, 

R2W). The fold forms a broad trough J0-40 feet across 

with an axis trending N65W and plunging roughly JO W. 

Attitudes of the iron-formation beds in this area and is 

consistant with t heir location on the limbs of the syn.-

clinal structure. 

The Ironwood Formaation west of the Mt. Whittlesey 

"fault block" again assumes a steep northwesterly dip as 
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it did to the east of this a rea. This rather simple 

structural style continues westward until approximately 

to Tl.J.4N, RJW (about 5 miles SW of Mellen). At this 

point, _f olding is observed in the Ironwood and gradually 

increases in intensity to the west. The structure is 

further complicated in Sect. lJ and 24, T44N, R4W by a 

series of four closely spaced transverse faults cutting 

the iron-formation. In T44N, RJW, Aldrich (1 929) found 

the axial planes of the folds to trend N15E. Folds ap-

proximating this trend occur i n the eastern portions of 

T44N, R4W, and culminate in a major synclinal fold in t he 

so uthwest portion of this township. Cursory observations 

of the structure of the Ironwood made while sampling near 

Mineral Lake, showed the folding to be at lea·st as complex 

as that described by Aldrich, with the attitude of the 

iron-formation consistent only over small distances. It 

would appear that a detailed structural study of this area 

would be a worthwhile contribution. 

Aldrich believed the deformation, west of Mellen, 

was directly related to the folding of the Lake Superior 

Syncline. He reasoned that since the regional strike of 

the Middle Precambrian series does not parallel the axis 

of the Lake Superior syncline, downwarping of the series 

took place at different rates along the Gogebic Range. 

Downwarping is believed to have begun earlier, took place 

more rapidly, or continued longer in the northeastern por-

tions of the Gogebic than in the more structurally riomplex 

portions. As a consequence of this differential folding, 



torsional stresses became active in the western per-

tions of the range and resulted in the more co mp lex 

structural styles. 

There are three major types of faulting affecting 

the Ironwood Formation in Wisconsin (Hotchkiss, 1919): 

1. Faults parallel to the bedding of the 
iron-formation. The most common of these 
faults occurs in the Yale member of the 
iron-formation (see Fig. 4). The fault 
was observed in mines throughout the mining 
district, and became knovm as the "great 
bedding fault". 

2. Faults striking nearly parallel to the 
strike of the formation and nearly per-
pendicular to the bedding. These faults, 
encountered in several mines along the range, 
may be either normal or reverse and have been 
referred to as Eureka type faults; a name 
adopted from a mine where one such fault was 
particularly well exposed. 

J, Faults striking nearly perpendicular to the 
formation and nearly vertical in dip. These 
are the transverse faults (cross faults) 
which offset the iron-formation along the 
range and commonly extend northward into the 
Keweenawan series. 
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Hotchkiss found the three types of faulting to have oc-
curred in the order listed (i.e. the bedding faulting 
occurred prior to either the Eureka or the transverse 
faulting). 
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PETROGRAPHY OF THE IRONWOOD FORMATION 

Introduction 

The Ironwood Formation can be divided into four 

general zones on the basis of mineralogy with each zone 

reflecting a definite grade of metamorphism. These zones 

will henceforth be referred to as Zones 1, 2, J and 4. 

They are defined as follows: 

Zone 1 Occurring in the eastern portions of 
the study area, this zone is charact-
erized by low grade metamorphic assem-
blages (minnesotatite, stilpnomelane) 
and by the absence of amphiboles. This 
zone includes t he following sample area: 
Hurley-Montreal, Potato River, Tyler's 
Fork, Section JJ. 

Zone 2 - This zone represents an intermediate 
grade of metamorphism and is character-
ized by the presence of grunerite. 
This zone includes the Ballou Creak 
and Mt. Whittlesey sample areas. 

Zone J - This zo e occurs on the western portions 
of t . e study area and is recognized by 
the presence of orthopyroxene and ciino-
pyroxene. This zone includes the Mellen, 
Bad River and Mineral Lake sample areas. 

Zone 4 This zone consists of several outcrops 
occurring directly adjacent to t he mine-
ral Lake Intrusive contact. Iron-forma-
tion in this zone is characterized by the 
high temperature metamorphic assemblage 
of fayalite and pigeonite. 
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Boundaries between individual zones are rather ill-

defined and a certain degree of overlap between zones 

exists. This overlap is probably due to variati ons in 

bulk c hemistry within a particular section of iron-

formationo 

This section presents a descriptive summary of the 

mineralogical and textural features in each of the three 

zones of the Ironwood Iron-formation. 

Sedimentary Textures of Iron-formation 

Prior to t he textural feat0res encounter-

ed in the lowest grade of metamorphism in the Ironwood 

Formation (Zone 1), a brief summary of the primary sedi-

mentary textures of iron-formation is in order. 

Dimroth and Chauvel (1973) found sedimentary textures 

of iron-formations to be similar to those of limestones, 

with both rock types being composed of very few textural 

elements. They classify these elements as either ortho-

chems or allochems, terms previously used in classifying 

limestones (Fold, 1959). Orthochems are directly pre-

cipitated unorganized materials, either deposited as f.ine 

grained ooze (micrite) or crystallized in the pore space 

of the rock after deposition (cement). Discretely ag-

gregated particles that were transported before their 

were called allochems. Dimroth and Chauvel 

(1973) observed the following textural elements in iron-

formation (based on the study of the Sokeman Iron-forma-

tion, Quebec): 



, 
..!.. • Orthochems: 

2. Allochems: 

( \ a . I 
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microcrystalline siderite 
and iron silicate matrixes. 
Ttis material was termed femi-
crite and was believed to have 
been deposited as oozes of cry-
stalline mineralso 

(b) matrix chert (occurring in beds 
and probably deposited as a 
silica gel)o 

(c) cement chert and cementing cal-
cite ( spar) o 

(a) pellets - Pellets are describ-
ed as elliptical or eye-shaped 
bodies of uniform size 
(long axis generally 
strewn in matrix chert against 
which they show gradual bound-
aries. 

(b) Intraclasts are transported 
and redeposited fragments of 
penecontemporaneous sediment. 
The major intraclast of Precam-
brian iron-formations are gran-
ules, the rounded, sand sized, 
internally structureless frag--
ments common to cherty iron-
formation. Mengal (196J) pre-
sented convincing arguments 
that granules were transported 
as discrete particles (i.e. as 
a sand). Dimroth and Chauvel 
suggest that the granules form-
ed through the fragmentation of 
penecontemporaneous sediment, an 
idea first suggested by LaBerge 
(1964). Dimroth and Chauvel 
also suggested the term "granule" 
be abandoned as an iron-formation 
textural term to avoid confusion 
with the term as used in grain 
size classifications. This study 
will continue to use the term, 
the belief being that it is 
firmly established in iron-form-
a tion petrology. 

(c) Oolith and Pisoliths - Ooliths 
are composed of a nucleus sur-
rounded- by a concentrically 
laminated skin. Pisoliths are 
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large ooliths with exactly 
the same internal structure. 
As in carbonates, these Darti-
cles are bel ieved 
accretion of material at the 
surface of an object kept in 
suspension in a shallow, wave 
agitated environmento 

(d) Shards - This term was used 
descriptively for more or less 
closely welded conven-concave 
bodies, without genetic cono-
tation. The y were believed form-
ed through the com paction of pre-
vious formed granules. 

(e) Clastic c omuonents - A number of 
elastic (ouartz, al-
kali feldsnar, tourmaline, zircon 
and were observed in 
the rocks of t he Sokoman Iron-
forma tion. 

The petrographic wcrk of Dimroth and Chauvel appears 

to be the most complete effort towards systematizing the 

classification of iron-formation textural 

Many of the features they noted are observed in the Iron-

wood Formation. 

Petrography of Zone 1 

Textures 

The basic sedimentary textures of Zone 1 closely re-

semble the primary sedimentary textures observed in other 

iron-formations of the Precambrian. Although the area re-

presents the lowest grade of metamorphism of the Ironwood 

Formation it has been subjected to a slight metamorphism 

which resulted in modifications of the original textures 

through processes of recrystallization and replacemento 
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The textural elements observed in the cherty iron-

forma tion of Zone 1 inclu d_e: ( 1) gra nules, ( 2) Ooli tes 

and pisolites, (J) shards, (4) cements, (5) matrix chert, 

( 6) algal structure s. 

Granules predominate over the other allochems and 

are associated with intergranular silica or carbonate 

cements. The granules are composed of monomineralic or 

polymineralic aggregates which lac k the internal structure 

of ooliths and pisoliths. Mengel (196J) . found granules 

of the Gogebic Range to have a mean size in the coarse 

sand range which is somewhat l arger than found on the 

Mesabi Range of Minnesota. Granules in the Ironwood Forma-

tion range from about 0.35 to 1.25 mm. and are generally 

rounded to ovoid. Cusp-like features are common on many 

granules, probably reflecting compaction. Granule bound-

aries are generally sharp, but may be diffuse if signifi-

cant recrystallization has occurred. In several instances, 

recrystallization has progressed to the degree that only 

relict granule forms have been preserved. Plate 11 shows 

the typical granular texture observed in the iron-formation. 

The shard structures described by Dimroth and Chauvel 

(197J) were observed in several of the samples examined 

(see Plate 11). They occur as elongate concave-convex 

cuspidate features with the same general dimensions as 

granules. The concave portion of one grain commonly oc-

curs in contact with the convex portion of another grain, 

suggesting a loose welding of grains through compaction. 



Plate 11 - Photomicrograph illustrating typical 
granular texture of the Ironwood Form-
ation. (width of field - 2.48 mm.) 

Plate 12 - Photomicrograph showing shard structure 
formed through the compaction of origi -
nal granules. (width of field - 5.9mrn.) 
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Ooliths a n d pisoliths are common in certa in c h e rty 

bed2 of the iron-formation. These grains usually occur 

in discrete beds, but occasi6nally are present in oolith-

granule layers. The ooliths and pisoliths are generally 

well rounded subspherical features consisting of concen-

tric rings developed around a nucleous of internally 

structureless material The are usually hematitic, 

surrounding a coarse grained quartzose nucleii. Occasion-

ally, several partially developed oolites or granule-like 

bodies have agglutinated to form a multiple nucleus for 

a larger irregular pisolite. common occurrence 

are oolites which have rather large nucleii surrounded 

by a thin concentric shell. Such features have been ob-

served in carbonates and are termed ''superficial o"oli tes", 

(Illing, 1954), Plates 1J and 14 illustrate the typical 

oolitic textures observed in the Ironwood Formation. 

Desiccation cracks are common in ocliths piso-

liths, as well as granules. These cracks have been attri-

buted to shrinkage accompanying the expulsion of water 

during the lithification of the grains (Floran and Papike, 

197 5). 
Cementing material either quartzose, carbonate or 

silcate, precipitated in the pore spaces following 

deposition. Grain size of the cement seems to vary ac-

cording to the size of the pore space and to the degree 

of recrystallization of the rock. 

Matrix chert was observed in several specimens taken 

in the Hurley-Montreal sample area. These rocks are es-



Plate 1J - Typical oolitic texture of t he Ironwood 
Formation. The oolites usually consist of 
concentric hema ti tic shells su.rrounding a 
quartzose nucleii. (width of field -5.9 mm.) 
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Plate 14 - Photomicrograph showing pisolite which formed 
through the agglutination of individual oolite 
structures. (wi dth of field - 2.48 mm .) 
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sentially monominerallic chert with an irregular bedding 

defined by of fine grained hematitic dust. The 

ci1erts are free any allochem grains. They v:ere pro-

bably deposited as filica gel, smal l amo unts 

of ferric iron. 

The algal zone of the Tyler's Fork section occurs 

in a cherty oolite-granule portion of the Plymouth member. 

The algal structures are generally small (1-2 cm. in dia-

meter) and consist of fine cherty lamina ti .')ns s ·:1irled in 

a typical manner (Plate 15) o The laminations 

are defined by segregations of fine grained iron cxide. 

The algal structures have a rather disrupted orientation, 

suggesting that they may have been torn their base 

in the agitated environment of oolite depositio n . Oc-

casionally, t he agitation seems to have produced sub-

spherical, subrounded (J-4 algal structures with a 

crude r _esemblance to modern day oncoli tes (Fla te 1;5). 

It should be noted that the algal zone is rela-

tively thin (1 m.) and of only local extent. Further 

study will be necessary to verify the algal nature of 

the strornatalitic structures and thus distinguish them 

from the possible non-biogenic stromatolites that occur 

on the Gunflint Range (Walter, 1972)0 
The primary textures of the iron-formation have 

been modified by secondary recrystallization and replace-

ment. The following modifications have observed: 

(1) Recrystallization of granular iron-silicates 
resulting iri the growth of fibrous minerals 
into intergranular space: thereby partially 
obliterating granule boundaries. 



Plate 15 - Stromatalite structure fro m t he alga l 
zone of the Tyler's Fork section (width 
of field - 5.9 mm .) 

Plate 16 - Oncolite from the algal zone of the 
Tyler's Fork section . The structures a re 
bel ieved to have as algal pellets. 
They are distingui shed fr om oolites by the 
dis c ontinuous nature of lami-
nations. ( width of f iel d - 2 . 48 mm .) 
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(2) Recrystallization of quartzose granular 
::1a terial and c2ment. 

(J) Recrystallization of carbona te cements, 
often accompanied by at least partial re-
placement of quartzose granules by carbonate. 
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(4) The ubiquitous recryst a llication of magnetite, 
resulting in euhedral crystal forms. 

Textures of the even-bedded "slatey" iron-forr.iation 

are difficult to interpret because of the ex tremely fine 

grain size (usually 5_µ). The even-bedded roc ks are 

finely laminated and consist of a .'.Tlesh of varying amou..n.ts 

of magnetite, quartz, iron silicates and ca rbonates. The 

allochem grains a r e generally absent. Dimroth and Chauvel 

(197J) suggested the even-bedded portions of iron-forma-

tion were formed through accumulation of iron carbonate 

and silicate oozes (femicrite). If this the original 

depositional material, it has undergone significant change 

to result in the textures and mineral assemblages observed 

(see Plate 17). 

Mineralo'2:Y 

Quartz 

Three varieties of quartz are present in Zone 1, 

crystalline quartz, chert and chalcedony. Crystalline 

quartz and chert are distinguished on the basis of grain 

size. In this study, the division between crystalline 

quartz and is placed at roughly 0.02 mm. Indivi-

dual grains of quartz are difficult to distinguish petro-

graphically at sizes below 0.02 mm. and are considered 
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Plate 17 - Photomicrograph illustrating the 
typical even-bedded texture of the 
Ironwood Formation. The rock con-
sists of extremely fine grained 
quartz and iron silicate intermixed 
with fine grained magnetite octahedra. 
(width of field - 4.J mm.) 
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chert. Quartz is ubiquitous to almost all the samDles 

studies, making up 5% to 95% of the rock. 

Crystalline quart z commonly occurs in the finely 

lamina ted material of even-bedded iron-formation. I t 
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also is the dominant mineral in cherty rocks, occurring 

either intermixed with iron silicates, carbonates or 

oxides in granules and oolites or as interstitial cement. 

Grain size is highly variableo The finest sizes occur 

in the even-bedded roclcs and wi t:1in gr3.nules, whe re c::ert 

grain sizes are a pproached. The quartz has highly irregu-

lar, interpenetrating boundaries, a morphology which has 

been referred to as primacrystalline (Dimroth and Chauvel, 

197J). 

Crystalline quartz is the most common cementing agent 

in the iron-formation. The cemen.t quartz commonly occurs 

in two varying grain sizes, a fine grained primacrystalline 

quartz rimming the granules or oolites and coarser grained 

blocky crystals of quartz filling the interstitial space. 

The size of the larger crystals appear to be roughly 

determined by the size of the interstitial space. 

Measurements of about 1,000 intergranular quarts 

grains from the Potato River section showed the average 

grain size to be about 0.06 mm., with a size distribution 

from chert sizes (less than 0.01 mm.) to about 0.1J mm. 

Individual crystals of cement quartz may be quite irregu-

lar in shape, but are frequently arranged in a micropoly-

gonal texture with straight grain boundaries arranged at 

triple points (Plate 18). Dimroth and Ch2uvel (197J) 
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believed ·this texture developed t hrough the recrystalli-

zation of the original primacrystalline quartz. Recry-

stallization of qua rtzose cements usually affects granu-

lar quartz as well. This often results in individual 

quartz grains overgrowing the granule boundary. 

Chert was observed in essentially monominerallic 

beds or intermixed with other minerals in granules, shards, 

and ooliths. Monominerallic chert granules were occasion-

ally observed (Plate 19). Where recrystallization has 

affected intergranular quartz, granular chert has also be-

come partially recrystallized. The granule boundaries 

become somewhat diffuse and the original granule forms be-

comes irregular blebs of chert surrounded by crystalline 

quartz. 

Chalcedony was observed as cement in the rocks of the 

Hurley-Montreal area. Radial (0.05 mm.) clusters of the 

minerals have nucleated with impingement texture on cherty 

granules and grown to fill any available pore space. The 

chalcedony is partially replaced by siderite (Plate 20). 

Iron Silicates 

Minnesotaite 

Minnesotaite is the most common iron silicate in 

Zone 1. It is the iron analogue of talc with an ideal 

composition of Fe 3 Si4o10 (0H) 2 (Gruner, 1944). The 

observed compositional range is approximately JVIg 1 7 . ' 
(Klien and Bricker, 

1977). 
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Minnesotaite occurs as small fibrous sheathes with 

individual fibers parallel or radiating or as dissemi-

nations of individual fibers. The mineral is u3ually 

non-pleochroic (although it may exhibi t a slight yel-

lowish-green pleochroism),highly birefringent and s hows 

parallel extinction. Grai::1 size varies from extremely 

fine (0.01 mm.) to about • :1. 'Tu'!l . The fine grain. size and 

fibrous habit makes determinations of properties 

difficult, necessitating the use of x-ray diffration for 

positive identification. 

Minnesotaite most commonly occurs as a major con-

stituent of granular cherty iron-formation. It is usually 

inte:::'grown with chert, oxides and carbonate to for:n gran-

ules and occasionally occurs as minor disseminations in 

quartzose cement. The modal percentage of the mineral is 

quite variable. 

All gradations were observed from minute needles dis-

seminated in predominantly cherty granules to granules com-

posed almost entirely of minnesotaite (Plate 21). The 

latter occurrence is charac terized by rather ill-defined 

granule boundaries, the granule appearing as irregular 

ragged meshes of minnesotaite fibers. In minnesotaite-rich 

beds, tv.,ro grain sizes of optically distinguishable minne-

sotaite can occasionally be recognized. A mat of very 

fine grained minnesotaite occurs the granular bound-

aries while a growth of long (0.1 mm.) fibers occur along 

the rims of the granules. The long fibers have nucleated 

with a perpendicular impingement texture on the granules 



Plate 18 - Photomicrograph showing micropolygonal 
quartz occurring as intergranular cement. 
Granules are composed of a mesh of fine 
grained minnesotaite surroun'.'ied by a rind 
of magnetite . . (width of field - o.6J mm.) 

Plate 19 - Photomicrograph of essentially monomin-
eralli c chert granule3. The granules are 
surrounded and partially replaced by chal-
cedonic (wispy) and siderite cements. 
(width of field - 2 .48 mm .) 
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Plate 20 - Cherty granules surrounded by chalce-
dony cement. Granules and cement are 
partially replaced by euhedral rhombs 
of siderite. (crossed nichols; width 
of field - 2.48 mm.) 

Plate 21 Photomicrograph of granular minneso-
taite-rich Rock is com-
posed of primarily of minnesotaite with 
intermixed fine grained quartz. (crossed 
nichols; width of field - 5.9 mm.) 
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and possibly indicate the recrystallization of intergranular 

femicrite material. (Plate 22). 

Minnesotaite is present as fine grained dissemina-

tions in all samples of even-bedde d iron-format ion studied. 

All the minnesotaite observed is believed to be se-

condary. Textures observed show that the mineral has grown 

at the expense of earlier silicate, carbonates and chert, 

with little regard to t he primary textural features of the 

iron-formation. 

Stilpnomelane 

Stilpnomelane is a hydrous Fe-Mg-Al silicate with a 

simplified formula (Fe, Mg, Al) 2 • 7(si,Al) 4 (o,OH) 12 .xH2o 

(Klien, 1974). It has structural features to 

those of talc (or minnesotaite), trioctahedral micas; and 

antigorite (or greenalite) as well as large cavities for 

Na, Ca, K and H2o as in zeolitic structures (Eggleton, 

1972). 

Stilpnomelane was observed in several samples of the 

cherty Ironwood Formation. It occurs intergrown with 

minnesotaite and chert in granular iron-formation (Plate 

2J). Stilpnomelane occurrences are neither as abundant 

nor as widespread as minnesotaite. It was never observed 

to make up more than JO% of any particular sample and nor-

occurs in quantities of less than 5%. Stilpnomelane 

occurs in lathlike plates, usually arranged in radial, 

sheathlike or "bowtie" aggregates (Plates 8 & 24). It is 

optically distinguishable from minnesotaite in being 



Plate 22 - Photomicrograph illustrating two grain 
sizes of minnesotaite in granular iron-
formati::in. Granules are composed of a 
mesh. of fine grained fibers and sur-
ro.unded by a rim 9f impinging elongate 
fibers. The longer·fibers possibly are 
due to the recrystallization of intergran-
ular fe:nicritic material (Plane nolarized 
lighi::; width of field - 2.48 mm.) 

Plate 2J - Granular iron-formation consisting of 
intermixed stilpnomelane (brown), iVIinne-
sotaite, quartz-and magnetite. (crossed 
nichols; width of field - 5.9 mm.) 
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strongly pleochroic (pale to deep brown), less bi-

refringent and having a platey, rather than fibrous, 

habit. In s ome s amples, where stilpnomelane is present 

in small quanities, x-ray identification was necessary. 

The occurrence is limited to cherty iron-formation, 

where it is usually present within granules. The growth 

of stilpnomelane normally ignores primary textures of 

the rock , growing out from granules into the intergranu-

lar space. Like minnesotaite, there is little question 

that it is the product of secondary mineral growth. 

Chlorite 

Chlorite was observed in a number of the samples of 

even-bedded iron-formation. It occurs in aggregates of 

minute platey grains intergrown with chert, magnetite, 

carbonate and minnesotaite, and is recognized by its 

pronounced dark green to gray plechroism. The abundance 

of the mineral commonly varies from lamination to lo-

amination within individual samples. The extremely fine 

grain size. the positive determination of optical pro-

perties virtually impossible. X-ray patterns of the crush-

ed chlorite-bearing iron-formation yielded patterns char-

acteristic of the chlorite group minerals. These patterns 

were often not definite enough for a positive mineral 

identification, probably due to the dilution effect of the 

other minerals in the x-rayed sample. Several samples, 

however, yielded the pattern of the iron-rich chlorite 

. thuringite (Fe, Mg, Al) 6(Si, Al) 4o10 (0H) 2 ) 2 • Although 
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not previously recognized in the Ironwood For:nation, 

this variety of chlorite is believed to occur in the 

Iron River District of Michigan (James,1951). A com-

positionally similar chlorite, aphrosiderite, has been 

identified in the Ironwood Formation in Michigan (Mann, 

195J). It was believed to have formed through the dia-

genetic or metamorphic replacement of siderite. A simi-

lar mode of formation may be hypothesized for the thur-

ingi te. 

Greenalite 

Greenalite is structurally the Fe-rich analogue of 

antigorite may be chemically characterized as (Fe,Mg) 6 
Si4o10 (0H) 8 • A possible occurrence of greenalite was not-

ed in an even-bedded siderite-chert sample from the Hurley-

Montreal sample area. The mineral is believed to occur in 

several granules disseminated in the iron-formation. It 

occurs in brownish-green cryptocrystalline masses that 

have isotropic optical characteristics. Disseminated 

in the greenalite are birefringent needles believed to be 

minneasotaite. The greenalite occurs in quanities too 

small to facilitate x-ray identification. The mineral 

was identified by a comparison with known greenalite of 

the Biwabik Formation of Minnesota. The cryptocrystal-

line nature of the mineral makes this identification 

uncertain. 

Carbonate 

The following carbonate minerals were identified in 

Zone 1: siderite, calcite, ankerite, dolomite-ferrodolo-
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mite. These four minerals may be considered as three 

structurally distince carbonate phases. The siderite 

lattice, while being able to accomodate a complete substi-

tution between Fe and Mg, seems to have a limited sub-

stitution of Ca (about 10%) in the Feco3. Substitution 

beyond this limit would result in an of si-

derite and calcite (Kelp, Kent and Kerr, 1951). Likewise, 

calcite seems to have similar limitations for the substi-

tution of Fe. In contrast, dolomite-ferrodolomite-anker-

ite represent a structurally identical series varying 

only in the degree of substitution of Mg for Fe. The 

compositional break ferrodolomite-ankerite has been taken 

as Mg:Fe - 4:1 Howie and Zussman, The id-

entification techniques used in this study, which includ-

ed staining and x-ray, did not produce quantitative com-

positional date. Previous chemical analysis of carbonate 

material from several locations in Zone 1 and adjacent 

areas in Michigan, have been published and are included 

in Fig. 5 & 6. (Huber, 1958). Most analysis plot near 

the siderite corner of the carbonate tetrahedron. 

The most widespread carbonate variety observed in 

Zone 1 are in the dolomite-ankerite series. This carbon-

ate most comqonly occurs as irregular fine grained dis-

seminations in both the cherty and even-bedded iron-form-

ation. The carbonate is seldom present in quantities 

greater than 5 modal percent. Disseminations normally 

have very irregular ragged outlines and contain abundant 

very fine grained oxide dust (Plate 25). The carbonate 
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Plate 24 - Photomicrograph illustrating t he t ypical 
"bowtie" texture of stilpnomel ane . 
(crossed nichols; width of field - 0.63 mm.) 

Plate 25 - Typical occurrence of dissemina ted dolomite-
ankerite in Zone 1 of t '.-1. e Ironwood Iron-
formation; note highl y irregular corroded 
outlines and concentration s of hematitic 
dust within the carbonate. (crossed nichols; 
width of field - 0.63 mm.) 



Figure 5 -- Approximate composition of iron-forma-
'tion carbonate as projected on CaCO -

· MgCO -FeCO face of carbonate tetrad 
hedrdn. taken from Zone 1 of the 
Ironwood Formation in Wisconsin and adja-
cent areas of Michigan. Circles indicate 
compositions calculated from partial ana-
lysis. (from Huber, 1958) 
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MnC03 

Figure 6 -- composition of iron-forma-
tion carbonate plotted to show variation 
in Mno3 • Analysis are the same as in 
previous figure. (from Huber, 1958) 



grains appear to be the decayed vestiges of some previ-

ous, more extensive phase. 

Another occurrence of the dolomite-ankerite series 

minerals is as recrystallized cement chertv ::::> v 

granules (Plate 26). The carbonate occurs as aggregate 
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of irregular rhombs intergrown with magnetite and chert. 

As in the previously mentioned occurrence, a fine grained 

oxide dust permeates the carbonate. Recrystallization is 

generally accompanied by the partial to complete replace-. 

ment of the cherty granules by carbonate. Crystal bound-

aries of the carbonate rhombs are typically irregular 

and ragged, possibly indicating the incipient decomposi-

tion of the carbonate material. 

Siderite was identified in several samples from the 

and Tyler's Fork sample areas. Siderite 

usually occurs as a recrystallized cement surrounding 

cherty granules (Plate 27). The recrystallization re-

sults in a mosaic of carbonate rhombs, often overgrowing 

the cherty granules. Individual crystals of the carbon-

ate may be quite large, with J-4 mm. patches of the min-

eral being optically continuous. Siderite is also present 

as a major constituent, up to 50 modal percent, in car-

bonate-chert-chlorite, even-bedded iron-formation from 

the Hurley area. Here, the siderite is fine grained and 

occurs intimately intergrown with fine grained chert and 

chlorite. Siderite has recrystallized to fine rhombo-

hedral forms with grain sizes commonly in the range 

0.05-0.08 mm. Recrystallization has partially masked the 
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Plate 26 - Dolomite-ankerite cement surrounding 
minnesotaite-chert granules. (crossed 
nichols; width of field - 2.48 mm.) 

Plate 27 - Recrystallized siderite cement in 
cherty granular iron-formation. Re-
crystallization was accompanied by the 
wholesale replacement of the cherty 
granules by sparry siderite. (crossed 
nichols; width of field - 5.9 mm.) 
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fine laminations of the iron-formati6n. An interesting 

feature of this siderite is the common brownish inter-

iors of the rhombs, which appears to be the result of a 

dense oxide or carbonaceous accumulation which frequent-

ly takes a crude spherical form (O.OJ-0.06 mm.). The 

spheres have a uniform size (O.OJ-0.06 mm.), and are be-

lieved to represent a remnant texture widely reported 

in Lake Superior carbonate iron-formation of low meta-

morphic grade (LaBerge, 1964; Mann, 1953; Floran and 

Papike, 1975 and others). The texture has been inter-

preted as being formed through the accumulation 

discrete, rounded particles of sideritic material (LaBerge, 

1964). 

Calcite occurs in sparry veinlets transecting even-

bedded iron-formation in the Hurley-Montreal area and as 

recrystallized cement surrounding and replacing cherty 

and iron silicate granules in the Section JJ sample area. 

The calcite cement is similar to the recrystallized dlolo-

mite-ankerite cement. In some instances, the two car-

bonate cements coexist. The calcite can often be dis-

tinguished by a lack of included oxide dust common to the 

dolomite-ankerite. Staining is usually necessary to make 

a positive distinction. 

The carbonate minerals are locally abundant, making 

up over 50% of individual samples, but most commonly oc-

curs in modal percentages of less than 5%. Carbonates are 

not present in many samples studied, which may indicate an 
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abundance of carbonate somewha t less than nor-

mally expecte d in La ke Superior Iron-formation. This is 

believed to be the result of metamorphism, surface oxi-

dation and leaching rather than primary mineralogy. Low 

grade metamorphis m is believed to produce magnetite from 

siderite through oxidation and decarbonation (LaBerge, 

1964), a phenomenon which will be discussed later, Surface 

oxidation and leaching is probably the primary agent for 

eliminating carbonate from the iron-formation in Zone 1. 

Descending water would oxidize the Fe++ in siderite creat-

ing goethitic material (Mann, 1953). This process is ac-

companied by a significant whole roe!( volume reduction 

shown by the vuggy, porous appearance of much of the cherty 

iron-formation of Zone _ 1, especially east of Tyler's Fork. 

La Berge (1964) suggested that t he Mgco3 , Caco3 and Mno 3 
components occurring in small, variable amounts in siderite 

may survive the oxidation and decomposition to yield a fer-

ruginous dolomite by-product. Such a mechanism would ex-

plain the widespread occurrence of minor, partially decom-

posed, dolomite-ankerite disseminations comm§ft to Zone 1. 

Oxides 

Iron oxides are common in variable quantities through-

out Zone 1, with magnetite, primary hematite and secondary 

hematite (martite) present in most samples examined. Limo-

ni tic or goethitic material is also commonl y present, usu-

ally attesting to the oxidation and leaching carbonates or 

iron silicates. 
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Magnetite is common in both even-bedded and cherty 

iron-formation. It occurs as small euhedral crystals, 

that may be disseminated through the rock or arranged in 

layers or irregular aggregates of grains. 

Magnetite in even-bedded iron-formation is generally 

present as single crystal octahedral disseminations. 

Modal abundances of magnetite is variable and generally 

averages 10% or less. Considerable variations in magne-

tite content often exists between individual laminae. 

Maximum observed grain size is around 0. OJ - 0. Ol-t mm. 

Magnetite content in cherty roc lrn is also variable, 

but it is usually considerably more abundant than in the 

rocks. Grain size of individual crystals 

appear to be comparable. Magnetite has two major modes · 

of occurrence in cherty iron-formation (1) as aggregates 

of crystals or disseminations replacing granules and (2) 

as irregular magnetite-rich layers swirled through the 

iron-formation that give it the familiar "wavy bedded" 

appearance. Aggregates of magnetite are commonly present 

replacing granules, although minor intergranular dissemi-

nations are widespread. All stages of replacement have 

been observed from sparse disseminations of octahedra in 

predominantly chert-silicate granules to almost complete 

replacement of granules (as in Plate 11). Magnetite, in 

granules, that have undergone partial replacement, is often 

concentrated along the rims of the grains (Plate 21). The 

growth of magnetite is not inhibitied by granule boundaries, 

as a mesh-work of crystal aggregates will commonly form an 
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interconnecting network between individua l granules. 

The presence of magnetite as a replacement min-

eral is significent in the textural interpretations of 

the recrystallized iron-formation, since crude granule 

forms are preserved by magnetite even after the origi nal 

granular texture has been destroyed. 

Magnetite-rich layers are common throughout the 

cherty iron-formation. The layers are usually thin 

(0.5 - J.O cm.) and consist of a tight network of euhed-

ral magnetite grains int ergrown with chert and occassion-

ally dolomite-ankerite. 

The conspicuous euhedral crystal form observed in 

the magnetite throughout the study area leaves little 

doubt that it was a product of secondary recrystalli-

zation following deposition of the iron-formation. 

Locally developed martite is common in Zone 1. It 

is most frequently observed in oxidized iron-formation 

which has a vuggy appearance with general paucity of 

iron silicates and carbonates. Though hematite may occa-

sionally form pseudomorphs after large aggregates of mag-

netite crystals, its is usually limited to 

crystal boundaries. A rather sketetal configuration of 

martite crystals often rim aggregates of . magnetite grains. 

What is considered to be primary hematite is a widespread 

constituent of the It occurs as a crypto-

crystalline dust intergrown with chert in oolites and 

granules. This hematite imparts the characteristic color 

to the jasper zones of the iron-formation. The concentric 
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shells of oolites and pisolites are defined by concen-

trations of the hematite and cherty granules are fre-

quently permeated by the oxide, which delineate grain 

boundaries and diagenetic textures (shrinkage cr2cks) 

(Plate 28). Hematite may provide evidence of a primary 

granular texture, even after the rock has undergone 

significent recrystallization. Dimroth and Chauvel 

(197J) visualize the fine grained hematite as ferric 

material that separated from an original hydrous silica 

gel during diagenesis. This concept agrees with obser-

vations on the Ironwood Formation. 

Pyrite 

A single occurrence of pyrite was observed in a 

sample of quartz-siderite-magnetite cherty iron-formation 

from the area. It occurs as irregular 

0.5 mm. grains disseminated through a magetite-rich por-

tion of the rock The pyrite grains all appear to be mant-

led by magnetite. 

Carbonaceous Material 

Fine grained carbonaceous material is present in 

small quantities through the iron-formation. In most 

cases, it is indistinguishable from fine grained oxide 

disseminations. Black, sooty carbonaceous matter was 

observed in vugs associated. with the algal structures of 

the Tyler's Fork section. Following treatment with HF, 

to remove quartz, whose (101) peak will completely mask 

the graphite (002) reflection, a sample of the material 
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Plate 28 - Photomicrograph illustrating the fine 
grained hematitic dust common to cherty 
granular iron-formation. The dust ser-
ves to preserve granule boundaries and 
dessication cracks. (plane polarized 
light; width of field - 2.48) 
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was x-rayed. The lacked any pronounced x-ray 

peaks, indicating a completely amorphous phase. Carbon-

aceous material from the unmetamorphosed Biwabik Forma-

tion exhibits a similar lack of crystallinity (French, 

1968). 



Petrography of Zone 2 

G:eneral 
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Zone 2 of the Ironwood Formation is defined by the 

presence of grunerite-bearing assemblages. The develop-

ment of grunerite is the first detectable mineralogic 

change that occurs in the iron-formation as the Mineral 

Lake Intrusive is approached. The Ballou Creek and Mt. 

Whittlesey sample areas are within Zone 2. The Ballou 

Creek area is a transitional between Zones 1 and 2, since 

both minnesotaite-bearing and grunerite-bearing assemblag-

es are observed in the sampled section. The minerals are 

present in similar iron-formation lithologies, but no 

minnesotaite-grunerite assemblages were observed. Minne-

sotaite is absent from the Mt. Whittlesey section which 

reflects slightly higher conditions of thermal metamor-

phism, consistant with Mt. Whittlesey's location closer 

to the igneous contact. 

Textures 

The textures of the Zone 2 iron-formation indicate 

an increased metamorphic modification of the original sedi-

mentary textures. Recrystallization and replacement is 

most pronounced in the cherty iron-formation. Granular 

and oolitic textures are largely overgrown by iron sili-

cates or, more commonly, a mosaic of micropolygonal 

quartz crystals. Aggregates of magnetite grains with a 

crude granular form may be the only evidence of a previous 

granular texture. The fine grained hematitic dust, which 

I 
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permeated cherty granules in Zone 1, also serves to pre-

serve vestiges of the original granular texture. Granule 

boundaries defined by the dust are often clearly visible 

in plane polarized light, even when observations under 

crossed nichols gives the impression of c omplete oblit-

eration of the texture (Plates 29 & JO). Ooliths and 

pisoliths were not observed in Zone 2, their internal 

structure seemingly being destroyed during recrystalli-

zation. 

The even-bedded iron-formation textures are generally 

less altered, as the overall laminated texture and fine 

grain size of mo s t mineral phases remain unchanged The 

appearance of grunerite in the even-bedded rocks, however, _ 

is accompanied by a slight increase in grain size and an 

overgrowing of the original texture of the fibrous amphi-

bole. 

Mineralogy 

Quartz 

Crystalline quartz and chert are common to both the 

cherty and even-bedded iron-formation of Zone 2, being 

present in similar abundances and modes of occurrence as 

in the lower grade iron-formation in Zone 1. Average 

·grain size may have increased, although this is not parti-

cularly evident. Recrystallization has resulted in the 

development of more micropolygonal quartz, possibly at 

the expense of fine grained chert. Thin (0.5 cm.) beds 

of matrix chert are present locally at Ballou Creek. 



Plate 29 Photomicrograph illustrating granular 
texture preserved by disseminations of 
fine grained hematitic dust. (plane 

light; width of field -
5.9 mm.) 

Plate JO - Crossed nichols view of Plat e 29 
illustrating extensive recrystalli-
zation of quartz in granular iron-
formation. (width of field - 5.9 mm.) 
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Granular chert, al though com'.1on, is not particularly 

abundant. It is usually present in irregular granule-

size blobs surrounded by crystalline quartz. 

Iron silicates 

Minnesotaite 

Two samples of cherty iron-formation from Ballou 

Creek contained minnesotaite. It occurs intergrown with 

chert and magnetite in irregular granule-sized meshes of 

fibers. The mineral is typically very fine grained. Its 

overall appearance is identical to that encountered in 

Zone 1. 

Grunerite 

Grunerite is the iron-rich end member of the cum-

mingtonite-grunerite series Mg7si8o22 (0H) 2 - Fe 7si8o22 (0H) 2). 

The compositional break in the series is placed at JO mole 

percent Fe 7si8o22 (0H) 2 • This compositional break is accom-

panied by a change in optic sign from (+) (cummingtonite) 

to (-) (grunerite) (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1963). The 

identification of grunerite is based largely on the negative 

optic sign. Other optical properties of the mineral include: 

non-pleochroism, high birefringence (for an amphibole), very 

high 2V (approaching 90) and small extinction angle. The 

characteristic grunerite habit is fibrous, although acicu-

lar and platey varieties are common. Fibrous grunerite is 

present in variable quantities, fine grained dissemi-

nated tufts of crystals to coarse grained radial mats of 

fihers which are clearly visible in outcrop (Plate 32). 
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Plate Jl - Hand specimen fro m the Mt . Whittle -
se y sample area showi ng the development 
of fibrous clots of grunerite (white). 
The sample is typical of grunerite-
bearing iron-formation of Zone 

Plate 32 - Photomicrograph of inte rgrown fibr8us 
and platey grunerite habits. No t e the 
well developed polysynthetic twinning of 
the platey grains . \crosse d nichol s; 
width of field - 2.48 mm .) 
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The varying habits of mineral are frequently inter-

groi.'m. Pla tey crystals seem to show a preference for 

development in a dense mesh of fibrous grunerite. Coarser 

grained fibrous or platey grains may be rimmed by very 

fine needles of grunerite which have grown with a perpendi-

cular impingement texture. This proba bly represents a 

period of crystal growth, possibly during retrograde meta-

morphism. One of the diagnostic features of the cuMming-

toni te-gruneri te series, often visible in coarser grained 

platey crystals, is a characteristic polysynthetic twinning 

on (100). The twin lamellae are usually very narrow and 

give the grain a rather "splintered" appearance (Plate Jl). 

In even-bedded iron-formation, grunerite occurs as 

fine grained acicular disseminations randomly oriented 

through the rock. The fine grain size (0.1 - 0.2 mm.) 

necessitates the use of x-ray for positive identification. 

In one occurrence, rhombs of euhedral dolomite-ferrodolo-

mite show a replacement by acicular grunerite (Plate JJ). 

The 1.0 - 2.0 mm. rhombs maintain optical continuity even 

after they appeared to be completely psuedomorphed by the 

amphibole. Grunerite in this sample was intimately associ-

ated with the carbonate; giving a strong suggestion that 

it developed by a reaction of quartz with carbonate. 

Grunerite in cherty iron-formation has an occurrence 

similar to the minnesotaite that preceeded it. Grain size 

and modal percentages are highly variable. Grunerite may 

occur as aggregates of fine grained (about 0.1 mm.) needles 

maintaining a crude granular morphology (Plate J4), which 
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Plate JJ - Photomicrographs showing dolomite -
ferrodolomite rhombs being replaced 
by fine grained acicular grunerite. 
The individual grunerite cryst2ls 
maintain optical continuity even when 
the rhombs have been completely psue-
domorphed. (crossed nichols; width of 
field - o.6J mm .) 

Plate J4 - Photomicrograpi1. il.1.ustr::..ting granular 
aggregates of fine grai ned acicular 
grunerite ( cros sed nichols; wi dth of 
field - o.6J mm.) 
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closely resembles minnesotait s in Zone 1. X-ray diffra c-

tion is often necessa r y to distinguis h be t ween minnesot-

aite and grunerite. Some granula r cher t y iron-format ion 

s amples have been completely overgrown by 1.0 - 2.0 mm. 

radiating fibers of grunerite which has grown with co m-

plete disregard to granule boundaries. Granule outlines, 

accentuated by fine grained oxide dust and visible only 

i n plane polarized light, is the only evidence of the 

previous texture (Plate J5). 

The growth of grunerite ma y be influenced by fra c-

tures cll2l.tt i.ng the cherty iron-for:nation as soarse-gra ined 

sprays of gru.'lerite occassionally occur perpendicular to 

fractures (Plate J6). Two possibilities for explaining 

this occurrence are proposed: (1) grunerite was deposited 

directly from fluids migrating along the fractures or 

(2) iron carbonate was remobilized and deposited in the 

fractures and later metamorphosed to arnphibole. 

In all the specimans examined, the change from earl-

ier silicate phases to grunerite seems to be complete. 

Grunerite was not observed to coexist with either minne-

sotaite or stilpnomelane, although it did occassionally 

coexist with dolomite-ankerite and siderite. The meta-

morphic reactions attending t ne development of grunerite 

will be discussed in the section dealing with the metamor-

phism of the Ironwood Formation. 

Strongly pleochroic chlorite, intergrown with fib-

rous grunerite, is present in several samples. This oc-

currence is usually limited to the outermost fibers of 

I 
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Plate 35 - Photomicrograph showing granular iron-
formation texture which has been com-
pletely overgrown by coarse grained rad-
ial fibers of grunerite . Original granule 
outlines are preser:v".cd by dis seminations 
of fine grained oxide dust . (plane polar-
ized light; width of field - 2 . 48 mm.) 

Plate J6 - Coa r se grained fibers of grow-
ing out f rom fractures chert iron-
formation . (cros sed nichols ; width of f i eld-
5. 9 mm .) 
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grunerite sprays and is believed to represent a retro-

grade re'.3.ction. 

Thurin.gite 

Thuringite was identified in the x-ray pattern of 

one sample of garnet-grunerite-magnetite even-bedded 

iron-forillation. Green characteristic of 

the chlorite, was observed in the thin section, but the 

extremely fine grain size made textural relations 

ible to determine. 

Talc 

Talc is present in several samples of cherty iron-

formation from the Mt. Whittlesey area. The talc is 

similar to the minnesotaite of lower metamorphic grade 

and was positively identified by its x-ray pattern. Some 

subtle differences in optical characteristics between the 

two minerals was noted. Talc is colorless and has a notice-

ably higher birefringence than minnesotaite. It is also 

typically coarser grained with a platey, rather than 

fibrous habit, (Plate J?). Grain size of the talc is vari-

able, but commonly around 0.25 mm. Determinations of optic 

sign (biaxial (-) and 2V (less than 20) was often made pos-

sible by this larger grain size. Talc is not a volumetri-

cally important phase in the iron-formation, usually making 

up less than 10 modal percent of the rock. It usually oc-

curs as single crystal disseminations or small aggregates 

of grains dispersed through the iron-formation. Fine grain-

ed talc intergrown with irregular bodies of intermixed dolo-

mite-ferrodolomite and calcite was observed in one of the 

specimans (Plate J8). This assemblage suggests the talc 



Plate J7 

I 
- Photomicrograph showing aggregates of 

fine grained plates of talc in cherty 
iron-formation. (cros sed nichols; width 
of field - 0.6J mm.) 

Plate J S - Photomicrograph cf the assemblage talc-
ob-

served in one sample of cherty iron-
format ion from the Mt . Whi ttl esey a r ea . 
(cross ed nichols ; width of field -
o.6J mm .) 
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formed through a quartz-dolomite reection. Talc was ob-

served only in amphibole-free rocks. The two minerals 

appear to be mutually exclusiveo 

Garnet 

Porphyroblasts of garnet were observed in one 

sample of even-bedded iron-for'T1ation from the Mt. Whittlesey 

area, as clusters of small (0.25 mm.) subhedral grains 

in the lighter colored laminae. The grains were colorless 

to slightly pink, have high relief and rather irregular 

gra in boundaries (Plate 39), The garnets are somewhat 

poikioblastic, with fine needles of randoml y oriented 

grunerite included in grains and often extending out past 

the crystal boundaries. This texture suggests rapid crystal 

growth (Spry, 1969). 

Compositional were not ma de on the 

garnet, however, the x-ray reflections approximate those 

of almandine. 

Plagioclase 

Sporadic grains of plagioclase were found in one of 

the Mt. Whittlesey samples. (Plate 40). The plagioclase 

occurred in small composite grains in the cherty matrix of 

a conglomeratic phase of the The plagio-

clase contain numerous small inclusions of quartz, magne-

tite and grunerite. Michel-Levy co'.Ylpositional determina-

tions shows the plagioclase to be andesine (about An65 ). 
The indi vi di.ml grains· seem to cornposi tionally hornogenous 

from core to rim. It is considered to be authigenic in 

origin. 



Plate J9 - Photomicrograph showing subhedral 
garnets (black) disseminated through 
fine grained ·even-bedded iron-forma-
tion. (plane polarized light; width 
of field - 2.48 mm.) 
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Plate 40 - Irregular clots of plagioclase (andesine) 
contained with in the cherty matrix of con-
glomeratic The plagio-
clase is believe d to be of authegenic ori-
gin. (cros sed nichols; width of field -
2.48 mm.) 
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Carbonates 

ankerite, siderite and cal-

cite are present in Zone 2. Carbonates not a common 

constituent and have a rather sporadic occurrence. When 

present, carbonate make up less than 10 modal percent of 

the rock. Carbonate minerals were noticeably less abund-

ant than in the Zone 1. 

Carbonates of the dolomite-ankerite series are most 

widespread. They normally occur in cherty iron-formation 

as small corroded disseminations permeated with oxide 

dusto In this form, the mineral may coexist with quartz, 

oxides and minnesotaite or talc (depending on which of 

these silicates were present). Ankerite was present in 

one sample of gruneritic cherty iron-formation from the 

Mt. Whittlesey area. It occurs as 1 - 2 cm. ovoid bodies 

dispersed through the rock. The bodies consisted of a 

coarse mosaic of intergrown ankerite and calcite crystals. 

Fibrous to platey grunerite occurs in a reaction rim that 

mantle the carbonate bodies (Plate 41). This rim serves 

to separate the carbonate the surrounding chert, al-

though occasional carbonate-chert coexistances were ob-

served. Whether these coexistances were calcite-quartz 

or ankerite-quartz is not known, since the two carbonate 

minerals could not be positively distinguished optically. 

Euhedral dolomite-ferrodolomite rhombs are present 

in one sample of even-bedded iron-formation where the car-

bonate seems to be in various stages of replacement by 

fine grained grunerite. 



Plate 
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41 - Photomicrograph illustrating a reaction 
rim of platey grunerite separating fine 
grained quartz from a mosaic of inter-
mixed ankerite and calcite crystals. 
(crossed nichols; width of field - 5.9 mm .) 

Plate 42 Photomicrograph s howing the 
of fine grunerite along the rim 
of small siderite bodies. (nlane nolar-
; 7. 0 d li ::rht • 'Nl0 -"ti1 o+' f! o) ..:i liQ :nm ) ..J...w ...... --o, 1 u'J, ..L . ..!_ . ...,_u-'-•--r·_; _ _ • 
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Siderite was observed in one sample of cherty iron-

formation from the Ballou Creek area as small (0.5 mm.) , 

irregular, brown grains disseminated through the rock in 

accessory a mounts. The grains were commonly , although 

not always, rimmed by fine grained grunerite fibers 

(Plate 42)o 

Oxides 

Magnetite and primary hemati{e are common constitu-

ents of the Zone 2 iron-formation. They occur in the same 

manner as described in Zone 1: magnetite as euhedral cry-

stal desseminations and aggregates of crystals and hema-

tite as a cryptocrystalline dust dispersed through the 

jasper-chert horizons of the iron-formation. Grain size 

of the oxides seemed unchanged from Zone 1. Martitiza-

tion of magnetite, observed in the Zone 1 is not common, 

attesting to the general lack of significant surface oxi-

dation. The resultant increased magnetite content of Zone 

2 is represented quite graphically on the aeromagnetic map 

of the region (Fig. ?). It is believed that the observed 

increased magnetic intensity over the western part of the 

Ironwood Formation is largely the consequence of decreased 

surface oxidation. A number of magnetite-producing meta-

morphic reactions have been suggested (LaBerge, 1964; Frost, 

1978). On the basis of this study, however, it is imposs-

ible to determine how much magnetite has been contributed 

through metamorphism. The quantity of magne-

tite may be locally significant, but is believed to be min-

or on a regional scale. Several possible magnetite produc-
ing reactions will be discussed in a later section. 
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Anatite 

Minute crystals believed to be apatite, occur . in 

trace quantities in t he qu3.rtz samples studied. The small 

quantity and fine grain size (0.2 mm.), makes positive iden-

tification through opt i cal and x-ray techniques, i mpossible. 

Petrography of Zone 3 

General 

DevelQpment of iron pyroxene characterizes th e high-

ly metamorphosed iron-forma tion of Zone J. Grunerite is 

common throughout Zone J, having developed as both a pro-

grade and retrograde mineral. The Mellen, Penokee Gap, 

Section 18, and Mineral Lake sample are within Zone J. 
Texture 

Textures of Zone J reflect the widespread metamor-

phic recrystallization of the Primary 

textural features are usually completely destroyed. Only 

occasionally is evidence of an original granular texture 

observed. This evidence is most common in rocks lacking 

pyroxene where meshes of fine grained grunerite needles 

maintain a crude granular form. Relict granular outlines 

are also ocassionally preserved by fine grained oxide dust 

which continues to document previous textures even after 

widespread recrystallization. Rocks that contain abundant 

pyroxene usually lack evidence of the original iron-forma-

tion textures. 

The laminated texture 6f even-bedded iron-formation 

is generally preserved. The growth of grunerite and 
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pyoxene has, however, obliterated t he microscopic lami-

nations visible in the lower grades of metamorphism. 

Mineralogy 

Quartz 

The distribution of quartz in Zone J is esentially 

the same as in Zones 1 and 2. Recrystallization has re-

sulted in the widespread development of a uniform poly-

gonal texture, with straight grain boundaries joined at 

triple points. Grain size is variable, but commonly in 

the 0.1 - 0.2 mm. Chert is pra ctically non-exist-

ant as it has been recrystallized to aggregates of poly-

crystalline quartz grains. These aggregates of recrystal-

lized chert are generally finer grained (0.02 - 0.5 mm.) 

and less uniform than the recrystallized cement quartz 

that surrounds them. Small, enhedral quartz grains are 

commonly poikioblastically within larger pyro-

xene or amphibole grains. 

Iron Silicates 

Pyroxene 

Orthopyroxene, ferrohyperstene to eu lite in com-

position, and clinopyroxene, ferroaugite in composition, 

are widely develciped in Zone J. Pyroxenes are first ob-

served in the Mellen sample area and generally increase in 

and grain size as the Ironwood Formation is fol-

lowed westward. Their most pervasive development is in 

the Mineral Lake area, where cherty horizons of iron-forma-

tion contain thick zones composed exclusively of 

intergrown pyroxene and amphibole (Plate 4J). Euhedral 



Plate 4J - Typical pyroxene-bearing cherty 
iron-formation from the Mineral 
Lake sample area. The outcrop 
consists of alternating quartzose 
beds and beds composed mainly of 
intermixed pyroxene and grunerite. 
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pyroxene grains within these zones are often as large as 

J - 4 cm. with the grains long axes paralleling bedding o 

(Plate 44). Orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene seem to have 

developed simultaneously as t hey have similar habits and 

frequently coexist; either as adjoining gra ins or as ex-

solution lamellae of one mineral in a host of the other. 

Pyroxenes generally occur as aggregates of grains dis-

persed through the cherty portions of the iron-formation 

or less qo rmnonly as 1 to 2 mm. crystals in the lamina e of 

the even-bedded iron-formation. Grain boundaries are typi-

cally irregular. Clinopyroxene generally predominates in 

rocks containing a two pyroxene assemblage. The clino-

pyroxene; orthopyroxene ratio is usually around J:1 to J:2. 

Total pyroxene content is highly variable, it may 

make up as much as 20% of the iron-formation. 

Clinopyroxene occurs in varying sized (0.5 mm. -

4. cm.) euhedral to subhedral, blocky grains containing in-

clusions of quartz, magnetite and grunerite. Uniform ex-

solution lamellae of orthopyroxene commonly comprise sever-

al percent of the larger grains (Plate 45). Optical char-

acteristics of the clinopyroxene are: 

Birefringence: moderate 
Biaxial ( +) 
2V - 60-65 
Color - light green to str:iw yellow 
non-pleochroic 

No positive x-ray identification could be made. If it 

compares with clinopyroxenes found in other highly meta-

morphosed iron-formations (Immega and Klein, 1976), it 

probably would plot in the ferroaugite to hedenbergite com-

positional field. 
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Plate 44 - Hand specimen of cherty iron-formation 
from the Mineral Lake area showing large 
porphyroblasts of pyroxene. 

Plate 45 - Photomicrograph of clinopyroxene with 
exsolved lamellae of orthopyroxene. 
(crossed nichols; width of field -
2.48 mm.) 
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Orthopyroxene has similar habits and grain size as 

the clinopyroxene. One cherty sample from the Penokee 

Gap area, however, contains abundent 1 cm. porphyro-

blasts of predominantly orthopyroxene (Plate 46)o Ex-

solution is rarely seen in orthopyroxene. When present, 

it is usually on a very fine scale. Optical properties 

include: 

Birefringence: low 
Biaxial ( +) 
2V - 65 - 90 
Color - colorless to light green 
non-pleochroic 
Relief - greater than associated grunerite 

(Maximum R. I. - 1.729) 

A composition of ferrohypersthene to eulite (En35-En25 ) 

is indicated by these optical properties (Deer, Howie and 

Zussman, 1963). This En35-En25 is within the field of 

analyzed iron-formation orthopryoxenes (Immega and Klein, 

1976) • . 

The association of pyroxene and grunerite (prograde 

and retrograde) is almost ubiquitous. Prograde grunerite 

is distinguished by its platey habit and relatively coarse 

grain size (O.J - 0.5 mm.). Individual mineral grains are 

commonly through the interior of pyroxene 

grains. Oc.casionally, an aggregate of grunerite crystals 

have been completely engulfed during pyroxene development 

and form the core of a single pyroxene grain forming a 

crude 11 ice-cake 11 texture (Spry, 1969) (Plate 47). Retro-

grade grunerite generally has a fibrous habit, but can be 

recognized only by its textural relationship with the 



Plate 46 - Photomicrograph of orthopyroxene 
(dark) grain with fine exsolution 

· ··"' · lamellae of clinopyroxene. The py-
roxene is in the eulite composition-
al range. (crossed polars; width of 
field - 2.48 mm.) 

Plate 47 - Photomicrograph showing clinopyroxene 
grain vvhich has completely overgrown 
previously formed grunerite grains to 
produce an 11 ice-calm" texture. (crossed 
polars; width of field - 2.48 ni.m.) 
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associated pyroxene grains. The degree to which retro-

grade grunerite has developed, varies from minute needles 

rimming pyroxene grains to thick meshes of fibers which 

have have completely overgrown the pyroxene. Often, the 

only evidence of the previous mineralogy are small, opti-

cally continuous islands of pyroxene in a sea of fibrous 

gru."leri te (Plate 48). the profuse develop-

ment of retrograde grunerite is spatially related to 

fractures cutting the iron-formation; the fract ures seem-

ingly serving as conduits for the passage of hydrous 

fluids. 

Grunerite 

Grunerite is a common constituent in the iron-forma-

tion of Zone J, commonly making up 20 - 40 modal percent of 

the rocks. In the cherty rocks, its abundance seems to be 

related to the abundance of pyroxene. It is the predomi-

nant prograde iron silicate in the eastern portion of the 

zone (Mellen and Penokee Gap areas), where pyroxenes are 

only locally developed. Grunerite becomes increasingly less 

common as a prograde mineral in the western portions of Zone 

J, but its development as a retrograde product may be local-

ly extensive. 

A higher grade of metamorphism seems to have had little 

effect on the occurrences of grunerite in the even-bedded 

iron-formation where it occurs in randomly oriented acicu-

lar needles, as it did in Zone 2. 

Grain size and modal percent of the mineral also 
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appear unchanged. This is probably related to the lack 

of extensive pyroxene development in the even-bedded 

iron-formation. 

Hornblende-actinolite 

Several occurrences of prismatic hornblende are 

found in cherty iron-formation in the Penokee Gap and 

Mineral Lake areas (Plate 49). The mineral usually oc-

curs in small clusters of 0.2 - O.J mm. grains within 

masses of platey grunerite. 
(, 

Quartz, magnetite and ocas-

ionally garnet are associated minerals. The were 

free from inclusions and relatively unaltered. It would 

normally make up 2 - J modal percent of individual sam-

ples. Hornblende is easily recognized by its strong pleo-

chroism, low birefringence and prismatic habit. It occas-

ionally exhibits abnormal gray to blue interference colors. 

Other optical properties observed were: 

Biaxial (-) 
2V - around 50 
Pleochroism fJ o<. > '6 

- olive green 
- bluish green 

""'-- yellow green 
Occasional simple twinning 

One sample of grunerite-pyroxene iron-formation from 

the Mellen area contains elongate grains of amphibole be-

lieved to be actinolite. The mineral is intergrown with 

platey grunerite grains of similar size (J - l+ mm.) and 

is distinguished by its low birefringence and a pale green-

ish pleochroism. The actinolite and hornblende have similar 

optic signs and 2V's. The two minerals were rather arbi-



Plate 48 - Photomicrograph showing vestiges of a 
former pyroxene grain in a sea of fib-
rous retrograde grunerite. (crossed 
polars; width of field - 2.48 mm.) 

1J4 

Plate 49 - Prismatic crystals of hornblende inter-
mixed with euhedral magnetite grai:ls. 
Note the abnormal bluish interference 
c olors of some of ·the (crossed 
polars; width of fiel d - o.6J mm.) 
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trarily differentiated on the basis of pleochroism, with 

actinolites being considerably less intense. Chemical 

analysis would be necessary to make a posi t ive distinc-

tion. Both minerals appear to be prograde phases of meta-

morphism. 

Biotite 

Biotite was found in a sample of cherty iron-forma-

tion from the Mineral Lake area. It occurs in a cluster 

of small (O.J - 0.5 mm.), subhe dral , strongly pleochroic 

grains which are unaltered and free from inclusions (Plate 

50). The grains coexist with quartz, calcite and grunerite. 

The biotite has sharp grain boundaries against neighboring 

minerals and is believed to be part of a primary metamor-

phic assemblage rather than a retrograde product. 

Biotite is a rare mineral in iron-formations. It 

has been reported as a metamorphic mineral, coexisting 

with ferrohypersthene in iron-formation from the Tobacco 

Root Mountains, Montana (Immega and Klien, 1976). 

Talc 

Talc is present in several cherty samples from the 

Mellen area. It occurs in granule-shaped clusters of grains 

or as disseminated flakes dispersed through the magnetite-

quartz iron-formation. Talc content of individual samples 

is variable, but never exceeded 20%. It is always very fine 

grained and can be identified only from its x-ray pattern. 

Two talc-bearing samples also contain disseminated grains 

of tabular tremolite. The two minerals occasionally co-
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Plate 50 - Photomicrograph showing equant plate of 
biotite intergrown with grunerite (blue) , 
quartz and magnetite. Rock is cherty 
iron-f6rmation from the Mineral Lake area. 
(crossed polars; width of field - 0.6J mm.) 

Plate 51 - Photomicrograph showing tabular tremolite 
grain wit h coexisting fine grained talc 
along the grain boundary. Note the granule 
shaped of magnetite crystals surrounding 
the grains. (crossed width of field-
0.63 mm.) 
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existed, with talc occurring along the rim of tremolite 

grains (Pla te 51). Textural evidence was unclear as to 

the genetic r elationship of these two minerals·. 

Tremolite 

Tremolite is locally present in c herty iron-forma-

tion from the Mellen and Mineral Lake areas. It has t wo 

modes of occurrence. 

In several samples from t he Mellen area, it occurs as 

part of the quartz-magnetite-tremolite-talc assemblage. 

Small (0.5 mm.) euhedral tremolite grains are platey and 

typically poikioblastic, containing randomly oriented in-

clusions of quartz and magnetite. Aggregates of grains 

may be surrounded by a subspherical rim of euhedral magne-

tite crystals, alluding to the granular texture. 

Tremolite also occur in a quartz-magnetite-tremo-

lite-calcite assemblage found in several samples from the 

Mellen and Mineral Lake areas. Elongate (O.J - 0.5 mm.), 

euhedral grains that are relatively free from inclusions 

are intergrown with sparry calcite and disseminated 

through the iron-formation. 

Garnet 

Garnet occurs in the "footwall slates" of the Ply-

mouth member in the Section 13 and Mineral Lake sample 

areas, often making up as much as 15 modal percent of the 

· rock. This is the only stratigraphic horizon of Zone J 

where garnet was observed. Euhedral grains (0.5 - 1.0 mm.) 

are disseminated through the iron-formation, often 

a preference for development in the lighter colored laminae. 



Plate 52 - Photomicrograph of tabular tremolite 
grains intergrown with sparry calc ite 
crys tals. (crossed polars; width of 
field - 0.63 mm.) 
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The grains are colorless to slightly pink, show moderate 

to high relief and are characteristically poikioblastic. 

No c ompositional determinations were made on the garnet. 

Carbonates 

Calcite is the only mineral in Zone J. 
It is preserit in several cherty samples from t he Mellen 

and Mineral Lake sample locales, making up 5-10 percent 

of the rock. Calcite occurs in coarse grained sparry 

mosaics, which are unaltered and relatively free from 

inclusions. It appears to have replaced irregular pat-

ches of the iron-formation. Calcite is also occasionally 

observed in thin veinlets cutting the iron-formation. 

Fine grained pla tey tremoli te is often intergrovm with 

calcite. In one sample, calcite occurs interstitially 

between larger porphyroblasts of orthopyroxene and clino-

pyroxene. 

Oxides 

Magnetite is the dominant iron oxide of the highly 

metamorphosed iron-formation · of Zone J. The occurrences 

and modal percentages of the mineral are virtually unchang-

ed from the moderately metamorphosed iron-formation of Zone 

2. Coarse aggregates of euhedral magnetite crystals occur 

throughout the cherty portions of the iron-formation, occas-

ionally outline the original granular texture. Single cry-

stal magnetite octahedra are disseminated through the even-

bedded in quanti ti_es which may vary from 

lamination to lamination. Grain size of magnetite has not 

noticeably been affected by the higher temperatures of 

morphism. 
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Fine grained hematitic dust occurs in sporadic beds 

of jasper in cherty horizons of the iron-formation . The 

jasper horizons are most common in the uppe r portions, 
I 

(Anvil member?) of the s ample area, whe re hal f of 

the cherty beds may be jasper. The hematitic dust out-

lines the original granular texture of the iron-formation, 

despite a pervasive metamorphic recrystallization. 

Specular hematite occurs as coarse (1-J cm. ) plates 

dispersed through several samples of cherty 

from the Me llen and Mineral La ke areas. The hematite oc-

currences of the Mineral Lake area we re found in a waste 

dump surrounding severa l old test shafts (SEt, SW± , SW-!t, 

Sect. 18). Aldrich (1929, p. 242), reported that the test 

shafts are the workings of the former Guest Exploration 

enterprise, which was testing for mineable quantities of 

the specular hematite. Th e hematite is believed to have 

formed from localized oxidation along fractures, followed 

by an episode of small scale s hearing. 

Petrography of Zone 4 

General 

Zone 4 is a zone of iron-formation occurring directly 

adjacent to the contact between the Ironwood 

and the Mineral Lake Intrusive, occurs in the SEi, NEi, 

Sect. 14, T44N, R4W. The observable zone consists of sev-

eral scattered outcrops located within an area 50 - 100 

meters in width. Iron-formation within this zone has 
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attained the h ighes t grade of metamorphism observed on 

the Gogebic Range. The mineral assemblages 

are unique, containing fayalite and pigeonite, in addition 

to mineral s observed in Zone J, There is almost a complete 

lack of hydrous phases. 

Textures 

Iron-formation of Zone 4 has been intensely recry-

stallized, resulting in the of primary sedi-

mentary features by a general hornfelsic texture. The 

hornfels vary fro m a uniform granobla stic-polygona l texture 

in some rocks, (Plate SJ), to an extremely irregular decus-

sate texture in others (Plate 54). The latter texture is 

characterized by coarse grained, randomly oriented laths of 

.pyroxene, which have completely overgrown the other minerals 

in the rock. The pyroxene is occas.bnally extremely poikio-

blastic. Primary sedimentary textures have been completely 

oblitered by the recrystallization. Bedding features are 

generally preserved only on a megascopic scale by segrega-

tions of quartz, iron silicates and iron oxides. Micro-

scopic bedding features are absent. The two-fold litholo-

gic division of the iron-formation (cherty and even-bedded), 

is no longer evident in the contact area. The samples col-

lected may be characterized as quartzose hornfels, with vary-

ing of iron silicates and magnetite. Cherty iron-

formation would seem to be the most probable protolith of 

such a lithology. The even-bedded rocks may either have 

been transformed through metamorphism into the horn,felsic 

rocks exposed, or may simply not be exposed in the farea. 
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Plate 53 - Typical granoblastic polygonal of 
contact iron - formation . The r ock consists 
of intermi x e d fayalite ( h i gh b irefringe n ce) 
and pigeonite. The dark l amme l a r features 
of the pigeonite are the result of both 
twinning and exsolution (presumably of calcic 
pyroxene. (crossed polirs; width of field -
5. omm .) 

Dec u ssate t exture of c ontact iron-formation. 
The r ock c ons ists ma inly of fayalite ( h igh 
birefringence , equant and primary 
orthpyro xene (l ight colore d tabular g r a ins). 
(crosse d pola rs ; width of field - 5, 9 mm.) 
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Mineralogy 

Quartz 

Quartz is the most common mineral in Zone 4 iron-

formation, commonly making up 40 percent of individual 

samples. It occurs in 2 - J cm. irregular l ayers inter-

calated with layers of iron silicates and magnetite. The 

layers are believed to represent primary bedding, although 

the formation of layers through segregation 

cannot be dismissed . The quartzose zones are essentially 

monominerallic, with usually less than 5 percent other 
. 1 

Several characteristics of the quartz occurrences 

are worthy of mention. Texturally, the mineral is coarse-

grained, with highly irregular, interpenetrating lobate 

grain boundaries (Plate 55). Grain size is variable, but 

commonly in excess of 2 - J mm. The occurrence of quartz 

is generally limited to the quartzose layers; it is us-

ually absent in the zones of iron silicates and oxides 

intercalated with quartz layers. This is in contrast to 

the almost ubiquitous occurrence of quartz throughout the 

iron-formation in t !1e lower grades of metamorphism. This 

suggests that the zones may have formed through 

a variety of reactions which consumed any available quartz 

in the layers. (Bonnichsen, 1975), listed several such re-

actions he believed were active in forming quartz-free lay-

ers in the highly metamorphosed Biwabik Formation in the 

Dunka River area, .Mesabi Range, !Vlinr1esota . 
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Iron Silicates 

Fayalite 

Fayalite is present in the majority of the rocks 

examined. It is loca lly abundant, mak ing up as much as 

70 percent of individual samples. Most fayalite grains 

are anhedral, roughly equant, 1 mm. or less in diameter 

and uniform in size (Plate 5J). Fayalite grains are 

commonly clustered to form the granoblastic polygonal 

te previously mentioned . It is commonly accompanied 

by pigeonite and orthopyroxene. Fayalite rarely coexists 

with magnetite and was never observed in textural equili-

brium with quartz. Fayalite g rains are free from inclu-

sions, although they may occur as inclusions in orthopyro-

xene or pigeonite grains. Occasionally, the grains are 

surrounded by a thin rim of retrograde grunerite. 

Optically, fayalite is distinguished by its equant 

crystal form and high birefringence. It is biaxial (-) 

with 2V around 55. The relatively low 2V indicates a com-

position of about Fa90 Fo 10 (Poldervaart, 1950). 

Pigeonite 

Pigeonite is present in several iron-forma tion sam-

ples from Zone 4, comprising up to JO percent of individual 

samples. It occurs in large anhedral grains associated 

with fayalite, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene (calcic pryo-

xene)and occasionally with quartz. The grains are usually 

free from inclusions except for grains of con-

tained fayalite. The pigeonite grain-size varies, but is 

generally 2 mm. or less. The mineral has not been notice-



ably affected by retrogression. 

Optically, the mineral is colorless, biaxial(+), 

and has a 2V of 10 or less. It appea rs almost 

uniaxial. Pigeonite often has a "plagioclase-like" 

appearance due to a combination of exsolution and lamellar 
+ . . vWlnn1ng. Twinning has developed on a fine scale (O.OJ-

0.08 mm. presumably along the (100) comnosition-

al plane (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 196J). -Exsolution of 

calcic pyroxene has developed on a but 

a di f ferent compositional plane ( (001) ). The two feat-

ures appear almost identical and are present in the same 

sample, due to varying crystalligraphic orientations of 

the pigeonite grains. They can be distinguished only 

under high magnification when the exsolution lamellae can 

be discerned as a separate mineral phase with a lower re-

fractive index. Pigeonite occasionally contains irregular 

intergrowth of a colorless, biaxial(-), high 2V 

believed to be orthopyroxene (Plate 56). Its relationship 

with the host, pigeonite, may be explained in two ways: 

(1) Orthopyroxene coexists with pigeonite in a primary 

assemblage (2) Pigeonite has partially invert-

ed to orthopyr6xene. It is not possible to determine, at 

this point, which alternative is correct. 

Pigeonite is a rare mineral in metamorphic rocks. 

To the writer's knowledge, the only reported occurrence 

of uninverted metamorphic pigeonite, is in the Dunka River 

area of the Biwabik Formation, where Bonnichsen (1968) des-

cribed a sample containing manganiferous ferropigeonite 

(1J.O% MnO), 
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Plate 55 - large grain 
size and irregular lobate grain boundaries 
of quartz from the contact area. Primary 
orthopyroxene, largely altered to grunerite, 
occurs intergranularly. (crossed polars ; 
width of field - 5.9 mm.) 

Plate 56 - Photomicrograph cf pigeonite (gray) with 
intergrowth of what is bel ieved to be 
orthopyroxene . (crossed polars ; width of 
field - o.6J mm .) 

• 
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Orthopyroxene is a constituent of 

tion of Zone 4. It occurs i n varia ble quantities, com-

prising up to 60 percent of i ndivi dual s :-naples. It has 

two distinct modes of occurrence: (1) Largs grains of 

primary orthopyroxene with minor exsolved clinopyroxene 

(2) Orthopyroxene formed through the inversion of primary 

pigeonita grains. 

What is believed to be primary orthopyroxene, is 

present in several of the rocks studie s. The gra i ns a re 

up to 1 in size and hav:::: grown in a c oarsely i nter-

locking decussate texture (Plate 54). Optically, the ortho-

pyroxene is biaxial(-), with a 2V of 60° - 70°. A com-

position of eulite (Fs 75En25 ) is indicated (Deer, Howie and 

Zussman, 1963) . ' A common characteristic of the orthopyro-, 

xene is a rather undulatory extinction, a feature most pro-

nounced_ in grains which have slightly "warped" cleavage 

traces. It is believed to be the result of strain or some 

other crystallographic defect, rather than compositional 

zoning, as the extinction characteristics exhibit no regu-

larity. Fine exsolution lamellas have developed in most 

grains. The lamellae are chara cteristically uniform and 

extend across the entire width of the grain. Exsolved cal-

cic proxene usually makes up less than. 10 percent of the 

primary orthopyroxene grains. Orthopyroxene contains 

inclusions of olivine, other orthopyroxene grains, ocas-

ionally quartz, and rarely magnetite. Fine grained fibrous 

grunerite has developed locally along the rims and cle::!.vage 
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planes of grains as a late stags retrograde product. 

Orthopyroxene, believed to have foraed t hrough the 

inversion of pigeonite, is present in t wo of the samples 

studied. It is recognized by several sets of diversely 

oriented exsolution lamellae developed in a single opti-

cally continuous grain (Plate 57). The former presence 

of pigeonite is indicated by calcic lamellae 

developed along the (001) plane within the pigeonite. 

During the inversion, the pigeonite grain and 

crystallogr::iphic orientations were disregarded entirely, 

such that several pigeonite grains may have inverted to a 

single orthopyroxene grain. Following the inversion, cal-

cic pyroxene continued to exsolve along the (100) plane of 

the orthopyroxene. This latter exsolution is in 

some grains as fine regular lamellae of calcic pyroxene, 

which intersect the previously formed lamellae. The mechan-

isms involved in the development are discussed in a later 

section of this paper. 

The unique textural characteristics of inverted 

pigeonite were first recognized in the intensely metamor-

phosed Dunk;a River area of the Mesabi Range ( Bo:nnich-

se n, 1968). Inverted pigeonite has since been recognized 

in the contact metamorphosed iron-formation of the Gunflint 

Range, (Simmons, Lmdsley and Papike, 1974) and southern 

Montana (Papike and Vaniman, 1977). 

The inverted pigeonite observed in the Ironwood 

Formation seems to have developed roughly equant 

pigeonite grains about 0.5 mm. in diameter. Calcic pyro-

xene lamellae may make up as much as 25 - JO% of these 
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original grains. Inversion resulted in the development 

of orthopyroxene grains up to 1.5 in diameter. Usu-

ally, only trs.ces of C3.lcic pyroxene h1s exsolved follow-

ing the inversion. Irregular blebs of calcic pyroxene 

have ocasionally developed along the relict grain bound-

aries of the pigeonite grains, a feature previs ouly ob-

served in the Dunka River area (Bonnichsen, 1968). Invert-

ed pigeonite commonly contains inclu sions of magnetite and 

fayalite. Some grains are quite poikioblastic, a feature 

which tends ta partially disguise the inversion texture 

(Plate 53). Tufts of fine grained retrogra de grunerite 

has locally developed within orthopyroxene grains. 

Calcic Pyroxene 

Calcic probably in composition, 

is synonymous with the clinopyroxene of the Zone J area. 

It is here referred to as calcic pyroxene, since an addition-

al clinopyroxene, pigeonite, is present in Zone 4. 
Primary calcic pyroxene grains were not observed in 

the con tact area. It is, however, a common exsolution 

mineral which occurs in the foll.owing manner: 

( 1) 

( 2) 

(J) 

Fine, uniform exsolution lamellae in 
pigeonite. 
Exsolution lamellae in primary ortho-
pyroxene grains. The lamellae are gen-
erally quite uniform and comprise less 
than 10 percent of the host grain. 
Exsolution lamellae in grains of invert-
ed pigeonite. The lamellae are generally 
uniform, but are ocasionally blebby (Plate 
60). It can comprise up to JO percent of 

inverted pigeonite grains. 

No compositional were made on the pyro-

xene. It is assumed to be calcic because of its exsolution 

relationships. 
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Plate 57 - Inverted pigeonit2 fr om Zone 4 . The photo -
micrograph shows a single grain of ortho-
pyroxene which origina lly crystal l ized as 
several grains of pigeonite. Exsolution 
9f calcic pyroxene occured both in the ori-
ginal pigeonite (crsat i ng several sets of 
randomly oriented lamellae) and in ·the ortho-
pyroxene (forming a fine set of lamellae 
trending roughl y a l ong the long axis of the 
plate). (crossed polars; width of field -
2.48 mm.) 

Plate 58 - Highly inverted pigeonite 
(dark colored grain ) f'ro r:i. Zone 4-. 'I' he ortho-
pyroxene coexists primarily with fayalite 
(birefringent grains) . (crossed polars; width 
of field - 5.9 mm.) 
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Plate 59 - Photomicrograph showing blebby ex solu-
tion of calcic pyroxene in a host of in-
vert ed • . ( crossed polars ; width 
of fie l d -

Plate 60 - Retrograde grunerite developed a long the 
interface between pr mary orthopyroxene 
grains and quartz . crossed polar s ; 
width of field 5. 9 
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Grunerite 

Grunerite is a common retrograde mineral throughout 

Zone 4 . It has developed in varying amounts as fine-

grained tufts dispersed along the rims of cleavage traces 

of pyroxene grains, or as dense fibrous mats which have 

overgrown the original pyroxene. The 

profuse development of grunerite usually occurs where 

quartz is admixed with pyroxene, as free silica is requir-

ed for the quartz consuming reaction. 

Grunerite generally has only a limited development in the 

iron silicate-magnetite zones which have a deficiency of 

quartz. A common occurrence, however, is a zone of fibrous 

grunerite along the interface between iron silicate-magne-

ti te layers and the intercalated quartzose zo·nes (Plate 61). 

Several tabular grains, believed to be primary gruner-

ite, are present in one sample as 0.5 mm. elongate 

grains, dispersed through a fayalite-rich portion of the 

rock. The grunerite grains observed were completely mant-

ped by fayalite to create a fayalite-grunerite assemblage 

(Plate 61). 
n Magetite 

Magnetite occurrences in Zone 4 have several distinc-

tive features which may be significant. There appears to 

be substantially less magnetite in the Zone 4 than elsewhere 

in the Ironwood Formation. Local 2 - J cm. zones may con-

tain up to JO percent magnetite , but adjacent quartzose 

zones are completely magnetite free. This is in contrast 

to the iron-formation elsewhere along the range, where 
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rocks conmletely free of magnetite , are rare. Magne -

tite, in Zone 4 , occurs in a peculiar blebby morphology, 

wh ich is quite dissimilar from the wel l formed octahedra 

f ound in the lower grades of Grain bound-

aries are smooth and rounded, on the finest scale. 

In magnetite-rich zones, t he blebby grains seern to have co-

alesced to form a coarse network intergrown with pigeo-

nite and fayalite. Examination of magnetite, in reflected 

light, reveals the presence of an exsolved phase within the 

Minute orientated lamellae makG up less than 

1 percent of most gra ins (Plate 62 ). The 

is believed· t o be exsolved ilmente or some other iron 

titanium oxide, a phase previsouly recog:.riized in magnetite 

from the highly metamorphosed Gunflint Iron-formation (Sim-

mons, Lindsley and Papike, 1975). Whether the titanium is 

primary or introduced along the igneous, contact is problem-

atical. It is interesting to note, however, that Felmlee 

(1970), reported a slight increase in the Ti0 2 content of 

the Tyler Formation in close proximity to the intrusive 

contact. 



Plate· 61 - Photomicrograph s how i ng primary tabular 
grunerite grain surrounded by grains of 
fayalite. (cros sed polars ; width of 
field - o. 6J 
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Plate 62 - Photomicrograph of polished section illus-
trating blebby morphology of Zone 4 rra gne-
tite. Note fine oriented lamellae within 
the magnetite grains which are believed to 
be exsolved Fe -Ti oxides. (width of field -
0. 25 mm .) 
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Summary of Zonal Mineralogy 

The zonal mineralogy of the Ironwood Formation is 

summarized in Table 5. ' The locations of the four meta-

morphic zones is shown in Figure 8. Boundary lines 

separating the zones may be viewed as approximating the 

grunerite and pyroxene isograds. The Zone 1-Zone 2 

boundary occurs approximately 12.2 miles (19.6 km.) 

from the Mineral Lake Intrusive along strike. The strike 

· distance separating the Zone 2-Zone J boundary and the 

intrusive is about 6.9 miles (11.1 km.). In general, 

the iron-formation becomes progressively closer to the 

intrusive as it is followed westward. An exception is 

the Section- 18 sample area which, because of deviations 

in strike, is actually several hundred feet farther 

from the intrusive than. either the Mellen or Penokee 

Gap sections (see Figure A-1). 

Figure 9 diagrammatically shows the mineralogy of 

the Ironwood Formation as a function of distance from 

the gabbroic and granitic contacts. Note that develop-

ment of grunerite occurs about 7500 feet (2JOO m.) from 

the intrusive contact and orthopyroxene and clinopyr-

oxene seem to develop simultaneously about 4500 feet 

(1370 m.) from the contact. The sampling hiatus between .. 
approximately 4500 feet and 7000 feet indicates a degree 

of uncertainty exists as to the exact location of the 

Zone 2-Zone J boundary. Distances given refer to the 

true (perpendicular) distance from the iron-formation to 



the intrusives. Figure 10 shows that if one assumes 

a 60° northwesterly dip for the iron-formation and a 

J0° northwesterly dip for the base of the Keweenawan 

intrusives (Felmlee, 1970), the true distance is half 

the map view distance separating the contacts. 

Komatar (1972) nas previously expressed concern 

about the inordinately large contact aureole surround-

ing the Keweenawan intrusives in Wisconsin. The con-

tention was that the intrusive effects must have been 

at least partially caused by additional (unexposed) 

intrusives or some regional metamorphic effect. The 

previous discussion that the relative at-

titudes of the iron-formation and intrusives act to 

exaggerate the extent of the aureole. 
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Figure 8 -- Locations of metamorphic zones 
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ZONAL METAMORPHISM OF THE BIWABIK FORMATION -
A COMPARISON 

Having described the metamorphic characteristics 

of the Irornwood Formation, it is possible to make corn-

parisons between the Ironwood metamorphism and analogous 

zones of metamorphism in the Biwabik Formation. 

The Middle Precambrian Anirnikie Group of the Mesabi 

Range has been metamorphosed on its eastern end by the 

intrusive Duluth Gabbro Complex. Contact metamorphic 

effects associated with this intrusive are particularly 

well developed in the Biwabik Iron-formation. The major 

study of the various zones of metamorphism in this iron-

formation is that of FTench (1968). On the basis of 

rnineralogic and textural variations, he was able to dis-

tinguish four zones of metamorphism. 

Zone 1 - Unaltered Taconite 

In this zone, the iron-formation is fine-grained 

and consists of quartz, iron oxides, iron carbonates 

and the iron silicates charnosite, greenalite, minne-

sotaite and stipnornelane. Well developed granular tex-

ture is characteristic if the cherty iron-formation in 
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this zone. The granules are set in a matrix of crys-

talline quartz. Most granules are composed of feature-

less, dark green to brownish green greenalite which is 

believed to be the only primary iron silicate phase in 

the iron-formation. The greenalite granules are fre-

quently replaced by minnesotaite, stilpnomelane, iron 

carbonate and magnetite. Siderite and ankerite are the 

carbonate phases present in this zone. French believed 

the widespread replacement textures evident in the 

silicates and carbonates reflects a period of low grade 

metamorphism (possibly burial metamorphism) unrelated 

to the intrusion of the Duluth Gabbro Complex. 

Zone 2 - Transitional . Taconite 

Iron-formation within this zone is mineralogically 

identical to that in Zone 1, and there is no detectable 

increase in grain size. The zone is defined on the basis 

of the widespread secondary replacement of iron sili-

cates by quartz 'and ankerite. Closely spaced patches 

of ankerite up to 10 mm. in diameter have developed in 

the lower portions of the iron-formation, giving it a 

mottled appearance. The uniformity in mineralogy from 

Zone 1 to Zone 2 led French to believe that replacement 

by ankerite is characteristic of particular horizons in 

the iron-formation and not related to contact metamorph-

ism. 
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Zone 3 - Moderately Metamorphosed Taconite 

This zone is defined by the presence of grunerite, 

which reflects the first detectable mineralogic change 

in the Biwabik Formation as the intrusive contact is 

approached. Grunerite develops as tabular crystals and 

fibrous radiating sheaves composed of fine needles, 

which cut and surround the original granules. The 

appearance of grunerite coincides with the appearance 

of calcite and the disappearance of iron-bearing phyl-

losilicates and carbonates. Textural evidence documented 

grunerite-producing reactions with iron silicates and 

carbonates as reactants. Magnetite and quartz are pre-

sent in quantities and grain sizes similar to the lower 

grades of metamorphism. The Zone 2-Zone J boundary was 

placed about 2.6 miles from the intrusive contact. 

Zone 4 - Highly Metamorphosed Taconite 

Approximately 1.7 miles from the igneous contact, 

iron pyroxenes begin to develop in the iron-formation. 

Hedenbergite is the dominant pyroxene with ferrohyper-

sthene present in subsidiary amounts. The Zone J-Zone 

4 boundary also marks the initial development of faya-

lite and blue-green hornblende in the iron-formation. 

The development of pyroxene is accompanied by the com-

plete recrystallization of the Biwabik Formation. 

Commonly, coarse grains of pyroxene and quartz poikil-
-itically enclose previously existing magnetite. Pyr-

oxene directly adjacent to the Duluth Complex contact 
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shows evidence of the initial crystallization as 

pigeonite with a subsequent inversion to orthopyroxene 

(Bonnichsen, 1975). A period of retrogressive metamor-

phism is documented by the partial conversion of faya-

li te and pyroxene to amphibole. 

Figure 17 is a generalized geologic map of the 

Mesabi Range showing the boundaries of the four metamor-

phic zones defined by French (1968) and their relation-

ship to the intrusive contact. Figure 18 diagrammati-

cally shows the mineralogy of the four zones in the 

Biwabik Formation as a function of distance from the 

intrusive contact. 

A comparison of Figures 9 and 18 shows a close 

parallellism between the contact metamorphic effects 

in the Biwabik and Ironwood Formations. Zones 1 and 2 

defined by French (1964) are analogous to Zone 1 of 

this study and represent the lowest grade of metamorph-

ism. The development of gruneri te correspond.ing to 

the loss of iron-bearing phyllosilicates and carbonates 

is also documented in both iron-formations (Zone J, 

French (1968) vs. Zone 2, this study). High grade 

metamorphism (Zone 4, French (1968) vs. Zone J, this 

study) is characterized by complete recrystallization, 

the development of iron pyroxenes and the loss of most 

primary hydrous phases. 

It can be seen that the contact metamorphic effects 

are visible at a considerably greater distance from the 



intrusive contact in the Biwabik Formation. This 

undoubtedly reflects the much larger size of the Duluth 

Gabbro Complex compared to the Mineral Lake Intrusive. 

An increased rate of heat flow would be a consequence 

of this larger intrusive body. 
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METAMORPHISM OF THE IRONWOOD FORMATION 

Metamornhism of Zone 1 Iron-formation 

Zone 1 (minnesotaite zone) contains mineral assem-

blages characteristic of low grade metamorphism. The 

most common assemblage is quartz-magnetite-minnesotaite-

stilpnomelane. Chloritic material and carbonate (dole-

. mite, ferrodolomite, ankerite, calcite) may occasion-

ally accompany these minerals. Although most phases 

usually show evidence of recrystallization, primary 

sedimentary textures are generally well preserved. 

Mineralogy and textures analogous to those described 

in Zone 1 have previously been reported in slightly 

metamorphosed iron-formation of the Mesabi Range (French, 

1968; 1973), the Gunflint Range (Floran and Papike, 

1975, 1978) and the Labrador Trough (Klein, 1973, 1974; 

Klein and Fink, 1976; Lesher, 1978). 

Studies of essentially unmetamorphosed iron-form-

a tions show the original sediment consists of a complex 

mixture of hydrous iron silicates, carbonates (siderite, 

ankerite, members of the dolomite-ankerite series and 

calcite), chert or quartz and iron oxides (French, 1973). 



The primary silicate phase present is believed to be 

greenalite or its Al-analog chamosite (Van Hise and 

Leith, 1911; Gruner, 1946; James, 1954, 1966; French, 

1968, 1973). Some workers such as Gruner (1946) and 

Floran and Papike (1978) believe stilpnomelane is also 

primary even though textures suggesting some degree of 

recrystallization are common. French (1973) believes 

stilpnomelane develops from original clay or chloritic 

material during diagenesis or possibly at the onset of 

metamorphism. Minnesotaite is not believed to be pri-

mary, but rather to be indicative of low grade meta-

morphism (Floran and Papike, 1978). The nature of the 

primary iron oxide mineral is problematic. Klein (1974) 

and Lesher (1978) believe magnetite to be the primary 

iron oxide; having recrystallized from an original 

hydrated ferrous iron precurser. Klein and Bricker 

(1977) have cited low temperature stability relations 

in the system greenalite-magnetite-siderite-Fe(OH)J 

as evidence supporting this idea. The validity of the 

stability arguments can, however, be questioned (Frost, 

personal communication). Most workers (LaBerge, 1964; 

French, 1968, 1973: Floran and Papike, 1975, 1978) 

believe that the typical mineralogical relationships 

of magnetite indicate a replacement origin. LaBerge 

(1964) and French (1968) present evidence that magne-

tite formed during the low grade metamorphism of such 

ferrous phases as greenalite and siderite. Floran and 
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Papike (1978) cite the geographical distribution of 

magnetite relative to hematite in the Gunflint Forma-

tion as evidence for magnetite forming by the metamor-

phic reduction of original hematite as an intrusive 

contact is neared. Petrographic evidence from this 

study indicates magnetite recrystallized and is probab-

ly of secondary origin. In contrast, the fine grained 

hematitic "dust" commonly disseminated through oolites 

and granules almost certainly represents a primary min-

eral phase. 

The Zone 1 mineral assemblages are schematically 

represented in Figure lJ. The figure represents a 

tetrahedron with FeO, Fe2o3 , Si02 and Al2o3 as apices. 

Projection onto the FeO, Fe 2o3 , Si02 plane is feasible 

since stilpnomelane is the only phase which typically 

has an appreciable Al2o3 content. The most common sil-

icate-bearing assemblages are plotted on the diagram 

in the approximate compositional fields depicted by 

French (197J). Greenalite tie lines are dashed indicat-

ing uncertainty in the minerals identification. If 

greenalite is indeed present, crossing tie lines would 

indicate disequilibrium and a reaction would be expected. 

Examination of Figure 9 shows that greenalite occurs 

only in the Hurley-Montreal area (at the greatest dis-

tance from the intrusive) where minnesotaite is absent. 

Greenalite is not present elsewhere in Zone 1, probably 

having reacted to form minnesotaite. 
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Hematfte 

Greenalite . 

Quartz Siderite 

Minnesotaite FeO 

Figure 1J -- Schematic diagram for the most common as-
semblages in Zone 1 in the system FeO-
Fe203-A12o3-sio2-H20-C02. H2o and co2 are 
consldered perfectly mobile components. 
The figure represents a tetrahedron with 
Al2o1 projected onto the Fe0-Fe2o3-sio2 Compositional fields of minerals 
are approximate after the work of Klein 
(197J). Dashed tie lines indicate uncer-
tainty in greenalite!s identification. 
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If the primary iron-formation assemblage is 

assumed to be chert, greenalite, stilpnomelane (or a 

stilpnomelane precurser), hematite and carbonate, one 

may speculate as to the reactions occurring in Zone 1. 

French (1968, 1973) has suggested three reactions for 

the disappearance of greenalite in the Biwabik Format-

ions 

(1) greenalite + 4sio2 = ?minnesotaite + 2H20 

(2) greenalite + to2 = minnesotaite +magnetite 
+ JH20 

(J) greenalite + o2 = 2magnetite + 4quartz + 4H20 

Since positive identification of greenalite was not made 

in the Ironwood Formation, textural evidence for the 

above reactions is lacking. Textural documentation of 

the first two reactions have been made by Klein (1974) 

and Floran and Papike (1978). Reaction J is one of a 

series of qµartz-iron silicate-magnetite buffering re-

actions occurring in iron-formations. The theoretical 

aspects of these reactions have been addressed by Frost 

(in press). A similar reaction involving minnesotaite 

buffers oxygen fugacity within Zone 1: 

(4) minnesotaite + io2 = 2magnetite + 4quartz 
+ H20 

Magnetite probably formed in the Ironwood Formation 

as byproducts in reactions 2 through 4 as well as through 

the oxidation of siderite: 

(5) Jsiderite + io2 =magnetite + JC02 
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LaBerge (1964) and French (1973) believe the majority 

of magnetite in the Biwabik Formation formed through 

such a process. Magnetite may also have formed from 

the reduction of hematite according to· the reactions 

(6) 6hematite = 4magnetite + 02 

Floran and Papike (1978) believe the bulk of magnetite 

the Gunflint Formation formed by the above reaction. 

Two additional reactions originally suggested by 

Kranck (1961) may also be active in Zone 1: 

(7) Jsiderite + 4Si0z + H2o = minnesotaite + JC02 
(8) 6siderite + greenalite = 4minnesotaite + 6C02 

Such reactions may help to explain the relative paucity 

of siderite in Zone 1 of the _Ironwood Formation when 

compared to similarly metamorphosed iron-formation else-

where. 

Chloritic material in Zone 1 is typically very fine 

grained making textural relationships difficult to dis -

cern. The mineral is probably of primary origin. 

French (1968) suggested a reaction for the breakdown of 

chlorite which may be active in the Ironwood Formations 

( 9) ,.., chlori te + quartz = s tilpnome lane 

Although specific conditions of metamorphism are 

unknown for Zone 1, French (1973) suggests a range of 

temperature of 150-350 C. and a pressure range of 2-4 kb. 

for such low grade metamorphic conditions. He believed 

such conditions reflected burial metamorphism occurring 

prior to any contact metamorphic effects. 



Metamornhism of Zone 2 

Zone 2 (grunerite zone) contains assemblages 

characteristic of a moderate grade of metamorphism. 

The following metamorphic changes occur from Zone 1 to 

Zone 2: 

-appearance of grunerite 
-appearance of talc 
-appearance of garnet 
-disappearance of minnesotaite 
-disappearance of stilpnomelane 
-disappearance of chlorite 
-disappearance of iron-bearing carbonate phases 

The m?st important changes occurring in Zone 2 in-

volve the reaction of phyllosilicate and carbonate as-

semblages to form grunerite. The most significant re-

action involves the transformation of minnesotaite to 

grunerite through the dehydration reaction: 

(10) minnesotaite = grunerite + 4quartz + H2o 
Since minnesotaite and grunerite were not found to co-

exist in Zone 2, this reaction has not been texturally 

documented. It is a common reaction, however, and has 

been reported in rocks of similar metamorphic grade in 

the Biwabik Formation (French, 1968, 1973) and the 

Gunflint Formation (Floran and Papike, 1978). 

Several grunerite producing reactions involving 

decarbonation have been proposed (French, 1968; Klein, 

1973; Frost, 1978). The following have been recognized 

from textural data in the Ironwood Formation: 

(11) ?siderite + 8quartz + H20 = grunerite + 
7C02 
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(12) ?ankerite + 8quartz + H2o = grunerite + 

?calcite + ?C02 

Plate 42 shows small siderite bodies surrounded by a 

reaction rim of fibrous grunerite; a texture consistant 

with reaction 11. Reaction 12 is suggested by the 

texture shown in Plate 41, where quartz is separated 

from mixed ankerite and calcite by a zone of platey 

grunerite crystals. 

It should be noted that although these two react-

ions are texturally documented, the coexisting assem-

blages are of only local occurrence. In Zone 2, react-

ions have usually gone to completion and reactant assem-

blages are absent. H2o and co2 are therefore not buf-

fered and would be expected to be mobile in response 

to chemical potential gradients. Loss of these volatile 

components from the iron-formation would result. 

The widespread occurrence of the assemblage quartz-

magnetite-grunerite represents the reaction: 

(13) Jgrunerite + 7/202 = 7 magnetite + 24 quartz 
+ 3H20 

This is another of the oxygen buffering reactions com-

mon to iron-formations. The coexistance of both pro-

ducts and reactants any movement of 02 must 

have been sufficiently restricted to prevent the buffer-

ing capacity from being exceeded by the elimination of 

either magnetite or grunerite. 

The disappearance of stilpnomelane is problematic 

since there are no minerals containing significant 
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. amounts of Al203 identified in Zone 2. Two reactions 

have been suggested for the metamorphism of stilpnome-

. lane in iron-formation (Klein, 1973; French, 1968)1 

(14) stilpnomelane + hornblende = grunerite 
+ 26quartz + 44H20 

(15) stilpnomelane = grunerite + Fe-hornblende 
+ quartz + H2o 

Hornblende has only been observed in Zone 3 Ironwood 

Formation and its precursor probably was stilpnomelane. 

The lack of hornblende (or some other Al2o3 phase) in 

Zone 2 indicates a lack of Al2o3 in this portion of the 

Ironwood Formation. 

Garnet is present in even-bedded iron-formation 

of Zone 2 where it coexists with quartz, magnetite, 

grunerite and chlorite (thuringite). James (1955) re-

ported the development of grunerite and garnet at simi-

lar metamorphic grade in iron-formations of Michigan. 

The metamorphic conditions are consistant with those of 

the garnet isograd in associated argillaceous rocks. 

Metamorphism of Zone 3 

Zone 3 (pyroxene zone) is characterized by high 

grade metatn:orphic assemblages containing both orthopyr-

oxene and clinopyroxene. Iron-formation textures re-

fleet widespread metamorphic recrystallization, with 

most primary textural features being completely oblit-

erated. The following mineralogic changes are observed 

in Zone 3 Ironwood Formations 

• , ', •1. 



-appearance of clinopyroxene 

-appearance of orthopyroxene 

-appearance of tremolite 
-appearance of hornblende 
-appearance of actinolite 
-disappearance of talc 
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(ferroaugite - heden-
bergi te) 

(ferrohypersthene -
euli te) 

Similarly metamorphosed iron-formation has been reported 

from the Biwabik Formation (French, 1968; Bonnichsen, 

1975), the Gunflint Formation (Floran and Papike, 1978) 

and the Labrador Trough (Kranck, 1961). 

Several clinopyroxene producing reactions have been 

suggested (French, 1973; Bonnichsen, -1975): 

(16) ankeri te + 2quartz = clinopyroxene + co2 
(17) gruneri te + 7calci te + 6quartz = 

7clinopyroxene 

(18) actinolite + Jcalcite + 2quartz = 
5clinopyroxene + 3co2 + H2o 

Note that the composition of clinopyroxene requires a 

Cao-bearing phase (ankerite, calcite) as a reactant and 

that all three reactions consume quartz. This would ex-

plain the common occurrence of clinopyroxene in thin 

zones or layers relatively devoid of quartz which are 

intercalated with quartzose layers (Plates 43, 44). The 

original nature of these pyroxene zones may be interpret-

ed in light of the reactions above. In the unmetamor-

phosed iron-formation, these layers probably consisted 

of predominantly ankerite (or calcite and amphibole) 

with some admixed quartz. Upon metamophism, the co2 
was expelled from the carbonate and any available Si02 

would be consumed to form clinopyroxene. Si02 not 
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available at the reaction site would migrate from 

nearby areas along chemical potential gradiants. An 

essentially monomineralic layer of clinopyroxene would 

result. 

The assemblage quartz-calcite-clinopyroxene-

grunerite occurs in the Section 18 sample area (see 

Appendix, A-13) and provides evidence for reaction 17. 

In general, however, clinopyroxene rarely coexists with 

carbonate, suggesting the reactions have gone to com-

pletion. 

Orthopyroxene could have developed along alterna-

tive .reaction paths involving dehydration or decarbona-

tion (Bonnichsen, 1975; French, 1968)1 

(19) siderite +quartz = orthopyroxene + co2. 

(20) grunerite = orthopyroxene +quartz + H20 

Siderite, of course. is not stable in Zone 2, thus re-

action 19 assumes that siderite reacts directly to or-

thopyroxene rather than first reacting to an intermedi-

ate phase (grunerite). Whether this is indeed the case 

is not known. The common coexistance of quartz, ortho-

pyroxene and grunerite strangely suggests the grunerite 

to orthopyroxene reaction. Considering the increasing 

amounts of orthopyroxene (relative to grunerite) that 

occurs in Zone J as the igneous contact is approached, 

it may be reasoned that the reaction becomes more active 

as the temperature increases. 
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The common quartz-magnetite-orthopyroxene assern-

blage shows that oxygen fugacity is again internally 

controlled within the confines of a quartz-magnetite-

buffer. At this grade of metamorphism, 

oxygen is buffered by the reaction: 

(21) 6orthopyroxene* + o2 = 2magnetite + 6quartz 

(*actually, only the activity of ferro-
silite (FeSio3 ) in the orthopyroxene is 
active in the buffering reaction) 

A possible reaction to produce hornblende in Zone 3 

has previously been mentioned (reaction 15). A reaction 

involving the dehydration of stilpnomelane is most 

probable since an Al-bearing phase in the protolith is 

required. 

Reactions to produce actinolita require the pres-

ence of Ca-bearing phases (dolomite-ankerite, calcite) 

in the protolith. Several possible reactions have 

been suggested (French, 1968r Floran and Papike, 1978; 

Bonnichsen, 1975): 

(22) greenalite + 4ankerite + 12 quartz = 
2actinolite + 8co2 + 2H2o 

ezj) 4minnesotaite + 2ferrodolomite + 2quartz = 
grunerite + ferroactinolite + 2ortho-
pyroxene + 4co2 + 2H2o 

(24) 5ankerite + 8quartz + H2o = actinolite + 
Jcalcite + ?C02 
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Talc and Tremolite in the Tronwood Formation 

The following talc and tremolite-bearing assem-

blages were noted in Zones 2 and J in the Ironwood 

Formation (see Appendix, pp. A-10, A-12, A-15): 

Zone 2 
(1) quartz-talc-dolomite-

calcite 

Location 
(Mt. Whittlesey) 

(2) quartz-talc-thuringite (Mt. Whittlesey) 
-------------------------------------------------------(3) 
Zone J (4) 

(5) 

quartz-talc 
quartz-trernolite-talc 
quartz-calcite-tremolite 

(Mellen) 
(Mellen) 
(Mellen and 

Mineral Lake) 

(All the assemblages also contain magnetite, 
a phase which may be ignored for this dis-
cussion since it is not active in reactions 
involving talc and tremolite) 

The assemblages observed may be viewed as analogous to 

those prese.nt in metamorphosed calc-silicate rocks. They 

will be discussed in terms of the well studied Si02-

CaO-Mg0-C02-H2o system. 

Origin of talc--

It is believed that talc could have developed along 

two alternative reaction 

The first possibility involves the equation: 

(25) Jdolomite + 4quartz + H2o = talc + Jcalcite 
+JC02 

The paragenesis (1) quartz-talc-dolomite-calcite pro-

vides petrographic evidence for this reaction (see 

Plate JS). Phase rule considerations show the assem-

blage to be isobarically univariant (if one includes 



the vapor phases which have since been lost). The 

reaction thus defines a surface in P-T-Xco space. 
2 

An alternative origin for talc which requires 
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the breakdown of minnesotaite has been suggested by 

Frost (written communication). Minnesotaite and talc 

presumeably represent opposing end members of an Fe-Mg 

solid solution series. The two minerals therefore 

represent one phase and talc may be viewed simply as 

an Mg-rich minnesotaite. Within the stability field 

of Minnesotaite, oxygen is buffered by the reactions 

(26) minnesotaite + io2 = magnetite + 4Si02 + 
H2 0 

The expression, assuming the activity of 
\ . . (. . d Fe3o4 are unity i.e. magnetite an quartz are 

present), is: 

1.. 
K = ( fH 0 ) / (a . )( f 0 ) 2 

2 minn 2 

At constant T,P, the fugacity of H2o is constant so: 

t 
K °' 1 / (a . )( f 0 ) minn 2 

Therefore, the activity of minnesotaite in talc is an 

inverse function of f 0 • As f 0 rises (with increasing 
2 2 

temperature) the activity of minnesotaite in talc falls. 

Tc maintain equilibirum, magnetite is produced and the 

phyllosilicate becomes more magnesium until at some 

point the minnesotaite is compositionally talc. This 

is shown diagrammatically in Figure 12. Note that as 
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f 0 increases (with increasing temperature) the field 
2 

of minnesotaite expands relative to grunerite, a conse-

quence of Mg favoring talc over amphibole (Ramburg, 

19.52). This could explain why in the Ironwood Forma-

talc (Mg minnesotaite) occurs within the stabil-

ity field of grunerite and at higher grades of metamor-

phism than minnesotaite. Whether or not this mechanism 

Figure 

O> 
0 
r-

--CMag. -Hem. buffer 
-- ....-.,------ x =0.4 

--- - 1- -· - =O co Fe - -------;- /\re • 

t I I sil.-ma9. buffer 

Minn. / 
Qtz+minn+ma 

I 
I 
f · Gruneri te 

' I 

Temperature 

(XF ':LO) . e . 

14--Schematic isobaric log f 0 - T diagram illus-
trating the compositional chafige from minnesota-
ite to talc with increasing oxygen fugacity. With 
increasing temperature, Fe is gradually released 
from the minnesotaite such that the equilibrium 
constraints of the quartz•minnesotaite-magnetite 
buffer can be met. Eventually, the minnesotaite 
is sufficiently magnesian such that it is com-
positionally talc (XFe= 0.4 is taken as talc for 
purposes of this discussion). 

actually produced talc during the me:tamorphism of the 

Ironwood Formation is not known. Reactions involving 
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the oxygen buffer would seem reasonable to explain the 

occurrence of talc in rocks which lack carbonate phases. 

Origin of Tremolite--

Tremolite in the Ironwood Formation probably de-

veloped from either quartz-carbonate assemblages or 

quartz-talc-carbonate assemblages. During the prograde 

metamorphism of siliceous carbonate rocks, three reac-

tions are usually considered responsible for producing 

tremolite: 

(27) 8quartz + 5 dolomite + H20 = tremolite + 
Jcalci te + 7co2 

{28·) 5talc + 6calcite + 4quartz = Jtremolite + 
6co + 2H o 

(29) 2talc + Jcalcite = tremolite + 
co2 + H2o 

The particular reactions that produced tremolite 

in the Ironwood Formation are unknown, as there are no 

uni variant tremoli te assemblages. The lack o_f _ any dolo-

mi te-tremoli te assemblages negates reaction (29) as a 

viable reaction in the Ironwood Formation. The observ-

ed assemblage (4) quartz-tremolite-talc- is problematic 

since it lacks carbonate phases. There is a possibility, 

however, that fine grained calcite is admixed with talc 

in the assemblage and was not detected petrographically. 

Summarv-.-

The experimentally determined phase relationships 

for siliceous carbonates (Skippen, 1971) at fixed total 

pressure is given in Figure lJ. The talc and trernolite 

I 
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assemblages from this study have been placed in the 

proper stability fields. Several generalizations may 

be made concerning the Ironwood assemblages. The loca-

tions of assemblages 1-5 roughly correspond to in-

creasing temperatures of metamorphism from assemblage 

1 to assemblage 5. This is substantiated by the rela-

tive positions of the assemblages on the Figure 13 

topology. It may be noted that the stability field of 

talc is rather limited and confined to low Xco • Recent 
2 

work. by Slaughter, et al. (1975) shown that the 

field is greatly reduced at increased pressure such 

that it is almost non-existant at 5 kb. Furthermore, 

it shows the maximum stability temperature for talc 

coexisting with mixed volatiles varies from about 

420° c. (1 kb.) to 460° C. (5 kb.). Tremolite has a 

considerably larger stability field with maximum temp-

eratures near 700° C. (5 kb.) (Slaughter, et al., 1975). 

The temperatures of metamorphism of the talc-bear-

ing Ironwood Formation could not have exceeded roughly 

46o° C. Furthermore, the iron-formation must have had 

a relatively low Xco (or converse.ly, a high XH 0). 
2 2 

Examination of Figure 9 shows that these conditions of 

metamorphism roughly correspond to the Zone 2-Zone J 
boundary. 
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Figure 15--Experimentally determined phase relations in 
siliceous carbonates for 2 kb. The talc-
trernolite iron-formation assemblages have 
placed in the proper stability fields. All as-
semblages include magnetite. Assemblages 2 and 
J lack carbonate phases, suggesting the· talc 
may have been derived from reactions involving 
the quartz-rnagnetite-minnesotaite buffer. The 
fbllowing reactions may be important: 

fa) Jdolorni te + 4quartz + H 0 = talc + Jcalci te 
2 + JCOz 

(b) 8quartz + 5dolomite + H2o = tremolite + 
Jcalci te + ?CO 

(c) Stale + 6calcite + 4quartz = Jtremolite 2 
+ 6co + 2H2o 

(d) + Jcalcite = tremolite + co2 H20 . 
(from Skippen, 1971) 

' 
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-
Metamorphism of Zone 4 

Zone 4 consists of several outcrops of Ironwood 

Formation occurring within about 50-100 meters of the 

Mineral Lake Intrustve contact. Iron-formation in this 

area has undergone complete recrystallization into a 

rock with a granoblastic polygonal or decussate 

Primary mineral assemblages are largely anhydrous, 

but are occasionally overgrown by retrograde fibrous 

grunerite. Fayalite and pigeonite are the character-

istic minerals in the contact area, apparently requir-

ing the highest temperatures of metamorphism to crys-

tallize. Metamorphic temperatures were once conaidered 

insufficient to crystallize pigeonite. It has been 

shown (Boyd and Schairer, 1968), however, that a high 

iron content will dramatically decrease the temperature 

at which pigeonite is stable. This explains why meta-

morphic pigeonite has only been observed in metamor-

phosed iron-formation. Figure 16 illustrates the equil-

ibrium relationship between orthopyroxene and pigeonite 

and its dependence on total iron content. Other primary 

minerals occurring in Zone 4 are quartz, magnetite, 

grunerite, and ferrohypersthene (some of which origin-

ally crystallized as pigeonite). Calcic pyroxene devel-

oped exclusively as an exsolution mineral. 
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PROTOENSTATITE 
FAYALITE 
+QUARTZ 

1 
""-985°C, I atm; 

..... 1 I 2 kb. 

ORTH_OPYROXENE 

I \ 

PIGEONITE FAY. + 

DUNKA .RI.VER 650°-700° C. 
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Figure 16 -- Equilibrium relationships proposed to exist 
between protoenstatite, orthopyroxene, pig-
eonite and fayalite plus quartz coexisting 
with Ca-pyroxene for relatively low-pressure 
geologic bonditions (within a few miles of 
the Earth's surface). Note particularly 
pigeonite's stability field and its depend-
ence on iron content. 

(after Bonnichsen, 1968) 

\ 
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-Pyroxenes 

An interesting feature of the pyroxenes from 

Zone 4 is the presence of well developed exsolution 

lamellae. There are two sets of lamellae associated 

with the orthopyroxene which originally crystallized 

as pigeonite (Plate 57). The earlier set developed 

along (001) of the former pigeonite grains and are en-

closed in the orthopyroxene grains at random orienta-

tions. The later is developed along (100), parallel 

to the optic plane of the orthopyroxene. A likely 

crystallization and cooling history of the pyroxene 

may be inferred from this characteristic exsolution 

pattern. 

Pigeonite originally crystallized as equant grains 

similar in size to contemporaneous fayalite grains. 

Upon cooling and the intersection of the pyroxene sol-

vus, calcic pyroxene began to exsolve along the pigeon-

ite (001) plane. This has resulted in up to JO percent 

calcic pyroxene in the host grain. Pigeonite inverted 

to orthopyroxene as cooling progressed. Textural evi-

dence shows that orthopyroxene developed without regard 

to pre-existing pigeonite grain boundaries; also, the 

orthopyroxene grains are considerably larger than the 

former pigeonite grains. Bonnichsen (1968) has inter-

preted similar inverted pigeonite textures as indicating 

the orthopyroxene nucleated with difficulty at widely 

spaced points within the rock; possibly at temperatures 
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well below the stability field of pigeonite. Once nu-

cleated, however, an· orthopyroxene grain would grow 

rapidly and stop growing only after encountering the 

boundary of another orthopyroxene crystal. This re-

sults in several pigeonite grains being incorporated 

into a single orthopyroxene grain. It appears that or-

thopyroxene developed with complete disregard for the 

original pigeonite crystallographic axis, indicating a 

complete reorganization of the crystal structure. A 

second set of calcic pyroxene exsolution lamellae devel-

oped after the inversion to orthopyroxene, this time 

along the (100) plane of the orthopyroxene. These lam-

ellae are usually visible as very fine regular traces 

crossing the original exsolution at various angles. 

There is considerably less calcic pyroxene contained in 

this later exsolution, indicating most Ca must have been 

expelled from the pigeonite structure prior to inversion. 

Additional exsolution has resulted in the development 

of irregular blebs of calcic pyroxene along the pre-

existing pigeonite grain boundary (as shown in Plate 59). 

This exsolution had to occur while the pigeonite still 

had some of its structural integrity, possibly during 

the inversion to orthopyroxene. The idealized sequence 

of change occurring during the cooling of an aggregate 

of pigeonite grains is illustrated in Figure 17 (a-d). 

Phase relations accompanying these changes are illustrat-
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-
ed in Figure 18 a schematic temperature-composition 

diagram for iron-rich calcic pyroxene, pigeonite and 

orthopyroxene. 

Primary orthopyroxene was also observed in the 

Contact area. It is present in coarse tabular grains 

containing a single set of exsolution lamellae along 

the (100) crystallographic plane. There is no evidence 

of relict pigeonite grains. This suggests that primary 

orthopyroxene either: (1) crystallized originally as 

low-Ca pigeonite so that, because of the low amount of 

Ca available, the calcic pyroxene exsolution lamellae 

did not develop in the pigeonite grains. In this sit-

uation, indications of the former mineralogy are missing; 

or (2) crystallized originally as orthopyroxene, the 

Fe/Fe +Mg being sufficiently low that pigeonite was 

not stable at the metamorphic temperatures attained. 

As indicated in Figure 16, an Fe/Fe + Mg ratio less than 

70 would have been sufficient to stabilize orthopyroxene 

with to pigeonite in the Dunka River area of 

the Mesabi Range (Bonnichsen, 1968). Chemical data 

would be needed to give a basis for other possible in-

terpretations of the preferential development of pri-

mary orthopyroxene. 

The occurrence of uninverted pigeonite in the Con-

tact Zone is problematic since it is obviously far re-

moved from its stability field. Bonnichsen (1968) ob-

served uninverted manganiferous (lJ.O percent MnO) 
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(a) 

(c) 

Figure Idealized sequence of changes during cooling from initial 
pigeonite grains to orthopyroxene grains containing two sets 
of Ca pyroxene lamellae. 

- (a) Group of approximately equidimensional pigeonite 
grains crystallize during prograde metamorphism. 

(b) Ca pyroxene lamellae develop along pigeonite's (001) 
plane during first part of cooling. 

(c) After inversion of pigeonite to orthopyroxene, new 
orthopyroxene grain boundaries entirely disregard previous grain 
boundaries. Relict (001) Ca pyroxene lamellae remain to define 
previous pigeonite grains. Irregular Ca pyroxene blebs may form 
along some of the relict (001) lamellae and in areas between 
former pigeonite grains. 

(d) (higher magnification) Second set of Ca pyroxene 
exsolution lamellae (fine lines) develop at lower temperatures 
along (100) of orthopyroxene grains, crossing relict (001) 
lamellae at various angles in different areas of grains. 

(after Bonnichson, 1968) 
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-e-- Dunka Ri var 
temperatur2 max. 

(650°-700° C.) 
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Figure 18. Schematic temperature-composition section through the 
pyroxene quadrilateral illustrating the crystallization and 
cooling history of Zone 4 iron-formation containing inverted 
pigeonite. The solid lines show the cooling history of the 
host phase(s), while the dashed lines show the history 
of exsolution. The dotted line connecting pigeonite and ortho-
pyroxene host is intended to show the pigeonite-orthopyroxene 
inversion, which may take place within the orthopyroxene 
stability field. The figure is constructed for a composition: 
Fe/Fe Mg=0.75. (after Bonnichson, 1968 and Sinnnons, et al, 
1974) 
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-pigeonite in the Dunka River area of He 

suggested that the presence of several per cent man-

ganese could either (1) depress the pigeonite to ortho-

pyroxene inversion temperature so that the diffusion 

rate is lower and pigeonite is preserved by the slug-

gishness of the reaction or, (2) increase the orthopyr-

oxene nucleation energy so that pigeonite failed to 

invert because orthopyroxene was not nucleated. Per-

haps the pigeonites of the Contact area contain suffi-

cient Mn (or some other component) such that inversion 

was hindered. In the absence of chemical information, 

one can only speculate. 

Although it is not possible to define the precise 

pressure-temperature conditions that prevailed in the 

Contact area on the basis of information obtained by the 

present study, it may be useful to note the metamorphic 

conditions determined for iron-formation which contain 

pigeonite-fayalite assemblages. Such rocks have only 

been found in close proximity to igneous contacts. 

Oxygen isotope data obtained from highly metamorphosed 

Biwabik Formation near the Duluth Complex contact showed 

rr.aximum equilibration temperatures of quartz and magne-

tite to be T .$. 700° C. (Perry, quoted by Morey, et 

al., 1972). These data are based on isotopic equilibra-

tion of coexisting quartz and magnetite; maximum temp-

eratures of metamorphism may be somewhat higher. Pres-

sures of metamorphism have been estimated as 2 < P < 4 kb. 



(French, 1964). · A rock of similar mineralogy which 

occurs near the Duluth Complex-Gunflint Iron-formation 

contact received considerable study by Simmons, Lindsley, 

and Papike (1974). Bases on various mineral equili-

bration arguments as well as experiments on synthetic 

pyroxenes, they deduced that the rock formed at temper-
o atures somewhat greater than 800 C. and Ptotal some-

what greater than 2 kb. The iron-formation in the 

Contact Zone was probably subjected to temperatures 

consistant with those described above. 

Fayalite 

Fayalite probably originally developed along simi-

lar reaction lines as the orthopyroxene of Zone 3 (see 

reactions 19 and 20). Several features of the fayali te, 

however, may provide clues to the conditions of meta-

morphism prevalent in Zone 4. 

A comparison of the high grade metamorphic assem-

blages in the Ironwood Formation with those occurring 

in the Biwabik and Gunflint Formations (Figures 9 and 

12) reveals a significant difference. In both the Bi-

wabik and Gunflint Formations, the fayalite isograd 

occurs at temperatures equivalent to, or less than the 

temperature of the orthopyroxene isograd (French, 1968j 

Floran and Papike, 1978). Fayalite occurs in the Iron-

wood Formation only at the very highest temperatures 

of metamorphism; adjacent to the igneous contact. 
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Kranck (1961) observed a similar favorability for 

orthopyroxene over fayalite in highly metamorphosed 

iron-formation of the Labrador Trough, northern 

Quebec. He reasoned that the Sokoman Iron-formation 

may have either a higher magnesium content or has been 

subjected to higher pressures of metamorphism than the 

Minnesota iron-formations. Both conditions would have 

a similar effect at increasing the temperature at which 

a fayalite-quartz assemblage is stable relative to a 

compositionally equivalent orthopyroxene (Smith, 1971). 

Orthopyroxene analysis from the Labrador Trough (Kranck, 

1961; Butler, 1969) show a wide compositional variation 

from about Eng5-En20 • This is somewhat more magnesium 

than the majority of orthopyroxenes from the Biwabik 

and Gunflint Formations (Bonnichsen, 1968; Simmons, et 

al., 1974) and suggests that composition is, at least 

in part, responsible for stabilizing orthopyroxene in 

Quebec. In contrast, optically determined orthopyrox-

ene compositions in the Ironwood Formation (about En35-

En25) are comparible to those of the Biwabik and Gun-

flint Formations, indicating no appreciable composition-

al variations. Indeed, a close parallelism in the bulk 

composition of Lake Superior iron-formations has long 

been noted (Van Hise and Leith, 1911). A higher pres-

sure of metamorphism is probably responsible for sta-

bilizing orthopyroxene relative to fayalite in the Iron-

wood Formation. The specific pressures which prevailed 



are unknown, however, experiments on synthetic pyr-

oxenes show that a pressure of 3 kb. would have been 

necessary to stabilize orthopyroxene over fayalite in 

rocks of the highly metamorphosed Gunflint Formation 

(Simmons, et al., 1974). 

Another notable feature of fayalite in Zone 4 is 

that it does not occur in textural equilibrium with 

quartz. Instead of fayalite coexisting with quartz, it 

is believed to have reacted with quartz to produce a 

compositionally equivalent orthopyroxene, pyroxene be-

ing the stable mineral species at the conditions of 

metamorphism. Oxygen is thus controlled (at least 
• ,, ", ' ! . 

locally) by the quartz-orthopyroxene-magnetite buffer 

assemblage. 

Magnetite 

The magnetite of Zone 4 differs significantly from 

that of the less metamorphosed portions of the Ironwood 

Formation. Several unique characteristics of the mag-

netite occurrence are observed: (1) there seems to be 

less magnetite present, with local quartzose zones often 

being completely magnetite-free. (2) magnetite occurs 

in a blebby morphology and (3) magnetite contains ex-

solution lamellae, presumeably of Fe-Ti oxides. 

The lesser quantities of magnetite, as well as its 

peculiar morphology is believed to be related to exter-

nal influences on oxygen fugacity. Elsewhere in the 
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Ironwood Formation, the oxygen fugacity is internally 

controlled through various quartz-iron silicate-magne-

ti te buffers. In the Contact Zone, however, oxygen 

fugacity seems to be at least partially controlled by 

reducing conditions along the igneous contact. The 

contact apparently acted as a sink drawing oxygen from 

the iron-formation. A similar situation has been re-

ported along the contact between iron-formation and the 

Stillwater Igneous Complex in Montana (Papike· and 

Vaniman, 1977). Assuming the relevant buffer in the 

Contact area is represented by the quartz-orthopyroxene-

magneti te assemblage, such that: 

6orthopyroxene + o2 = 2magnetite + 6quartz 

An external .reducing condition would result in a diffu-

sion of oxygen from the iron-formation in response to a 

chemical potential gradient. A shifting of equilibrium 

to the left would occur, so that orthopyroxene will be 

produced at the expense of magnetite and quartz. This 

would explain the decreased magnetite content in Zone 4 
as well as . why quartzose zones are often completely 

free of magnetite. Plate 55 illustrates one of these 

quartzose zones which consists entirely of quartz and 

interstitial orthopyroxene. Magnetite is not present 

in the zone, presumeably because it was completely con-

sumed to produce orthopyroxene. As previously mention-

ed, concentrations of magnetite are most common in 

zones which are· quartz-free. This situation may also 
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be explained in the context of external oxygen fuga-

ci ty controls. In this case, the orthopyroxene produc-

ing reaction has been proceeded until all available 

quartz was consumed. 

The blebby morphology of magnetite (Plate 62) may 

result from the partial consumption of magnetite in the 

orthopyroxene producing reaction. The reaction appar-

ently ceased, probably from lack of Si02 , before the 

magnetite was completely consumed. 

A quartz-orthopyroxene-magnetite assemblage is 

occasionally observed. This suggests that, at least 

locally, the oxygen fugacity was internally controlled 

despite external reducing conditions. The limited 09-

currence of the quartz-orthopyroxene-magnetite assemb-

lage suggests that the major control of oxygen fugacity 

was external. 

The exsolution lamellae developed in magnetite 

raises the question as to th source of titanium. Mag-

netite in cherty iron-formations is characteristically 

low in Ti02• Analysis of magnetite concentrate from 

the Mesabi Range shows that the Ti02 at 0.016-0.02 

percent (Marsden, personal Felmlee 

(1970) has observed a slight increase in Tio2 content 

in the Tyler Formation near the Mineral Lake Intrusion, 

which may indicate the metasomatic introduction of Ti02 • 

Extremely high temperatures are not necessary to pro-

mote exsolution in magnetite as exsolution of ilmenite 
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has been reported in metamorphic rocks which attained 

temperatures as low as 500° C. (Buddington and Lindsley, 

1964). 

Grunerite 

The occurrence of primary grunerite is recognized 

in Zone 4. Grunerite has been identified in other 

highly metamorphosed iron-formation, but was assumed to 

be a retrograde mineral since a primary hydrous phase 

was not believed to be stable. Frost (1978) has shown 

that grunerite can coexist with fayalite over a wide 

range of temperatures due to the buffering effects of 

fluids. He recognizes that retrogressive fibrous 

grunerite is present' in high grade iron-formation, as 

in Zone 4, but suggests that prismatic grunerite which 

appears in textural equilibrium with neighboring phases 

is the product of prograde metamorphism. 

Despite the buffering effect, there is an upper 

temperature limit at which grunerite is stable. Stabil-

ity studies on anthophyllite (Greenwood, 1963) shows 

that the maximum temperature a.t which it is stable 

varies from about 750° c. (1 kb.) to 800° C. (10 kb.). 

Since anthophyllite represents the magnesium end member 

of the Fe-Mg series of low-Ca amphiboles, iron end mem-

bers (cummingtonite-grunerite) should have an even low-

er decomposition temperature (Boyd, 1959). Melnik and 

Siroshtan (1973) have placed the decomposition temper-
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ature of grunerite at 640-690° C. (at of 

2-10 kb. respectively), which should represent the up-

per stability limits of the mineral. 

Conditi6ns of Metamoruhism of the Contact Zone 

The Ironwood Formation of the Contact area was 

probably subjected to temperatures similar to those 

of the pigeonite-fayalite bearing iron-formations of 

the Mesabi and Gunflint Ranges. This implies temp-

eratures ranging from 650° (Morey, et al., 1972) to 

above 800° c. (Simmons, et al., 1974). The presence 

of primary grunerite, however, would place an upper 

temperature limit of roughly 700° c. on the metamorph-

ism. Pressures are believed to be higher than the 2-4 

kb. estimated for the metamorphism of the Mesabi and 

Gunflint Ranges. Oxygen appears to be buffered locally 

within the confines of a quartz-orthopyroxene-magnetite 

buffer assemblage. There is a strong suggestion, how-

ever, that reducing conditions along the igneous con-

tact exerted an external influence on the oxygen fuga-

ci ty which resulted in oxygen diffusing from the iron-

formation. 



THE ROLE OF VOLATILES IN THE METAMORPHISM 
OF THE IRONWOOD FORMATION 

The foregoing discussion has emphasized the de-

pendence of the zonal metamorphism of the Ironwood 
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Formation on distances from the intrusive contact and 

thus on temperatures of metamorphism. The presence 

of hydrous and carbonate phases in the iron-formation, 

however, indicates the of the fluid phase 

may also be important in determining metamorphic min-

eral stabilities. Viewing observed assemblages in 

terms of petrogenetic grids developed H2o 

and T-XCO space may help elucidate this importance. 
2 

Metamorphism of the Ironwood Formation may be 

discussed in terms of the FeO-MgO-CaO-Al2o3-sio2-H2o-
C02 system. This may be simplified to FeO-CaO-Si02-

H2o-co2 by excluding aluminum-bearing phases (stilp-

nomelane, hornblende) from the discussion and assum-

ing MgO is not present in sufficient amounts to sig-

nificantly alter mineral stabilities. 
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Zone 1 and Zone 2 Assemblaees 

An examination of equilibrium mineral assem-

blages from Zone 1 and Zone 2 (see Appendix, pp. A-5 -

A-11) shows that Cao is contained exclusively in 

carbonate phases which appear to be indifferent -to 

any of the low to moderate grade metamorphic reactions. 

Cao may therefore be ignored as an active component 

in the metamorphism of Zones 1 and 2 and the system 

may simplify to Fe0-Sio2-H2o-co2 • 

Two alternative approaches have been taken in 

evaluating this system. Figure 19a is a Schreine-

maker' s analysis of the binary system FeO-Si02 in 

fiH2o- .,.c1co2 space referred to some arbitrary pressure 

and temperature near that of the Zone 1-Zone 2 boun-

dary. The common equilibrium assemblages observed in 

Zone 1 (qtz + minn +mag; qtz + mag + sid) as well as 

Zone 2 (qtz + mag + grun) appear as divariant assem-

blages on the topology. Sid + minn and grun + minn 

were not observed in the Ironwood Formation, indicat-

ing that the prevailing ,,,,q H2o- .f<C02 conditions were 

not conducive to their stability. One assemblage 

observed in the Ballou Creek section of Zone 2 (qtz -·+ 

mag + grun + sid) occurs as a univariant reaction 

line on the diagram. It becomes apparent that the 

relative stability of minnesotaite and grunerite is a 

function of fluid composition as well as temperature. 
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An alternative means of viewing this system is 

shown on Figure 19b, the same topology represented in 

T-Xco space. This approach shows that the two major 
2 

grunerite-producing reactions believed to be occur-

ring in the iron-formation: 

qtz + sid = grun (minn) 

minn = qtz + grun (sid) 

are dependent on Xco as well as temperature. As 
2 

would be expected, a high Xco expands the stability 
2 

field of siderite and a low xc
02 

(high XH
20

) expands 

the field of minnesotaite. 

Zone 2 and Zone 3 Assemblages 

The transition from Zone 2 to Zone 3 is charac-

terized by the development of orthopyroxene and clino-

pyroxene. The development of clinopyroxene indicates 

Cao can no longer be disregarded as an active compon-

ent in the metamorphism of the iron-formation. Meta-

morphism will therefore be discussed in terms of the 

system FeO-CaO-Si02-H2o-co2 • The equilibrium assem-

blages observed in Zone 2 and Zone 3 (see Appendix, 

pp. A-9 - A-15) may be represented on a topology con-

taining two invariant points: one defined by the in-

tersection of five univariant lines and having sid-

eri te as a missing phase, the other represented by the 

intersection of four lines and having calcite and 

clinopyroxene as missing phases. The topologies are 

modified from those developed by Nelson (1978). 
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Figure 19a -- Isobaric, iiothermal chemical potential 
diagram, .}-{ H2 0-_µ co2 for equilibrium relations 
among the four minerals: quartz, minnesotaite, · 
grunerite and siderite in the system FeO-Si02 (-H2o-co2 ). Magnetite is assumed to be pres-
ent in all phases. Temperature approximates 
that of the Zone 1-Zone 2 boundary. 
Parentheis indicate missing phases. 

Figure 19b Schematic T-Xco for the system 
FeO-SiOz(-H20-c62) depicting equilibrium 
relations among quartz, minnesotaite, 
grunerite and siderite. 
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Figure 20 shows the topology as it would occur 

in an isothermal, isobaric chemical potential diagram 

in .)(H20-_f.(C02 space. Temperatures approximate those 

of the Zone 2-Zone J boundary. The following equili-

brium assemblages were observed in Zone 2 and Zone 3 

of the Ironwood Formation and appear in divariant 

fields on the diagram: 

Zone 2-

qtz + mag + grun 

qtz + grun + calc 

Zone J-

qtz + mag + opx + cpx 

qtz + mag + grun 

qtz + mag + grun + cpx 

qtz + mag + opx + calc 

qtz + mag + opx + cpx + calc 

In addition, four observed univariant assembalges occur 

as reaction lines on the topology: 

Zone 2-

qtz + mag + grun + sid 

Zone J-

qtz + mag + opx + cpx + calc 

qtz + mag + cpx + opx + grun 

mag + opx + cpx + grun + calc 

Figure 21 represents the topology as it would oc-

cur on an isobaric T-XCO diagram. Again, it is ap-
2 

parent that the stability of various mineral 
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is dependent on Xco as well as temperature. The 
2 

probable correc-t-ness for the position of the various 
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reaction lines and stability fields on the diagram can 

be substantiated from field data. Zone 2 assemblages 

may be represented exclusively in the area surrounding 

the [Cc, Cpx] invariant point, where Cao is an inact-

ive component. The Zone 2 assemblages appear as the 

sid qtz = grun reaction line and in the divariant 

field qtz + grun. As is indicated on Figure 20, these 

assemblages occur at lower temperatures than -the 

Zone J assemblages- which occur exclusively in the area 

surrounding (s] invariant point. 

Two isobarically univariant assemblages from the 

Section 18 sample area (p. A-14) are of particular 

interest when viewed in the context of Figure 20: 

qtz + mag + opx + cpx + grun 

mag + opx + cpx + grun + calc 

The two assemblages appear as converging reaction 

lines -on the diagram yet occur within 1 m. of each 

other in the field. It it is assumed that the reaction 

lines are represented correctly in T-XCOz space, the 

two assemblages may be viewed as representing one es-

sentially invariant assemblage occurring at the temp-

erature and fluid composition characteristic of 

This may not be the case, however, since the slope of 

the 

calc + qtz = cpx + opx + vapor 
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reaction line at the [s] invariant point is not 

known. The line is by a change in slope 

on either side of a maxima at Xco = 0.5. If the slope 
2 

of the line is actually negative, the two isobaric, 

isothermal univariant assemblages would be the result 

of variable fluid composition. Such is the case with 

the following three assemblages which occur within 7 

stratigraphic meters of the Mellen section ( p. A-12): 

I. qtz + mag + opx + cpx + calc 

II. mag + opx + cpx + calc 

III. qtz + mag + opx + cpx + grun 

The three assemblages have been placed in their re spec-

tive locations on Figure 21. Assemblages I and III are 

restricted to two converging univariant reactions 

which bound the divariant field within which assemblage 

II occurs. At constant temperature, the relative sta-

bility of the three assemblages is determined by Xco . 
2 

The minimum temperature for the three assemblages is 

that of the [s] invariant point. Likewise, any samples 

taken at distances closer to the contact must occur 

at temperatures above this point. Examination of 

Mineral Lake assemblages shows that this is indeed the 

case. 

The effect of volatile composition on metamorphism 

probably lessens with increasing grades of metamorphism 

until it becomes negligible in Zone 4, where mineral 

assemblages are characterized by a general lack of 
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hydrous and carbonate phases. This is due to a pro-

gressive diffusion of H20 and co2 from the iron-form-

ation as temperature is increased. The presence of 

grunerite at the highest grade of metamorphism may in-

dicate that H2o is less effectively removed from the 

iron-formation than co2 • 
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SUNIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A detailed petrographic study of the Ironwood 

Formation was carried out in an attempt to discern zones 

of progressive metamorphism. 

The Middle Precambrian Ironwood Iron-formation, 

on the Gogebic Range of northern Wisconsin and Michigan, 

extends for about 80 miles in a northeasterly direction 

from Mineral Lake, Wisconsin to near Lake Gogebic, Mich-

igan. As is typical of most Lake Superior iron-forma-

tions, the Ironwood Formation overlies a elastic quartz-

ose slates unit, the Palms Formation, and is overlain 

by a thick sequence of argillites, the Tyler Formation. 

At the western end of the Gogebic Range, the Middle 

Precambrian sequence has been metamorphosed by the in-

trusion of the Mineral Lake Intrusive, part of the 

Middle Keweenawan Mellen Complex. · A sereis of mineral-

ogic and textural changes occurring along the strike of 

the iron-formation are related to the intrusive. 
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The econ omi c i n teres t in iron ore ha s r esulted in 

considerable geologic s tudy of the Ironwood Formation 

since the late 180 0 's. The s t ratigraphy and structure 

of the Ironwood Format ion along most of i t s strike length 

is relatively simple and well understood. An exception 

is the far western end of the range, where intense fold-

ing and faulting complicate geologic interpretations. 

Along the strike of the Ironwood, 4 zones, related 

to distance from the int r usive contact, are distinquished 

on t he basis of mineralogy of the Zone 1 

is the least metamorphosed iron-formation and is character-

ized by the presence of minnesotaite; the development of 

grunerite typifies the moderately metamorphosed iron-forma-

tion of Zone 2; and Zone 3 contains high temperature, py-

roxene- bearing assemblages. Zone 4, the Cont·act Zone, 

occurs directly adjacent to the intrusive contact and is 

characterized by the development of pigeonite and fayalite. 

Zone 1 Ironwood Formation is characterized by low 

grade metamorphic assemblages containing quartz, magne-

tite, hematite, siderite, dolomite-anker-ite, calcite and 

the ircn silicates minnesotaite, stilpnomelane, and chlor-

ite. All mineral phases, with the exception of hematite 
-

and possibly chlorite, show evidence of secondary recry-

stallization. Primary textural features, such as granu-

les and oolites are well preserved in Zone 1, although 

they have been slightly modified by recrystallization 

and replacement. 
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The mineralogy of Zone 1 probably reflects a dis-

tinct period of low gra de metamorphism, possibl y burial 

metamorphism, prior to t he intrusion of the Mellen Complex. 

Development of the iron amphibole, grunerite, char-

acterizes the moderatly metamorphosed Zone 2 iron-forma-

tion. Grunerite is first recognized approximately 7500 

feet (2JOO m.) from the intrusive contact. Its appearance 

coincides with the appearance of talc and garnet and the 

disappearance of stilpnomelane , chlorite 

and iron-bearing carbonate phase. Grunerite is clearly 

a prograde minera l as its developmen t from siderite and 

ankerite were observed. No grunerite-minnesotaite assem-

blages were recognized, the dis,a,ppearance of minnesotai te 

in Zone 2, however, probably reflects a dehydration re-

action to form grunerite. 

Many of the primary textures of Zone 1 are no long-

er present, having been partially or completely destroy-

ed by recrystallization of quartz or the growth of fib-

rous grunerite. 

The iron-formation of Zone J is within 4500 feet 

(1J70m.) of the intrusive contact and is characterized 

by a complete recrystallization of the iron-formation to 

a metamorphic fabric and by the development of clinopyro-

xene (ferroaugite?) and orthopyroxene (ferrohypersthene-

eulite). Pyroxene development coincides with the develop-

ment of tremolite, hornblende and actinolite and the dis-

appearance of talc. Orthopyroxene-grunerite-quartz 

assemblages are common, suggesting the development of 
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orthopyroxene through grunerite dehydration. Clinopyro-

xene probably developed from an iron carbonate-quartz 

reaction. Quartz, magnetite, hema ti te and ca lcite are 

the onl y Zone 1 minerals which are stable at Zone 3 

tempera tures. A period of retrogra de metamorphism is 

documented by the locally extensive growth of fibrous re-

trograde grunerite after pyroxene. 

Zone 4 occurs within 50-100 meters of the intru-

sive contact and is characterized by a complete re cry-

stallization of the iron-formation to a granoblastic 

polygonal or decussate texture and by the development of 

pigeonite and fayalite. Quartz, magnetite, grunerite and 

orthopyroxene are also present. Calcic pyroxene, probably 

ferroaugite, has commonl y developed as an exsolution min-

eral in orthopyroxene. The exsolution often have 

orientations suggesting the orthopyroxene is inverted 

pigeonite. 

Other workers have discerned comparable zones of 
' 

progressive metamorphism in the contact metamorphosed 

Biwabik Formation, Minnesota and the Gunflint Formation, 

Minnesota and Ontario. 

The conditions of metamorphism cannot be defini-

tley determined from the present study, although some 

generalization can be made. Minimum pressures of meta-

morphism of about J kb. is considered reasonable on the 

basis of the preferential development of orthopyroxene 

over fayalite in Zone J. Previous workers have suggest-

ed a temperature range of 150-350° C. for Zone 1 iron-
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formation Such temperatures are attainable 

through burial to about J kb. pressure. The upper limit 

of talc stability coincides roughly with the Zone 2 -

Zone J boundary. Experimental has shown the upper · 

temperature limit for talc (in the presence of co2 and 

H20), and thus Zone 2, to be approximately 46o 0 c. (2kb.) .. 

The presence of what is believed to be primary grunerite 

in Zone 4 indicates temperatures near the intrusive con-

tact could not have significantly exceeded 700°c., approxi-

mately the upper temperature limit of grunerite. 

Metamorphism of the Ironwood Formation by the Miner-

al Lake Intrusive appears to be largely isochemical and 

characterized by a progressive dehydration and decarbona-

tion. Oxygen fugacity is internally controlled at all 

zones of metamorphism by various quartz-iron silicate-

magnetite buffer assemblages. An exception may be Zone 

where buffer assemblages are rare and magnetite shows evi-

dence of decomposition along a reducing contact. 
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APPENDIX A -- SAMPLE LOCATIONS, STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
AND LISTINGS OF ASSEMBLAGES FOR THE 
IRONWOOD IRON-FORMATION, WISCONSIN 

Figure A-1 shows the location of the sample 

areas. A stratigraphic section was measured and des-

cribed at each locality, with. samples being taken 

at various intervals within the section. A brief 

description of each sample locality was made. 

Included in the descriptions is a sketch of 

the stratigraphic column, brief descriptions of out-

crop and sample lithologies and a listing of the min-

eral assemblages observed in each of the samples stu-

died. The stratigraphic sections are schematically 

illustrated to denote the gross lithologic types ob-

served in outcrop. Stratigraphic sections are not in-

eluded for the Hurley-Montreal area and for the Contact 

Zone, where exposures are limited. Individual sample 

locations are shown on the stratigraphic sections. 

The sample position is expressed in meters stratigraph-

ically above the lowermost Ironwood exposure located. 

A brief description is given of each sample studied. 

It should be stressed that these descriptions are brief 

and are intended to give a very general idea of the 

sample lithology. 



FIGURE - A-1 SAMPDE LOCATIONS OF IRONWOOD IRON-FORMATION; WISCONSIN 
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The metamorphic assemblage is given for each sam-

ple. Two restrictions have been applied in defining 

the metamorphic mineral assemblages: (1) Only pro-

grade mineral assemblages are considered. Where tex-

tural evidence as to whether a phase is prograde or 

retrograde is inconclusive, it was assumed to be pro-

grade; (2) Only those phases which occur in contact 

with all other phases in that assemblages are listed 

(i.e. assemblages are in textural equilibrium). The 

relative abundances of the phases, which results from 

differences in original bulk composition, are not 

indicated. 

Table A-1 offers an explanation of the symbols 

used in the stratigraphic sections. It also explains 

the scheme used for abbreviating the mineral phases 

in the assemblage listings. 

Table A-1 

Lithologies included in the stratigraphic sections: 

"Wavey bedded" cherty iron-formation. Pre-
dominantly granular cherts with occasional 
interbeds of even bedded iron-formation. 

Even bedded "slatey" iron-formation with 
occasional interbedded cherty horizons. 

Cortglomeratic iron-formation, although con-
glomeratic beds are common throughout the 
iron-formation, the only significant thick-
ness of conglomerates is near the footwall. 

A-J 



Table A-1 (cont.) 

"Sweepings bed" marking the basal contact 
of the Ironwood Formation. 

Algal horizon (within cherty zone) - the 
only such horizon observed was located in 
the Plymouth member of the Tyler's Fork 
section. 

Mineral phases included in the assemblage listings: 

qtz - quartz 
hem - hematite 
mag - magnetite 
sid - sideri te 
chl - chlorite (exact composition unsure) 
calc - calcite 
pyrite 
minn - minnesotaite 
stilp - stilpnomelane 
dol - dolomite-ferrodolomite 
carb - carbonate (exact 9omposition unsure due 

to fine · grain size) 
ank - ankerite 
thur - thuringite 
grun - grunerite 
plag - plagioclase (andesine) 
apat - apatite 
argill - argillaceous material 
trem - tremolite 
talc 
opx - orthopyroxene (ferrohypersthene) 
cpx - clinopyroxene (calcic, probably in compo-

sitional ra.nge ferroaugite-
hedenbergite) 

actin - hornblende-actinolite 
garn - garnet 
biot - biotite 
fay - fayalite 
pig - pigeonite 

A-4 



IW-H-1a 

IW-H-1 

IW-H-5 

IW-H-7 

HURLEY - MONTREAL SAMPLES 

Location: SWi,SEi, Sect. 27, T46N, R2E; along 
east bank of West Fork Montreal River 

Stratigraphic location: Basal conglomerate of 

Attitude: N65E, 70NW 
Plymouth member 

Outcrop lithology: gnarled cherty conglomerate, 
non-magnetic 

Sample lithology: highly brecciated cherty iron-
formation, massive, non-gran-
ular 

Assemblage: quartz 

Sample taken from same outcrop as IW-H-1a 
Sample lithology: slightly brecciated, buff to 

red, cherty I.F., predomin-
antly massive fine grained 
chert 

Assemblage: qtz-hem 

Location: NW*,SEi, Sect. 24, T46N, R2E, outcrop 
just south of Hurley elementary school 

Stratigraphic location: unknown 
Attitude: N75E, 60NW 
Outcrop lithology: gray to brown, wavey bedded, 

cherty I.F., highly oxidized 
limonitic, non-magnetic, 
contains interbedded 2-5 cm. 
beds of massive, black, flinty 
chert. 

Sample lithology: granular to oolitic chert-
carbonate I.F., irregular 2-3 
cm. discordant patches in the 
rock have been replaced by 
siderite 

Assemblages: (a) qtz-mag-sid 
(b) mag-pyrite 

Sample taken from same location as IW-H-5 
Sample lithology: fine-grained gray to red 

carbonate-rich I.F., occurs 
in beds composed of subspher-
ical (0.2-0.4 mm.) interclasts, 
rock is highly oxidized 

Assemblages: (a) qtz-mag-sid-chl 
(b) qtz-mag-sid-calc 

A-5 



A-6 

FOTATO RIVER SE:CTICN 

Location: Sect. 19, T45N, RH:; east side of Potato River 
Total thickness of s2ction: 24 m. (Palms-Ironwood contact not exposed; nearest 

Palms Formation outcrop is 4 m. 
below the lowest Ironwood Formation exposure) 

Attitude: N65E, 70 NW 

Meters 

20 -

Outcrop L!tholoox 

hnite to jasper cherty I.f. 
with black,even 

I.F. 
Cherty zones have vuggy, 
;orous abundant 

Sar.iple (r..) 

IW-PR-19 (23) 

IW-PR-18 (18) 

hec.atitic staining Il'l-Pi!-17 (15) 

10 -

0 -

nnite to light gray W3Vey 
bedded .cherty I .f., hen.atitic 
staining perr..eates, in gen-
eral, rock has a porous ap-
rearance, close examination 
reveals presence o"f abundant 
-;ranule-size lir.ioni tic spots, 

oxidation of ori-
;inal i:.ir.erals. 

IW-PR-15 (9) 

I'll-PR-7 (4) 

IW-FR-5 (3) 

IW-PR-2 (2) 

IW-PR-la (1) 

S;r..ole Lithology 

Jasper-rich, cherty 
!.P., granular to 
coli tic 

Asser..!:llage(s) 

(a) qt:z• r.·,tnn+t!lag. 
stilp 

)1hi te cherty I.!'., (a) 
highly oxidized ap-
pearance w/ granul 
size lir:,oni tic void:; 
pitting the surface of 
tha rock. 

Black, even bedded, c1ag- (a) qtz•r..lnn•ff',ag 
l.F. con- (b) qtz.•h!!m 

tainino; a 2 er. .• inter-
of granular jasper 

I .F. 

\','hite, cherty, granular 
I.F., contains highly 
irregular 0.5 er.. swirls 
of oxid!!S· (c1ag & nea:) 

Dk. colored 
cherty I .F. <:O;, _r..ag 
occurxing largP.ly as 
granule replacea.ents. 

te to light gray 
cherty I.F., granular, 
i:.1sslve 
?1hi !e to lig!'l t gray 
cherty !.F., non-gran-
ular, consists 
of a r:.ixture of "qtz a. 
chert, di ssec.ina ted 1r.ag 
White to jasper cherty 
I .F., granular 

(a) qt'• r:iinn•roag 
(b) qtz•hero 

(a) qtz•r..iiintmag 

(a) qtz •cag•a:inn.+ 
stilp 

(a) qtz• mag 
(b) qt:z• carb•hell\ 



A-7 
FORK SECTION 

Location: Sect.33, RlW, along course of Tyler's Fork River 
Total thickness of section: 188 m. 
Attitude: N56E, 63NW 

Meters 
Outc:op Lltholocv Sarnple (m. / 

175 - f... 
<!.> 
.0 
I:: Generally gray to blac.k 

finPly lar:.inated I .F. 
Even t>!dded, Local IW-TF-18 
thin (1:.,3 c.:i..) of cherty 
sranul ar I ,f. 

150 -

l\ii-TF-16 (147) 

r25 -

100 -

75 -

50 -

25 -

0 -

lW-TF-1!1 (116) 

M 
QJ IW-TF-14 l114) 

. 
Irre<;ularly bedded Il'l-TF-12 (lOg) 
cherty I,f, ir.terbedded .!!: with regular beds (up to 

e=z==? f! O.!I It•) of slatey I .F • 
.. """"' ....... _.., O IW-TF-10 (91) 

z 

IW-TF-8 (38) 

Irregularly bedded cherty' IW-TF-7 (26) 

IW-TI'-6 (20) 
.Oregular r..a;;netite-rich 

...,,..."""' ""'"-' S:sei;araton co=.r..on; Local 
_._.._,._.,,,QJconglor..eratie beds; str«• lW-TF 5 (18) 

i.-.._.z._ 1-atoU tic zone occurs at 38 -
.J:w. fibrous silicates vis-

ible in Top lW-TF-4 (12) g 1-2 ''" of outcrop is even•. 
E bedded (slatey) l .F. ( ) >- IW-TF-3 9 

....... u.. i;;;c:::::===:=:; 
Congloa.erati c zone 

slate-even bedded 
Sweepings_ bed · 

IW-TF-2 (6) 

lW-TF-SW (2) 

Se>!TOle Li tho!cg\• 

Fine grained green to sray 
cherty I.F., relict 
texture preserved by secondary 
r.agnetite 

3lack dlerty I.F., relict gran· 
ular texture by re-

of wagnetite 
Black to thinly lar..inated 
even bedded I.F. 

to jaspery cherty I.F. 
Texture varies frea. granular to 
to finot gr. chert 
lll\ite to lt. gray cherty I.F. cut 
cy irregular l a:i. c.agnetite-rich 
se F1ra tors. 

to yellow granular I.F., 
high concentrations of fibrous 
silicatu 

Black to gray, thinly lai:.inated 
even bedded I.F. 

( •) 

(a) qtz•n.a,,.minn 

(a)qtz•r..ag•ank 
(b):;t::•her.: 

(a) c;tz• c-.ag•carb 

White to·red eherty I.F., granular (a) 
to ool1tic: 7 contains stroa.,atali tic: (b) hem 
algal structures 1 an. dia. 

White to gray granular cherty I.F. 

White to yellow granular I.F., 
high concentrations of fibrous 
silicates • 
White to gray cherty granular I.F. 

granular c:herty I.F. 
and even bedded slatey I.F. 

Cnerty granular I.F. (jaspery) 
w/ 1 an. irregular =agnetite-
rich separators. 

Blac:k, thinly laminatad, 
even-bedded l.F. 

Slderite, magnetite, stilp-
nomelane in fine grained 
chert matrix 

(a) qtz•minn+mag...c;hl 

(a) qt.z•miM.mag 

(a) qtz•mag•dol-ank•ehl 
(b) qtz•mag•sid(?)•chl 

(a) qtz•111ag•minn 
(b) qt.z• he= 

(a) qtz•thur+mag 
(b) qtnNg+c:arb 



A-8 

SECTION 33 
/' 

Location: Si'li,SW+, Sect. 33, T45N, R.lW; section from U.S.Steel test pit 
Total thickness of section: 46m. (Palms-Ironwood contact not exposed, lowest 

Ironwood exposure 45 m. stratigraphi.cally above 
nearest Palms exposure) 

Attitude: N55E, 53 NW 

Meters 

40 

30 -

20 -

10 -

0 -
I 
t 

Outcrop Lithology 

to gray cherty I.F., 
noticeable absence o! jasp!r, 
very irregular oagnetite-rich 
separators throughout the rock 1, 

these separators nay m•ke up 
as rr.uch as 3Q,, of the I.f •. 
Ui;;::errr.ost 4-5 i;., Of section 
is predominantly black evan-
eedded tha 
lo...er of the Yale 
c:ei:.ber. 

fiavey bedded cherty I •. F., 
very irregular oagnetite-
rich separators comrr.on. 
Cherty bed 5-15 
c.:: •• , .granular texture, .:he rt 
is predoa.inantly jasper with 
:.inor in te.rn.ixed whi ta chert. 

San.cle No. (m.) ·sarr.ole Lithology 

liY-US..16 {42) 

I'll-US.-14 (2B) 

Ii'f-US-S (7) 

I\lf-US-7 (5) 

rn-US-5 (3) 

IW-US-3 (l) 

Interbedded Black 
laminated r..agneti te• 
rich I.F. and white 
to pink fibrous sil· 
icate-rich I .F. 

white to gray 
granular cherty I.F. 
Granular texture largely 
·destroyed by qtz. over-
growths. 

(a) qtz• ir.ag•ir.inn•calc 
{b) qU•r.•ag•minn•stilp 

Cherty I.F., oolitic to ( / ... . '. 
inter:nixed· white.-,_ dol-ank 

chert and jasper zones. ··· 

Highly oolitic jasptr (a) qtz•ciag•r:-•inn 
I.F. contains (b) qtz•hem 

separators. 

Granular to oolitic 
jasper I .F. 

Dk. brown to blacx· (a) qtzta:ag•c:arb 
even bedded r:-.agneti te-
rich I.F. w/ l cm. 
to red granular chert zone 



BALLOU CREEK SECTICN 

Location; NW-,;-,NE,;, Sect.11, T44N, R2W; E. bank of Ballou Creek 
Total thickness of section: 64 m. 
Attitude: N60E, 65 NW 

t 

A-9 

I fn. -gr. cherty I.F. I'il-EC-9 (65) Chert, granular i.F. (a) qtz-t'l!:a9..-;:r:..in.sid 

60 

20 -

0 

h 
Cl> ..a 

Low oxide content (< 10-,..) 

Crse. gr. gray to white 
I.F. bed5 

:t-:i en •• c:ut by irregular 
se;.iaraters 

1-;; o .• thlck; Oxide content 
· u;::ward in section 

-:c a ::..xiCl\ll;I of 40-!>0,. in the i•p 
4-:i :11. of zone. 

' ,'l ' L '· 

::E 
..s:: 
:l 
2 >. 

...-i ...._ __ _, _a. 

Irre;ularly bedded, cherty 
Z.r.; ·rich in jasper; Beds 

less than 2 a:i. 
ceds alternate betw@en 

..r.ite granular cherty, Jasper 
;r?nular cherty and 
ricil even bedded zones. Local 
oc::1.1rrances of specular hematite. 

Cherty I.F. with interbedd!td 
slatey Slatey zones . 

!>-10 c:::. thick. _Jasper-
rich cherty zones coa:mon. 

:weepings bed 

I'ii-SC-7 (41) 

1 l:>, .. r.;a;nati tei 
as granule 

Cherty, granular 
I.F. 

Interbedded cherty 

(a) 

granular I.F. & (a} qtz•Clinn-a.ag•carb 
oxide-rich slat1y I.F. 

(29) Cherty, granular I.F. 
containing irregular 
O.!> ci= •• a.a9neth1t-rich 
bands. 

(22) Jaspn-rich, granular 
to oolitic l.F. 
oxides as 9ranul1t r1t-

. pliicea.•nts. · - -

IW-::C-4 (11) 

lW-BC-2 (6) 

I'H-8:-l (l) 

Jasper-rich cherty I .F. 
granular·to oolitic 

Magnetite-jasper I.F. 
!>0-60 •• i=.agne ti te and 
herr.ati te, t.31nly as 
granule replacec.en:s. 

Intergrcwn grunerite, 

(a) 
(b) qt:t•hltQ 

(a) 
(b} qU•hea 

(a ) qt:i:•e.g 
(b) qU•h1t11> 

(a) qu•ii:ag 
(b} qtzo.hHI 

chert, te and (a) qtz•:::ag•gr.m 
elastic quaru grains. 



A-10 

MT • . WHIITLES2Y SECTION # l 

Location: SW7;, SE-4, Sect. 9, T44N, R2W; section measured along traverse 
which includes the eastern side of the Berkshire Mine pit 

Total thickness of section: 278 m. 
Attitude: Lower 115 m. of section - NSOE, 40 NW 

Upper 128 m. of section - NSOE, dip gradually increases from 
·50 (150 m.) to 90 (230-278 m.) 

i/.eters 

250 -

200 -

150 

-'"" .......,. 

? - - - - ? 

100 - Q) 

50 

0 -

>-
·1§£f g 

Outc.:oo 

Gray to. black, even becded I.F. 

Wavey bedded, cherty I.F., 
granular to oolitic, may be 
locally 
bedd.ed s .. pa::-ators cor.'mon-
111akin9 up. ai:>ou: of the I.r. 
section (230) 

IW-i;J.l-40 (229) 
Black, even b&dd"'1 I.F., 
occasLor..;il intarb!!dded cheny Dl-aM..Ja (218) 
I.E. 

Wavey bedded, cherty I.F., com- IJl-CJ4-27 (155) 
C10nly bed thi ckne;s 
up to 25-30 :.:i., ':herty beds I'fi-E.14-'26· (150) 
comoonly con9lomeratic er brec-
ciat!!d, up;ier portion sho-.•s 
1taady inc::-ease in proportion 
of slatey beds 
This gap is believed to 
a stratigraphic which 
haa resultetl in a of the 
section. !his ciscontir.uity prcb-
ably resulted from faulting lthrust 
faulting?) tne Middle 
Precambrian units of th& Mt. 
'llnltteiny area(::! • .,.. Marsden, 
persanal cara:unication). 

Blaclc, even bedded I.F. 

Wavey bedded, cherty I.F., local 
jasper-rich zones, granular to 
oolitic, local 
conglocer3te 

Footwall bedded 
I.E., locally contorted bedding 

IW-EM-20 (a'2) 

Df-aM.19 (72) 

Ilf-SM-lB (66) 

Dl-2.M-13 (50) 

ll!-i!M-g (3'2) 

(i9) 

Sar.ole 

Black, even bedd"'3 !.F. w/ 
l ""'• irregular cherty 
granular lenses 

O\erty, granular I.F., 
cost are brilliant 
jas9er 
3lack, even bedded I.F. 

Conglomeratic cherty I.F. zone 
interbedded in sequence of 
black, even bedded l.!'. 

Granular, cherty I.F., local 
jasper zones, highly oagnetic 

to gray chP.rty I.F., 
granular, by irregula::- 0.5 
c:. magnetite-::-ich beds 

(b) qtz.-he111 

(a) qt:z:-eag•g:ru.,.gun-
thu::-

\a) 

(a) qt:z:..-.-ag 
(b) qt:z:•he<a 
(a) 

Blaclc, even cedded I.F. contain- (a) 
ing irTegular fibrous clots of 

Gruneritl!-rich I.F., r<>clc is al- (a} 
cost totally coarse grained radial 
clusters of fibrous am0h!.bol .. 
G.."'\Jn'll"itic I.F., granular (a) qtz•..,.grgrun 
texture totally over:;rown by 
g%\Jnerit:e · 
Lt. to dk. gray cherty I.F., 
contains irTegular 1-2 °"• 
fibrous clots of amphibole 
Lt. to gray cherty I.F., 
non-ciagnetic, relict granular 
texture 
Wassive, to gray, cherty 
I.F., granular . 
Wassive, cherty I.F., granular, 
rich in· jasper 

to gray, cherty I.F. cut 
by ir::-..,,-ular 1-2 cm. 
rich beds,. g::-anular 
i!laclc, thinly bedded I.F., beds 
locally contorted 

(a) 

(a.) 

(a) 

(a) 
(b) 
(a) 

(a) 
(b} 

qt:z:rq::-ul'\•eale 

qt:z:+-gT\111 

qt:z:•talc•cag 

qt::--cag 
qt::•hem 
qtz,..,ag talc: car: 

qtz•apat 



MT. WHITTLESEY S!:CTICN #2 

Location: Sect. 9, T44N, R2'/i; exposures along the railroad grad.e 
near the ruins of th2 Berkshire Mine mill 

Total thickness of section: 139 m. 
Attitude: .N65W, 55SW 

Meters 

120 

100 

J.4 

Lithol<)QV 

Wavey cherty 
I .F., chert is la r;icly 
jasper, granular, 
separators corr:.on 

Intcrbedded slatey I.F. 
and granular r.herty I.F., 
cherty beds cc"-prise 
about of the section 

cu Black, even bedded I.F, 
<11 

'"""' · u -c-
::> 
c: 
0 

"'"" +> ..... 
U) 

:£ Interbedded slatey I.F. 
and granular cherty I.F., 
cherty beds about 

. 30-,.. of the SEKtion 

Black 1 even bl'tlded I.F., 
finely laminated 

Jasper-rich, granular 
I.F. with 
even 
I.I'• 

Sac:c:le Mo. (:::.) 

l\'/-8/.'.-78 (135) 

Ii'l-S.\\ .. 71 (75) 

Dk. gray to jasper, 
cherty I.I'., granular, 

ssi ve 

(a) qtz•r.-.ag•dol 
(o) qtz•br:. 

Ela::.k, even bedded (a) 
I.I'., finely 

Jasp<?r, cherty I.I'. 1 (a ).qtz< r:iag+dol•Jnk 
have 

· stret::.t.d at an 
oblic;ue angle to beddir.; 

cher:y I.?., 

elongate perp ar 
to b:dciing, o casic :l 
0.5 cm. r:-.a;ne i tt:--r ch 
separators 

(a) qtz .. r:-.ag 
(b) 



A-12 
,'.ELLE:N SECTICN 

Location: SE-4-, Nil:t, Sect. 13, T44N, R3W; section located approxim3tely 2 mi. 
south of Mellen, along the we-st sid-= of Highway 13. 

Total thickness of section: 215 
Attitude: N80W, 60 NE 

Meters 

200 -

150 -

100 -

50 -

J...t 
Q) 
rl 

""""<::>..;;;;;:::::! ;>. 
!--< 

'Cutcroo Litho logv 

Black, thir.ly bedded 
slatey rock, 
presur.:eably Tyler Fm. 

Wavey bedded cherty I.F., 
jasper-rich zones co".mon, 
interbedded irregular r.:ag-
neti te-rich :Cads (1-3 en •• ), 
sor.:e visible fl3kes of 
specular 

Lower 5 in. is white to ·;ray 
cherty I .F. ·11i th a ro•Jghl y 
equal proportion of inter-
bedded slatey separatcr3; 
above this i:; 
ly white to. gray cher!y I .F. · 
containi ng thin (1-3 cr.:,.J 
lrregular 
segregations of C·'Jarse 
grained pyroxene and 
amphibole visible i n out-
crop 

Interbedded cherty, gran-
ular I.F. and even bedded 
slatey I.F.; roughly equal 
proportions of cherty and 
slatey zones 

Gray to white, cherty I.F., 
wavey bedded, granular, 
l-3 irregular, 
rich zones occur through-
out the cherty zones 

Basal 
Sw-3epings bed-Palr.:s Formation · 

I'n-Ml-23 (215) 

(175) 

IW-:.11-24 {169) 

IW-l.U-'23 (169) 

(137) 

I ;'l-Ml-13 (130) 

(70) 

IW-Ml-ll (67) 

lW-Ml.-lO (64) 

nl-Ml-3 · 

Sarr.ole Litholooy Asse::-bla:;e ( s) 

Gray to black, even (a) qtz•c.ag•grun•argill 
bedded slatey rock, 
thinly bedded, less than 
5io rr.ag. 

Black, even bedded I.F., (a) 
thinly bedded 
White, cherty I .F. (a) qh•:i:ag 
contair.ing irregular 

bands. 
Cherty I.F., granular; (a )qtz•mag•trern• ::al:: 
interbedded ja.sper-rich (b)qtz•he111 
zones and dk. colored 
zones containing 
disseminated ir.ag, beds 
1-2 cm. 

Cherty I .F. ·4 inter-
mixed pyroxene and grun. 
Gray cherty I.F. con-
taining l cm. bands of 
coarse grained green 
pyroxene and grun. · 

(a) qtz•o..ag•o;:x +cpx ... 
calc 

(a) qtz•rr4g•opx•crX• 
grun 

(b) :.ag+opx+c;:x...calc 

· 'tlhHe to red cherty I .F. (a) qt::+ mag•treir.•talc 
granular, disseminated 
mag. · 
Red, white to black (a) qU• a:ag+tren:•talc 
cherty I.f., granular, 
granules distinctly flat-
tened w/ 5hart axis nor-
inal to bedding, spe.i;ular 
hem along fractures · 

·Jasper-rich, cherty I.F.,(a) qtz+mag+talc 
sor.:ewhat con-

glome:ratic, w/ sorr.e 
large (2 cm.) cherty 
clasts inte:rmixed with 
the granules 

Vitreous qtzite mer.her (a) qtz•g:run 
of Palms Formation 



PENO.KEE GAP SECTION 

Location: NW-;, Sect. 14, T44N, west side of Bad 
Total thickness of section: 175 m. 
Attitude: N2W, 62 NW 

Meters 

175 -

150 -

125 -

100 -

c 
r===:=::'l 6! 

·--

Outcrop Litholo<iy 

Dk. colored even bedded 
slatey I .f, 

fn. grained whita to gray 
cherty I.f., individual beds 

-3-5 ci:. •• irregular rt.agnetite-
rich separators throughQUt, 

make up of rock) 
Local beds contain fibrous 
green silicates. m. 
contain interbedded ·slatey 
I.f. 

75 - ll Q) 
Evenbedded black slatey I.f, 
Local thin beds of white 
cherty I.f, 

50 -

25 -

0 -

> 

Wavey bedded white .to gr3y 
cherty I.f. Irregular mag-
netite-rich separators . 
throughcut. fibrous green 
silicates co:r.11.on, local beds 
contain r..egascopic pyroxene 
porphyroblasts. 

cherty and even g bedded (slatey) I.f. 
Fcotwall slates-black, even 

bedded 
Basal conglorr.erate 

Sar.iple No. (rr..) 

IW-SR.-22 (142) 

Ii'l-Sil.-16 (106) 

IW-3R.l8 (102) 

Ii'i-ER-l2a (48) 

IW-SR-11 (29) 

IW-ER-10 (Z7) 

IW-CR.-6 (16) . 

IW-SR-9 (14) 

Lt·. to dk, green r..ag- (a) 
netite-sillcate I.f. 
Predoa•inantl y 
retrograde 9rt1n. sur-
rounding relict pyro-
xene. Disseminated mag. 

Lt. green to gray (a) qt:z:•:r.190<,;run+act 
cherty I.f. containing 
0.5 cm, 11.agnetite-rich 
beds, relict granular 
texture. 
Lt. gray to green cherty (a) 
I.F. Contains 0,5-l,5 
c::i. porphyroblasts of 
pyroxene, di sserr.inatad 
mag. 

Lt. gray to green (a) qt:z:•::ag«;run 
cherty I.f., fl•assive, 
fine magnetite dissem. 
inations throughout. 
\'lhi te to gray cherty (a} •cpx · 
granular I.F., cherty 
:i:onu cut by 2 c::i. bads 
of a¢ixed r..ag, grun 
and cpx. 
Lt. gray to brown 11.as• (a) qtz•;run•ma9 
si ve cherty I.F •. , gran• 
ular, Fibrcus yrun, as 
9r3nular and intltrgran. 
ular C'.ater!al. 

Pyroxene-qtz-r.ag I.F. (a) 
of bands (2 c:n.) 

of pyroxene separated by 
zones cf relatively p.ire 
qtz, disseminated "-ag., 
retrograde grun. 

Whit!! to gray cherty 
I.F. containing l cm. 

of 
pyroxene dis;::ersed 
throughout rock. 

A-lJ 



A-.:14 

SEG'TION 18 

Location: Sect. 18, T44N, sectiJn from area of Hanna Mining 
Go. test pit 

Total thickness of section; 110 m. 
Attitude: N90E, 50N 

100 -

30 -

-60 -

40 -

CUtcrop Litholoav 

Black, thinly bedjea, 
sven bedded I .F. 

White to gray, wavey 
bedded, cherty I.F., 
C1Utcrop consists of about 

beds and 
even bedded sep3rators; 
so:oe lrragular clots of 
pyroxene obs<!rved in the 
cherty zones. 

No. (:::) 

IW-1'.A-10 (30) 

IW .. fU-7 (21) 

Fcotw•ll slate-black, even- IW-1'.A-O (8) 
bedded I.!'.; concordant 
charty lenses 

Basal conglca1erate-gra( 
ta black, cherty conglc;n .. 
1.rate 

Ass<!dilaae ( s) 

·Gray ta black even 
bedded I.F., thinly 
h.cded · 
Ok. gray ta black . (a)q:z•mag+cpx•calc 
silicate.oxide I.l'., 
massive, ccn:ains l-2 
C:ll. magnetite-rich 
separating beds» less 
than s;.; qt:i: 
Die. green che::"t-Fe- ... ::pit;\ 
silicate I .F. containing . ;run l. 
l ai. magnetite-rich 
separators 
Black, e.;.en bedded, mag- (a) i::ag"Opx•cp,....grur.,.. 
netite-rich I.F. 

Lt. green to black, (a)qtz+t!ag..g:-un..-;un 
even beddad I.F., thinly 
bedd<!d, certain beds are 
distinct lt. g:-een color 
suggestin3 high Fe-sili-
cate content: 



A-lj 

MIN.t:RAL SECTION 

Location: NE;-, NE-4, Sect. 24, T44N, R4W; near site of the Lake 
lookout tower 

Total thickness of section: 256 m. 
Attitude: Lower 125 m. of section - N75E, variable dip, 75 N'W to 85 SE 

Upper 100 m. of section - N50W, 50-55 SE 

Meters 0Jtcroo No. (::1.) 

250-· 

\ 

Gray to black, even bedded r11-ML-29 (21:: > 
1.F., finely bedded, 

200 bedding, r.U.nor lnterbedded - cherty zones 
u c 
<!> 

0.. 
(100} 

Ilf-Mt.-26 (155) 

150 ·-

r11-ML-Zl (103} 
IW-ML-22 (100) 

Gray to grel!l'I cherty I.F.J Dl-ML-19 (93) 
wavey bedded, bed thick-
n .. ss 10-15 en.; inur-
bedded gray ·cherts and 
green Fe-silicate-rich bed•J ra-MI.-l7 {90} 
visible l-3 cr.i. 

100 - blasts of p'frox•n• in ail- Iii-14.-16 (80) 
1c:ate beds. 

ra-ML-14 (70) 
Gray ·to black even bedded 
I.F.; thin, reqular bedding 
planes. 

50 -
r11-ML-:ll ( 30 ) 

·.·,n!. te to gray, w1vey bedded 
+> cnerty l.F.; magnetite-rich 
:J separators; granular textu:'tl IW-ML-11 (18) 0 
E >-

.-1 r11-ML-9 (4) 
0.. 

0 @:?':61 r11-Ml.-s (3) - Footwall slate - even bedded, 
locally may be highly contorted IW-!4.-7 (J) 

IW-ML-3 (2} 

Sa::iole ti tholoay 

Gray to black, even beddad 
I.F. 

Black, even bedded I.F. w/ 
local beds c: cherty I.F. 

Cherty I.F. 1-2 
c::i. of pyro-
xen& w 
grunerite; relict granular 
texture 
Lt. green to gray, cherty 
I.F., interbedded magnetite-
rich zones 

See I'll-MI.-22 
Ch.rty l.F. containing 1-3 
c::i. pyrox!!ne i:orphyroblasts 
and an-.ph!!loJ.:e 
Charty I.F. containing par-

of pyroxene and 
retrog:-ade an:phi- • 

boles 
Ok. green to blacK, massive 
a:.gnetite-silicate I.F. 
Lt. gr3y cherty I.F.; inter-
bedded chert and Fe-silicates 
Lt. to dk. gre9n massive I.F., 
ess!!ntially pure H!::rous· Fe-
silicates 
'hhite to gray, c:assive, cherty 
I.F. 

wavey bedded I.F. 
white to contains 
soi:e thin (l-2 cm.} n:3g-
natite-r!ch beds 

Interbedded white granular, 
cherty I.F. and black even 
bedded I.!'. 
Interbedded irregular beds of 
oagnetite and lt. green 
Interbedded and· even 
bedded (slatey) I.F. 

2--'- beds o! 
oxide-rich and I.F. 
Slatey I.F., highly contorted 

Assea.bla:;e(s} 

(a} 

(a) qtz•opx+c;:x 

(a)qtz+opx•cpx 
..-b",c1: . 

{a)qt:z:+opx ...:px 

{a}qu+g:run 

(a )n:ag+grun 

(a)qt:z•ma9.,.run+actL, 

(a) qt:z:•mag+grun 
(b) 

(a )qtz .. n:.-g.-opx•cpx 

(a}:::ag•grJr.+3ctin· 
(b)mag•grun•eµc 

{o }qtz• !':'lag+ grJn•act:...--: 
(a 
(b ).qtz• ;run-::iac;• ac tin 



CONTACT SAMPLES 

This suite represents a series of random sam-
ples taken from several outcrops which form a contact 
with the Mineral Lake Intrusive. The outcrop is lo-
cated just east of Markle Memorial Drive in SE:i-, NE±, 
Sect. 14, T44N, R4W (about 10 miles west of Mellen). 
The attitude of the outcrop is N75E, 23w. All sam-
ples were taken within 50 m. of this iron-formation-
gabbro contact. 

Sample No. 

IW-C-1 

IW-C-2 

IW-C-3 

IW-C-4 

IW-C-5 

Lithology 

Gray to black, fine-
grained hornfels, non-
magnetic, no visible 
primary structures 

Assemblaa::e(s) 

(a) fay-pig 

Black, massive, horn-
felsic I.F., iron stain-
ed, alternating quartz-
ose layers and layers 
rich in dark colored 
ferromagnesian minerals, 
non-magnetic 

(a) qtz-apat 
(b) qtz-fay-pig 

Dk. green to black, fine (a-) opx-pig 
grained hornfels, slight-(b) fay-grun 
ly iron stained (c) qtz-opx-cpx-

Dk. gray to green horn- (a) qtz 
felsic I.F., alternating (b) opx 
1-3 cm bands of fine . · ( c) cpx 
grained hornfelsic mat-
erial and coarser grain-
ed green fibrous mater-
ial 

Dk. colored massive horn-(a) qtz-pig 
felsic iron-formation 

fay 

A-16 

IW-C-6 Interbedded magnetite- (a) qtz-mag-pig 
rich and quartz-rich I.F.(b) opx-cpx-pig-mag 

IW-C-7 Black, fine to medium (a) 
grained I.F., hornfelsic, 
massive, appears to be 
largely a pyroxene-mag-
neti te intergrowth 

qtz-rnag-pig-
opx-cpx 


